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PREFACE

This publication has been prepared by OCD Staff College, Battle Creek, Michi-

Sgem. for tuee as a textook for training fallout shelter managers and other key membersS~of community shelter stafft It Is based an the results of numerous research reports ofexperiments with various groups of people occupying fallout shelters, as well as the

theory and concepts developed during the presentation of scores of courses in shelter
anaugement at the Staff College. This textbook, however, is not to be considered a

policy guidance document-such guidawne is provided in the Federal Civil Defense
Guide.

"This text is primarily for use by students enrolled in shelter management courses,
many of which are offered through the nation-wide facilities of the Civil Defense Uni-
versity Extension and Civil Defense Adult Education Programs. This publication may
be used also by Federal, State or local agencies in their own civil defense training
Prograla

The content of this textbook is limited to the organization and management of a
community fallout shelter. It does not deribe equipment operation and maintenance,
use of monitoring instruments, or other technical functions. Other courses and/or
documents dealing with these subjects are available to students.

This textbook presents problems in shelter management and organization and pro-
pown general solutions, or offers options. Solutions depend upon the existing conditions
and available resources of the individual shelter, and hopefully, specific shelters can be
discussed during classroom training ssions. The objective of rte text is to acquaint
the prospwtive shelter numaager and staff members with the acope of their responsi-
hilities, with the kinds of decisions they will have to make, ard with those factors and
resources having an important bearing in arriving at these decisions.

The emphasis is on the in-shelter period; that Is, from the time of entry into the
shelter to the time when fallout radiation levels are bw enough to permit exit fiom the
shelter. However, there are many additional functions that must be carried out in
peacetime and in the post-shelter recovery phase. A chapter is devoted to the impor-
tant planning and actions that should be taken prior to shelter occupancy, and another
chapter to the post-ocupancy management responsibilities.
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OVERVIEW OF SHELTER MANAGEMENT

History of Sheer DvDwqbmp Wt essary for organizins the indiviiusa sholters
into effective operational units, is discussed1.1 The Federal government has recognized

the need to develop (make) plans which will
insure the best possible use of the existing 1.5 The shelter manager functions as an
shelter space. Good plans require a basi of extns o of local gov me5 t wMs the

facts. The National Fallout Shelter Survey ter, supervising shelter operations until or-
(NFSS) provided a comprehensive survey of ganized units of government can resume di.

existing buildings in the United States to rection of the community recovery effort-
locate those which could shelter 50 or more 1.6 The importance of leadership to survival
people and provide a protection factor of 40 has been amply demonstrated by many studies
(PF 40) or more. This information is used for and reports of human behavior under stress
Community Shelter Planning (CSP); and is Studies of civilian populations and military
regularly being updated. Other studies--Small units in wartime, studies of the effects of
Shelter Survey (SSS), Home Fallout Protection naturai disasters, investigations of isolated
Survey (HFPS)---are being made to locate and confined military units, all lend support
buildings with good protection which provide to the conviction that leadership contributes
shelter for less than 50 people. significantly to the ability of groups to with-

1.2 The information provided by these pro- stand stressful physical and social pressure.
grams has been and will be used to develop Experimental studies of groups confined in
community shelter plans for all areas of the shelters for extended periods of up to two
United States. The community shelter plan weeks also clearly indicate that competent
gives people information on "where shelters leadership is a necessary ingredient for the
ar" and "where people should go." Shelter successful achievement of group goals.
management is responsible for developing the 1.7 There is reason to believe that should
plans for distribution of the population within war come, the shelter manager will represent,
the building or other shelters, and insuring as did previous leaders in previous disasters,
their survival during the shelter stay. the key to survival for an important segment

of the population.
mposnce VF Shetebr Managew

1.8 In the event of thermonuclear war, the Thqt 2l. of Tin ShgkolrMano
responsibility for the safety and well-being of
our protected population will rest, in large 1.8 The Mission of the Sheater MXwaer. The

measure, upon those citizens who bear the mission of the shelter manager is to return
title "shelter manager." It is their vital task as many shelterees as possible to the postat-

to provide leadership in the shelter. Without tack world, physically and psychologically
such leadership the goals of physical survival capable of assuming their roles in the r.cov-

and mental well-being of our population will ery and reconstruction of the society. Physical
be difficult to achieve, survival of shelterees is only one part of the

1.4 The effective use of these shelters re- shelter manager's goal. In addition to bodily
quires that a system of local direction and survival, rebuilding the society requir
control be developed. This system, which in- strength, will, and knowledge. To the extent
cludes an Emergency Operating Center (EOC) that these factors can be provided to the pro-
and intermediate levels of control where nec- tected population by the leaders of a shelter,



they become an essential part of the mission to the shelter situation, in that military
of the s,elter umager. leaders have traditionally faced many of the
1.9 Civilian vs. Militax Lado-hi~ p in W problems described above. HOWEVER, the
Sheiter. Many people have peacetime super- shelter manager is not a military figure com-
visory experience that could be put to very manding a military unit. Hi3 mission is to
vaNIMue use in shelter sumagamnt in the insure the survival of the population in his
event of £ disaster. IL. fact, the basic recrm- shelter, while maintaining to the utmost poes-
medton for selecting shelter managers is sible extent the values and standards of our
to seek persons with civilian suprvisory democratic society. Although a manager may
pertence. However, there are several essential frequently have the legal status of a repre.
di•ferecem between civilian leadership and the sentative of local government during a nuclear
reqirements for successful shelter manage- emergency, he has few of the normal sources
ment that make it unrealistic to equate the of governmental power at his disposal in the
two astomwtically. Some of the important shelter. His leadership depends upon at least
dilerences are: the tacit consent of the shelterees. This means

1. The aeove of leadership responsib'ility. that for practical as well as ideological rea-
Normally, in peacetime, a supervisor has sons, his authoritative leadership should not
responsibility for only extend beyond those in-shelter situations in-subordinateys beonv-oertain aspects of a volving the safety and well being of the groupsutbordinate's behavior, and that for only wicreieunesoedoden.

certain hours of the day. In a shelter, ie which require unquestioned obedience.
distinction between public life and privite 1.12 Effective shelter leadership results from
life is virtually nonexistent. The shelter a combination of elements of both civilian and

mhnager must be prepared to deal with military leadership. The mark of the trained
every aspect of the lives of all shelterees shelter manager id the ability to recognize
o-i a 24-hour basis. and implement the appropriate leadership

2. Requirementa for decision mamg. style.
Under the wartime conditions in which she!- 1.13 Responsibilities of the Shelter Manager.
term will be occupied, rapid and decisive The responsibilities of a shelter manager are
action on the part of the shelter manager complex, difficult, and in some ways without
is a requirement for group survival. Under precedent in our society. Some if the prob-
such circumstances, a number of demo- lcms that a shelter mna-ger will likely face
cratic procedureu, in which the population may never have been experienced before. Other
Voich o its parsheltences, and a number ofpeiceitsebre rtic pr oeures, anianumberif problems, while not unique in themselves, may
peacetime bureaucratic procedures, inwhc
information passes relatively slowly up and own. ingalist o f shelere managerdownchans f coman, hve t beby- known. The following list of shelter manager
downresponsibilities should convey some idea of the
passed. The shelter manager must be pre-
pared to act as an authoritative leader, complexity of the job. It should be noted that
making and implementing decisions rapidly. Many of the shelter operations and activities

described among the responsibilities will not
1.10 Other factors that make shelter manage- be carried out directly by the shelter man-meat different from normal day-to-day man-
agement are: (1) emotional reactions to ager. but, rather, by members of the manage-
attack and confinement on the part of shel- ment staff or by the ahelterees themselves.
terese, (2) the absence of normal sanctions However, the shelter manager retains the ulti.
(the power to reward or punish) in the ahel- mate responsibility for all the plans that are
ter situation, and (3) the fact that many made in-shelter, all the decisions that are
strangers may be present in a public shelter reached and implemented, and all the opera-
who are unfamiliar with the management tions that are carried out, regardless of who
structure of the organization. actually does the work.
1.11 On this basis, it would seem that a mili- 1.14 It is the shelter manager's responsibility
tary type of leadership would be more suitable to:
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1. See to it that the shelter is filled in a figuration of the shelter and the needs of the
rapid and orderly fashion. sheiterees.

2. Insure that those protective actions 1.17 Principles of Sketer Leadership. Among
against the effects of nuclear weapons, the cardinal principles of leadership of a com-
which are within the capability of the abel- munity fallout shelter are le following:
ter, are taken. 1. Amssme command rapidfit. People

3. Develop and implement plans for the will take shelter with little information as to
satWaction of basic human needs--a livable what to do and what is expected of them.
atmospheric environment, water, food, sleep, It is up to the manager to provide this
sanitation, and medical care-within the information and, in so doing, to establish
limits imposed by shelter resources and con- himself as their leader. The longer the ap-
ditions. pointed manager delays in this, the greater

4. Establish a shelter organization and a the chance that an "emergent leadef' will
shelter schedule within which to carry out take over, with potentially damaging con-
all shelter activities. sequences.

5. Maintain order and uphold the social 2. Demonatrate authority. It is by his
standards of our society. action and not merely by symbols that the

6. Develop and implement plans for in- manager will demonstraee his authority and
shelter training of the population that will capability. During the initial stages of the
enhance their survival capabilities during shelter stay, the manger should stress the
and alter the shelter stay. readily visible, personal leadership aspect of

7. See to it that the morale and motiva- h p &t the expense of some of his
tion of the shelterees are as high as possible administrative duties.
under shelter conditions by developing and 2. Delegate autkority. The manage
implementing plans for religious, recrea- must maintain his capability to perceive,
tional, andsocial activities, evaluate, and make decisions on the over-

all shelter situation. Consequently, he can8. Prepare plans for in-ahelter eraer.

gency situations, and implement plans if not afford to be unduly burdened with every
necessary. management detail, and should delegate au-

thority tu chosen subordinates.
9. Prepare for both temporary and per-

manent exit from the shelter. 4. Refrain from persoWal overinwolvement.
In a similar fashion, the manager must
avoid being identified with the problems of

Princpips of Shefter Ledership @d Manl an individual or group of individuals in-
a mnt shelter. His concern should be for the wel-
1.15 For training purposes, it is useful to fare of the entire shelter population. In-
assign the title "shelter leader and manager" tense interest by a leader in the problems
to the person in command of a shelter. of selected individuals may be harmless or
"Leader" in this context refers to someone even expected under normal conditions, but
who has the personal qualities to exercise con- in a shelter it can have a negative effect on
trol over the members of a group, and to moti- harmony and morale.
vate them to achieve the common goals of the 5. Establish a priority of action. Even
group. By "Manager" is meant someone who after successful delegation of the less impor-
can organize and apply the resources of a tant tasks to subordinates, there will re-
group towards the achievement of its goals, main a series of duties left to the man-
1.16 Both "leadership" and 'management" ager--some of greater importance than
are essential functions in the over-all direc- others. Oftentimes, situations may make
tion and control of a shelter. The extent to simultaneous action mandatory, or two prob-
which a shelter commander should act as a lems will arise whose solutions ar in con-
direct leader or as a "behind-the-scenes" ad- flict with one another. A list of manage
iministrator depends upon the size and con- priorities is an important requirement. A
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chfklist should be pmpared to which the 1. Begin otvanzation rapdiy. Unless
manae can refer, especially during the shelter teams are preselected and are avall-
first few days of the sh"ter stay. able, the manager should begin the neces-

6. ProviWe an ewtnpi for ahelteree be- sary shelter operations with a temporary
eavior. After establishing himself as the staff that can do the job. It is not necessary

leader in the e"es of the shelterees, he will be that he pick the best possible person for
looked to for cuem on proper behavior, each poeition--speed is essential in forming
Many adjustments will have to be ma& in such teams as Security, Communication,

Ior-established habita and custonu and the S&nitation, Medical, Radef, and a team to

Manager should be a model for appropriate operate vital equipment. Replacements by
r behavior. Also, the knowledge that better-trained people can be made later,

the leader, himself, is conforming to the after the shelter has passed the initial
new and strange regulations tends to make stages of operation.
the adjustment more acceptable to all 2. Make a preliminary estimate of the

e .situation. As soon as possible after entry,
7. Rmognize the changing needs of the stock should be taken of both the human

thelter popudaion. The condition of the shel- and material resources of the shelter. A
ter and its occupants will be quite different realistic plan for in-shelter survival cannot
after a week than it was the first few hours be developed without information about the
after entry. It is crucial that the manager condition of the shelter, its population, and
be swae of the changing needs of shelterees the external environment.
and adapt his leadership style to meet these 3. Derelop a shelter schedule. A goal to
needs. See Shelter Phases on the following strive for is the early introduction of a
Pam shelter operations and activities schedule.

8. Keep people informed. One of the This serves to establish a rhythm and a
most important, continuing responsibilities pattern to the shelter life, which will be
of the shelter manager is to provide shel- a positive factor in the adjustment of shel-
teres with as much news about the shel- terees. The manager, however, should be
ter and the outside world as possible, on a aware of the probability that the schedule
regularly scheduled basis. In the absence may not function smoothly the first day or
of information from management, shelter- two, due to the initial disaster reactions

am will manufacture and transmit their by the shelterees. As a result, some activi-
own news, in the form of rumors. If left ties that are not essential to survival should
tmenhallenged, rumors can negatively affect be kept from the schedule until shelterees
relationships between shelterees, the efilcient indicate a readiness to accept them. Formal
operation of the shelter, and the authority recreation is an example of such an activity.
of Management. 4. Keep shleltereea occupied. A goal of

9. Recognize the importance of motiva- shelter management is to provide as many
tion. As almost a summary of leadership shelterees as possible with an assigned task
principles, it can be stated that the history of to perform during the confinement period.
human behavior under stress has shown Keeping people occupied at useful tasks is
motivation to be a key to the survival of recognized as one of the most effective
groups under advers- conditions. The man- mears for maintaining shelteree morale.
ager, by orientation and training, and by The exception to the principle of maximum
the personal example he sets, must gener- assignment is in tasks that require trained
ate and maintain in the shelter population personnel, such as medical or equipment re-
a desire to survive and rebuild, pair tasks. Even here, however, untrained

1.18 P*inciples of Shelter Management. Some persons can be recruited to aid the trained
of the principles of shelter management that staff members.
an relevant to a wide variety of shelter syx- 5. Recognize the need for corinpomioes
tams are: in management decision making. It wil1 be
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impossilbe to satisfy everyone in the she]- 1.22 Because shelterees may be anxious and
ter. Some people will feel hot at the sme fearful concerning the attack, the raan r
time that others feel cool; some people will should stress the protective capabilities of the

be thirsty and others not; tasks teams may shelter and the availability of supplies. Res&-
be competing for valuable shelter resources suring the population in the face of unknown
such as illumination and ventilation. The dangers will require great leadership skill and
manager will constantly be faced with prob- continual communications between the mna-
lems requiring £4tradeooffs" (compromises) ager or staff members and the abelteress.
between competing or conflicting require- "Keep talkdng! Keep reassuring!" is a crdi-
ments or expectations. Whenever possible. nal leadership principle in the retry phase.
the reasons for selecting one course of ac- 1.28 Should the manager arrive after the
tion over other alternatives should be ex- bulk of the shelterees, he may be faced with
plsaned to the shelterees concrned. the presence of an e'nergent leadbt who has

already taken over. Under such circumstances,
Shefter Phases rather than alienate what leadership has

1.19 The evidence is clear from experimental emer in his absence, the assigied man-ager should incorporate this person or personsstudies and historical inztawes of long-term inoteranaiolsrutethte -
in to the organizational structure that he es-

confinement that a shelter stay can be divided tablishes.
into three phases, each with its management
implication& However, the strict definition of 1.24 Initi Orieatio and 0*"nization.
-oaeh phase, its duration, and its impact upon The initial orientation and organization will
le.alersip and the shelter population depends consume the next few hour% after shelter entry.
upon knowledge of a particular shelter, its re- This perod is characterized by two major
sources, its occupants, and its leadership. msnsgement tasks:

Consequently, the following descriptions of (1) preliminary orientation of the lheltereei,
shelter phases-entry, routine and emer- and
gence-and their implic.'tions for management (2) initial organization of the shelter.
should be regarded as generalized guidelines Most of the communication between man-
that will fit a large number of shelter situa- agement and the shelterees in the entry phase
tions, butnotall is of two kinds: (1) supportive, consistiig of

1.20 The Entry Phase. The e y phaeex reassurances to buoy shelteree spirits, and
(2) directive, commands pertaining to where

tends from the time that the shelter is opened to go and what to do.
until the population has been received and
routine operations have been initiated. The 1.25 As soon as it is feasible, one or more
manager should arrive at the shelter prior to briefings (depending upon the size and con-

the general population. He will then have time figuration of the shelter) should be held, dur-
to evaluate the shelter readiness for occu- ing which the characteristica and require-
pancy, inventory its resources, and prepare ments of shelter living are briefly spelled out

himself for the assumption of command. Being to the entire population. The details of shelter

there when the shelterees first start arriving living can be presented 2t a later time, per-
haps through community group meetings.

will also tend to strengthen his authority, and What should be communicated initially 'is an
give him an immediate opportunity to demen outline of shelter requirements and a fne-ing
trate his capability, for what an extended shelter stay will be like.

1.21 It is more likely that the manager will At the same time, communications to the shel-
arrive during the population movement to the terees should still retain the early reassur-
shelter. In either case, his initial responsi- antes, because many shelterees may still be
bilities are to prepare the shelter for occu- anxious and fearful about their survival
pancy, assume command and supervise filling chances.
the shelter, and initiate prote.-tive actions and 1.26 Three things must be organized durir4
start-up procedures. the shelter stay: (1) people, (2) resources,
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&Wd (3) activities and living patterns. To the 3. After radiation levels subside, relo-
extent that L ..helter has a preselected staff, cate them to a nearby shelter.
a predvveloped operations plan, and a pre- 4. Send out an emergency team to pro-
est-bished schedule of activities, it will have cure additional supplies for them.
aceomplishWed vome of these objectives prior to 5. Rotate places with volunteers from
"shelter occupancy. Otherwise, the following the marked shelter, to equalize exposure to
ini" organizatAion steps must be taken. radiation.

1. Oaization of sheltrees into con- 1.29 if after having considered the above
anvalty groups and selection of essential procedures, there still remain people outside
tes ta6Am whose admittance will endanger the lives of

2. Organization of resources in the form those already in the shelter, the shelter should
of supply Inventories and initial plans for be secured, and alternate solutions should bethe -alocation of wa~ter, food, medicine, established for accommodating those seeking
etc. admittance. This point may be reached whent

&. Or• tizti of "tvities and !Muig the shelter is filled to its maximum capacity--

patterns in the form of a schedule for opera- considering all available supplies and space, ortion during the lAnt day, planning for the when uncontrolled movement to and from the
"permanent" shelter schedule, and the de- shelter jeopardizes management control. Shel-
veropment of a set of shelter rules. ter Complex Headquarters or the Emergency

1.27 Seceinv the SheUer. Under certain Operating Center should be contacted for
conditions, the manager may consider allowing guidance.
persons into the shelter after its planned ca- 1.30 The exact procedures for closing the
pacityhas been reached: shelter will depend on the type and number

1. When it is known that there are no of shelter entrances. In most shelters, normal
other safe locations in the neighborhood room doors and/or improvised doors will be
which persona can be expected to reach in used in securing the shelter.
a reasonable amount of time. 1.31 A security team should be placed in

2. When the people who are seeking charge of the closing operations. Their duty
entry to the shelter after its capacity is is to verbally direct shelterees who cannot
reached are few in number. be accommodated in the shelter to other shel-

S. When the shelter possesses augmented ters or to other portions of the building which
capabilities In regard to essential resources provide some protection. Because radiation
which can be stretched to accommodate the levels near entranceways may be relatively
post-capacity arrivals, high, personnel monitoring doors or entrancesmay have to be rotated.

4. When all indications are that a com-
paratively short shelter stay is expected. 1.32 Initial Operations. This stage is made

1.2• One immediate but temporar., solution up of the first day or two in shelter. It is
which may be feasible in many situations is the period during which the shelter becomes
to offer the late arrivals space in the build- fully organized, and shelterees begin to in-volve themselves in the range of activities

that constitute daily shelter living. Such ac-
radiation, but outside the manked shelter area. tivities as feeding, sick call, sleeping, andA more permanent solution could later be training are experienced for the first time asreached from among the following alterna- tann r xeine o h is ieatives: planned activities. It is an important period

of adjustment for the shelter population. The
1. Provide people in less-protected areas procedures of shelter living are explained,

of the building with essential supplies from dem'ostrated, practiced, and implemented.
the aheltar. 1.33 Within this period, what may be re-

2. Bring them into the shelter if it c-&n ferred to as a new "definition of the situa-
be shown that they can be accommodated tion" should begin to occur for most shel-
without endangering the original shelterees. terees. For one thing, the overwhelming
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initial concern with the disaster and with imme- 1.89 A significant part of training activities
diate survival may, by this time, begin to during the routine phase should deal with
shift to an orientation focusing upon survival preparation for post-shelter living. Th1 will
of an extended shelter stay. Secondly, as shel- give individuals an acquaintanceship with sur-
terem enter into the stage of organuied group viva! techniques. But, more than that, It will
living, their fears about survival in the sh&W- lend support to a shift in shelter orientatim
ter, and the strangenew and austerity of shel- towards the future. Bee in a future in
ter life should lessen, barring emergency sit- which the individual can survive and society
uationL can be rebuilt is one of the most important

1.84 During this time, the manager will hav lessons that shelterees can learn during tir
to continue his strong personal leadership. temporarystay in-shelter.

First, to serve as a teacher and a model of ap- 1,40 Emergence Phase. As the time for
propriat. behavior. Secondly, some shelteress leaving the shelter draws near, the mood of

may be fearful about their chances for sur- the shelterees may likely change. The change
vival and about the fate of mi&sing relativegs will be due to two faetors: (1) an impa-

and friends, tience to leave the shelter, and (2) anxiety
over what they will find when they exit, and

1.35 The R-utine Phone. This period ex- what will happen to them after they leave.
tends throughout most of the shelter stay. Leadership should be oriented towards keep-
Most shelterees will have made an adjustment Ing individuals from leaving the shelter pro-to their environment during this time. The inididusfrmevngteslerp-

maturely, and in allaying fears about the state
authority of the manager and his staff should of the world outside.
have 'taken hold" sufficiently so that the mawi
ager no longer has to be continuously visible 1.41 Before leaving the shelter, every effort

ot the population. He can spend more of his should be made to communicate with the
time carrying out his administrative duties, local control center, primarily to ascertain the

radiation levels at various distances from the
1.36 During the routine phase there may shelter. Full-time shelter egress should not be
occur temporary dips in morale brought on the decision solely of the shelter manager, but
by monotony and austerity. This mood of should be coordinated with the control ceeter.
lethargy and lack of motivation is quite nat- 1.4 Prior to pernent emergence from the
ural. When it occurs, the manager should pro-
vide some variety in the shelter system (for shelter, it may often be possible to make brief
example, permitting ntrips to the outside to replenish supplies, initi-

introducing new activities, varying te shel- ate local recovery operations, etc. The tem-porary exit may also bring positive psycho-
logical consequences, by providing first-hand

1.87 It is also posible that periods of height- reports of external conditions, as well as wel-
ened activity and agitated behavior may punc- come, albeit temporary, relief from an
tuate the routine phase. News from the out- extended period of confinement.
side world, or the unplanned emergence of an
uninformed, action-oriented rival to the shel- 1.4e Padiation helte d Oc sawe evenafter radiation has descended to safe levels,
ter manager, may trigger attempts to "do it may still be necessary or desirable to keep
something besides just sit here." community fallout shelters open an temporary

1.88 The problem of an individual who wants centers where people can sleep and be fed
to leave before it is safe to do so nay arise during the initial phases of recovery opers-
in shelter. The manager or a staff member tions. During this transition period, changes in
should make perfectly clear to the individual the role of the shelter manager may be ex-
the physical consequences of a trip to the pected. Local authorities will asasne the
outside and the impact his leaving may have responsibilities for maintenance of law and

upon the shelter population. The person should order, mass feeding and shelter, and general
be discouraged by all persuasive means from restoration of the community. In doing so,
leaving, however, they may wish to work directly
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through the shelter manager in use of shelter If communications are available, he will con-
f6cilities and the existing shelter organiza- tact Shelter Complex Headquarters (SCH) or
tion. The manager and staff, therefore, may be the Emergency Operating Center (EOC) for
asked to continue as administrators and man- instructions.
agers of large groups of people even though 1.48 One example of a decision which a shel-
their primary leadership responsibilities have ter manager may face is the following. If a
been generally fulfilled, shelter has water stored for 50 shelter spaces

and the shelter contains 200 persons, the man-
ShIr Emogend.5 ager may need to find additional water sources
1.44 A shelter emergency can be defined as: while radiation levels are still dangerous, es-
an event which seriously, and oftentimes pecially if temperatures are high. To decide
rapidly, threatens the survival of the shelter when to send an emergency water supply
population. While it is impossible to specify team, the manager will have to consider
the exact nature of shelter emergencies, the the following factors: (1) how long can the
major causes of such situations can be de- water supply be made to last, (2) how long
scribed. These are: (1) structural damage to can people survive without water after it is
the shelter as a result of weapon effects, (2) gone, (8) how close is a probable water source,
fire in the shelter or in the surrounding area, and (4) how long (how many trips) will it
(8) dangerously high radiation levels in-shel- take to get an adequate supply. These factors
ter, (4) severely high temperatures, (5) im- must be weighed against the risk from outside
balances in atmosphere components (ex- radiation levels: (1) how much exposure the
tremely high carbon dioxide concentration or mission team has already received, and (2)
presence of other noxious elements), and (6) how much more they or other teams should
depletion of essential supplies, such as water. be allowed to receive. This information should
1.45 Any shelter emergency must be evalu- be transmitted to the next level of command
ated In relation to external radiation levels, for operational instructions.
leading to three types of command decisions: 1.49 Shelter Evacuation. Evacuation of the
(1) to combat the emergency situation using shelter should be carried out as a last resort
the resources of the shelter, (2) to augment under extreme conditions. Under conditions
shelter resources by sending individuals or such as fire (particularly a mass fire), heavy
small groups from the shelter on emergency structural damage, or highly inadequate ven-
missions, and (3) to relocate the population tilation, the shelter manager may have to
and resources if the shelter becomes unin- evacuate a shelter for other shelter areas to
habitable. The latter two decisions are dis- avoid fatalities among shelterees.
cussed as follows. 1.50 If at all possible, either the Emergency
1.46 Emergency Missions. Although the rea- Operating Center should be contacted or a
sons for emergency missions will vary in ur- reconnaissance mission should precede general
gency and type., there are at least four cate- evacuation of the shelter. A team should be
gories of emergency missions, which may sent out to locate alternative areas affording
occur: (1) supply trips for such items as protection.
water, medicine, and food; (2) service mis- 1.51 Except in the case of mass fire in which
sions for activities such as decontamination, persons may have to flee from the entire sur-
repair, or recovery operations; (3) voluntary rounding area, the manager should attempt to
trips, such as medical personnel responding find shelter areas in the following general
to a shelter call for medical aid; and (4) priority: (1) parts of the building adjoining
reconnaissance for availability of critically the shelter areas which may offer some protec-
needed shelter space. tion against radiation, (2) other areas in the
1.47 The shelter manager will have to de- same building such as upper floors, (3) build-
termine the priority for each mission by eval- ings adjoining the shelter facility which
uating the need for the trip versus the risk, provide protection in passage from one to
which is primarily one of radiation exposure. another, (4) buildings adjoining the shelter



which may require some passge through open the most rigid atmosphere and temperature
=Areas, and (5) other buildings in the area. control procedures. Although the above solu-

1.52 If it is posisible to delay the evacuation tions may only be temporary, they might make

of a shelter to the optimum time, the abel- the ultimate evacuation a safer operation.
terees will receve considerably lower radia- 1.68 Because sheflter mwenle wM requitre

tion exposure in the process of movement. For rapid evaluation and response from anaW
example, if a shelter has been so badly dam- ment, it is Wgly desirable that a plan for
aged that it no longer affords sufficient fallout shelter contingencies be developed prior to
protection, it may be posible to find better- shelter occupancy or, at the very last. arly
protected areas in which all shelterees can be in the confinement period. This plan should
temporarily crowded (so long as ventilation contain the information vmsary to asses an
does not become a critical problem), even if emergency situation, such as location of near-
most sholterees have to remain standing for eat shelters and nearest storm, the radiation
what appears to be an unusually long period protection in other parts of the building,
of time. Or, if ventilation in a shelter i3 ex- emergency exita, etc. The plan should also con-
tremely inadequate, it may be possible to re- tain alternative solutions to likely shelter
main in the shelter temporarily by instituting emergencies in as much detail as Possible.
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OEAPMT 2

RADIOLOGICAL PROTECTION

The kW oftanm of ftdleo kl Protdion 2.6 To support ianagement decisions and
technical operations, the Han4bok for R-

2.1 Protection against radiation is the rea- diologi,,W Menitirs (FG--,.9), prepared by
son for the existence of the fallout shelter the Office of Civil Defense, is included in the
system. All other elements of management re- Federaxy provided kit of radiologi"a equip-
sponzibility are affected by the requirements ment The Ha proVides basic infur-
and restrctions imposed by the activity of maion about detection measurement, and
radiological protection. reporting of radiation. A shelter manager may

2.2 The level of radiation is the major de- also obtain technical assistance from a radio-
terminant of the length of the shelter stay; logical defense officer, if the shelter has coan-
it is also highly related to the level of aus- munications to an EOC.
terity of a shelter stay through its influence
on the decision to augment or replenish sup- Ch gristle. l of aItW Uadianfi
p l ies; it is a factor that must always be given
high priority in the assessment of shelter 2.7 The Formation of Faiout. When a nuclear
emergencies. weapon is detonated near the surface of the
2.3 Although nujor decisions in a disaster earth, great amounts of surface materials, such

should not be made on the basis of the long assoil and debris, are drawn up into the
range effects of radiatior, the manager should intensely radioactive ("mushroom.) cloud,
be aewhere some of the materials are vaporized and
be aware of these potenti J effects. others become molten. When sufficient cooling

has occurred, the radioactive elements pro-
MUWWIp"10 GOS duced by the nuclear explosion become incor-

2.4 There are four factors to consider in at- porated with the particles of soil, debris, etc.
tasining adequate radiation protection. One is The solid radioactive particles thus formed
to locate people in the best •.otected areas tnat descend rapidly to the earth are known
of the shelter, as determined by the ulz of as "fallout-"
radiological instruments Another objective is 2.8 The rate at which fallout particles return
to retain the people in the shater catil the to earth and the distance they are borne aloft
radiatior outside has decreased to an ac- depend upon many factors. One factor is the
ceptable level. The third and fourvi goals are size of the particles. Larger particles will fall
t4o keep radioactive particles fro-a en',ring to earth closer to the point of burst than
the shelter area in any large quantity, and to smaller particles. Atmospheric conditions, such
decontaminate shelterees and/or supplies that as precipitation and wind speed and direction
have radioactive particles on them and remove at different altitudes, are also important fac-
these particles from the shelter. tors. The characteristics of fallout are also de-

2.5 The shelter manager cannot be expected termined by the type of burst and the char-

to have all the necessary skills and knowl- acteristics of the weapon that was detonated.
edge to conduct a radiological protection pro- 2.9 Because of the variation in the above-
gram. However, ne must have an understand- mentioned factors, it is extremely difficult to
ins of the nature of fallout radiation in order describe the exact fallout -intte,-ns that will
to evaluate the technical information provided result from a nuclear ex, •a. The area of
by his staff and reach the appropriate corn- fallout danger from a singie nuclear explosion
mand decisions. might cover several hundred miles downwind,

I,,



a few miles upward, and tens of miles cross- clear explosion, each with its own "half-life,"
wind. ranging from a few seconds to many years.

2.10 A distinction is often made between The over-all decay rate of fallout results from

early (iocal) fallout and delayed (or world- the combined radiation decay rates of all

wide) fallout. Early fallout consists of those these elements.

particles which reach the earth within 24 2.14 The rate of reduction in the radiation
hours after a nuclear weapon burst. It is early level of a particular quantity of fallout is

fallout against which the shelter system is determined by many factors, about which
designed to protect the population. Delayed sufficient information would not be known to
fallout returns to earth as late as months or civil defense officials at the time of an attack
years after the explosion, and is largely a or shortly thereafter. Therefore, it is con-
long term Ingestion hazard rather than an venient, for planning purposes, to use a rough
external exposure hazard. approximation of the rate of radiation re-

2.11 It is important to understand that fall- duction, known as the "7/10 rule." Provided

out is not a mysterious, invisible, or unrec- that fallout is completely down, it can be as-

ognizable substance that strikes without warn- sumed that the radiation dose rate will de-

ing. Fallout particles look like sand or dirt, and crease ten times for every sevenfold increase
yaccumulate on surfaces in the same man- in time after the nuclear blast. For example,

ner as sand or dirt. if all fallout had accumulated, and if the ra-

diation dose rate had been 300 Roentgens per
2.12 Types of Radiation Produced by Fallout. hour (300 R/hr) one hour after blast, it
The danger from fallout is due solely to the would decrease to about 30 R/hr seven hours
radiation that it emits. Three types of radia- after the explosion. In approximately two days
tion are given off by radioactive fallout: after the blast (7 x 7 hours), the rate would
alpha particles, beta particles, and gamma be about 3 R/hr; and in approximately two
rays. The amount of alpha radiation is insig- weeks (49 x 7 hours), the rate would be re-
niflcant, and is therefore not a consideration duced to about .3 R/hr. If the duration of the
in shelter management. Beta particles are not shelter stay must be estimated early in the
very penetrating (for example, they cannot absence of sufficient monitored data, an ini-
penetrate heavy clothing). Biological damage tial estimate of two weeks should be made.
from beta radiation would occur only if the
fallout material is ingested or (in the first E of Fallout Radiation
day or so after the burst that produced it) is
allowed to remain for some time on the skin 2.15 Radiation Sickness. Radiation sickness
or hair. The most serious threat to man from is the result of accumulated exposure to radia-
fallout comes from gamma radiation. Gamma tion. Its effects vary from barely detectable
rays are very much like X-rays. They are symptoms to death, depending upon: (1) the

highly penetrating and can pass through mat- total dose absorbed by the body, (2) the time
ter, damaging or destroying living cells. interval over which the dosage is accumu-

2.18 Estimating the Decay of Radioactivity. lated, and (3) the amount of the body ex-

Radioactivity diminishes or decays at a spe- posed to radiation. For example, a short term

cific rate through a natural process which dose of about 600 roentgens received in less

cannot be altered. This decay rate is expressed than three days over the whole body will

by the term "half-life," which is the period probably result in death for almost everyone

of time that it takes for the radiation rate of so exposed, while the same dose evenly spread

a radioactive element to decrease to half its over a year will cause no serious illness, al-

Initial value. For example, iodine 131, with a though some longer term effects might occur.

half-life of eight days, loses one-half of its 2.16 It must be emphasized that radiation
radioactivity in this time, half of the remain- and radiation sicknes are not contagious.
ing radioactivity in the succeeding eight days, Radiation is emitted by radioactive particles.

;.nd so on. Almost 200 radioactive elements Once these source- of radioactivity are re-
are found in varying amounts during a nu- moved or shielded, the threat of further ex-
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posure is removed or reduced. Radiation sick- Monitors," and "Family Guide Emergeney
non resulting from exposure can in no way be Health Care" (DOD/OCD and DREW-PHS),
transferred or caught by other shelterees. for information on the care of patients aif-

2.17 Sympto•m and Effect of P ,ation Sick- fering from exposure to nucleair radiation.

ness. Table I presents an approximate indi- 2.20 Keep the exposure vf shelterees as low as

cation of the effects of radiation on human practicab'& With a good shelter In nust fallout

beings. areas, it should be possible to keep exposures
below ICO R during the first two weeks. For

to diagosea radiation sickness It i ma b personnel engaged in emergency activities dur-dIffictult to dia rn ose radiation sickness in the g a d ft r he s l er s y t e to ex
earlyg and after the shelter stay, the tot ex-posure rhould be kept below 200 roentgens
duration of Initial siqnmptoms, and (2) N during the first month of operation. Additsoyal
toms of vomiting are common to radiation sho be lesth 2f ron tionaa

sickness, emotional reaction, and many other exposure next be m 2rhgs

itlnesses. It may also be difficult even for week for the next five months.

medical personnel to determine the severity of
the case, because of the similarity between
symptoms of moderate and severe radiation 121 Fallout shelters combine both distance
sickness. and shielding in providing protection against

2.19 Generally, it will not be necessary to raiation. Distance is usually termed
provide intensive medical care to shelterees s the shielding with materals is
unless they have received more than 20 catted barrier shielding.
exposure The reader of this Textbook is re- 2.22 The effects of distance can be illustrated
ferred to the "Handbook for Radiological as follows. Fifty percent (50%) of a person's

TABbE I.-Expected Efects of Short Term Gamma Radiatioa Doses

AWNSA SPOS

0 to 50 No obvious effect, except possibly minor blood changeg.

80 to 120 Vomiting and nausea for about 1 day in 5 to 10 per cent
of exposed personneL Fatigue but no serious disability.

180 to 170 Vomiting and nausea for about I day, followed by other
symptoms of radiation sickness in about 25 per cent of
personnel. No deaths anticipated.

180 to 220 Vomiti-g and nauma for about 1 day followed by other
symptoms of radiation sickness in about 50 per cent of
personneL No deaths anticipated.

270 to 330 Vomiting and nauses in nearly all personnel on first day.
followed by symptoms of radiation sickness. About 20 per
cent deaths within 2 to 6 weeks after exposure; survivors
convalescent for about 3 months.

400 to 500 Vomiting and nausea in all personnel on first day. fol-
lowed by other symptoms of radiation sickness. About
50 percent deaths within I month; survivors convalescent
for about 6 months.

560 to 750 Vomiting and nausea in all personnel within 4 hours from
"exposure, followed by other symptoms of radiation sick-
nom. Up to 100 per cent deaths; few survivors eonvalescent
for about 6 months.

1,000 Vomiting and nausea in all personnel within I to 2 hours.
Probably no snrvivors from radiation sickness.

8,000 Incapacitation almost immediately. All pt-rsonnel will be
fatalities within I week.
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eposure dose froM a lArge fiat area, such as a in shelters with a protection factor of 40. Itparking lotM , woald be received from the radio. will frequently be possible to build fallout pro-active fallout Yiithln a rAdius Of about ab feet; tection into new structures by simple design75% within a 10 foot rftdius; and 256% beyond changes.a 5 foot irbdIuL The fact that dos rates d 2,27 The Federal Government is presentlyaWos. with distanc from a fallout field I& Im- stockdng shelters with 50 spaces having a pro.Pdetftt to us when we discins the prowtive teetion factor of 40 or greater. Although theataft o Larg W" ngs. protectior. factor is a useful concept for shelterA (GUMS Yidd 1 elmM by Inter- planni•g, it is only an average estimated fig-S~ht With the Ma taroui g which it ure. A single shelter may contain spaces withnMU AyphAYsi b4rrier, such ax a wall or widely varying protection factors. For this
VWtti will redwe SaMza rad•iatioi expo- reason, after fallout arrival, the shelter man-
aM The aMoWit of xheldIng, thus produced, ager should determine the best protecteds djirecly ProPorba to the mass per unit Area(s) of the shelter through monitored do"eam throtgh which the radiation must pass. rate readings.For ezamp*e, a concrete wall eight nchesbetter shield than one four inches P | Acfon Agais FalloutW&c Akso. hio debsity material, such as con.Creto, brick, and sand, make better shields than 228 External Protection Procedures Prior to

woo. 
tMe Arrial of Falout. Under certain condi.

224 If two biMildnV ane of the wine height tions, simpl|e Waks performied outside the shel."and iniUsr construction. but of different area, ter prior to the arrival of fallout can providetgo protection from ground contamination added fallout protection for exposed parts ofwould be greater on the first floor in the bkild. ground-level or below.grand shelters. These
149t with the irr area. On the other hand, tasks should be performed o*-i if (1) there is

little probability of blast during the time thecontructin but differ in height, protection work team would be outside the shelter, (2) thefrom ffround contsamination woud be greater procedures employed can actually increase theom the upper floors of the higher wuildig se protection of the shelter, (3) trained or knowj-However, the tu p floors of the building ay edgeble personnel are available to carry outoffer less protection than the middle floors be. atos.cause of roof contamination. Examples of bar- 2.29 The Procedures consist of piling earth
rier shieklinff in structures are walls, floors, or sand (loose or in bags) agfainat windows,
and eeffing 

cdoors, and other openings (not the ventilation2 Tim effect of geometry shielding ud outlet) Also useful for thi s purpose a" build-
herTipr shielding are combined into a term in8 Materials (e.g., concrete blocks) whichvery useful for considering the effectiveness i may have been set aside for emergency protec-wajous types of shelte-s This combined term tion, or which may be normnally available.is TMEA PROTSCTION FACTOR: Tke reIo 2.30 Internal Protection Procedures Prior totive reduction in the amount of radiation tha. the Arrival of Fallout. Those openings whichwoldd be received by a person in a protected have been strengthened on the outside with

kctiong , compared to M~e anount he wouid sand, dirt or building materials may be
receive if he were unprotected, strengthened on the inside with the same rna.
2.26 If a shelter has a protection factor of terials. In addition, shelterees should be di-100. an unprotected person would be exposed rected to shield doors, windows, and otherto 100 times more radiation than someone exposed armes with available dense materials,inside the shelter. Defense Department studies such as book cases %ith books in them, fflingindicate that during nuclear attacks which cabinets, and other heavy ollce equipment Incould occur over the iext few years, over 90% the absence of oater materials, cartons of shel.of the people who would otherwise die from ter supplies may be stocked up against open-the effects of nuclear radiation would survive ings for protecuion,
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2.81 Unless a shelter facility has special plans tributie towards keeping people occupied dur-
for augmenting radiological protection, only iag the shelter stay.
simple protective actions should be considered. 2.S5 Basi Terms and Coacepto. The basic
In implementing protective actions against information about radiation required by the
falout, care should be taken to avoid inereas- shelter manager fail into two categories- the
Ing the hauards to she"tWree" from the effects mmsu-muent of total ecctmukdat erpoew to
of blt. So, for example, shelterees should be rad"iO't (dose meamremaxt), and the Maten-
kept at a distance from cartons or othTr ms- twaots rate of expoure (doe rate meawre-
terials that have been swaeke in frimt nf met). A simple analogy may be made between
openings. these measurements and the measurement of

2.32 Internal Protectio" Procedures After t/r travel in a car, The reading on the odometer,
Arrii/ of Fallout. The shelter should be sur- or -tDt mileage accumulated" mewtr in a ear,
veyed to find the safest locations for shelteree& is analogous to the dose measurement; and the
As dose rates increase with fallout arrival, it reading on the speedometer, or "rate of
may become necessary to increase the popula- travel" meter, is analogous to the dose rate
tion density of the shelter in the best protected measmt ant.
area. As dose rates decrease with radtoactive 2.36 Gamma radiation exposure is measured
decay, the population density may be decreased in units caled roentgens.
for greater comfort. This flexibility in the Instrtments designed to measure total radia-
utilization of shelter spale allows the shelter tion exposure dose accumulations are called
manager to make the maximum use of shield- dostmeterg. Dosimeter reading. are expressed
ing while dose rates are dangerously high, and m roentgen&. Instruments designed to measure
to provide for comfort when dose rates reach radiation exposure dose rates are called survey
more tolerable levels. The reader is referred to meters, and their reading. are expressed as
the "Handbook for Radiological Monitors" for roentwpg per hour.
detailed guidanc on monitoring operation&. 2.?37 Monitoriug 1f orwsaf iox Neeted for Mas-
2. It radiological readings cannot be made, agemetnt Decisions. In general, the shelter
shelterees should be located in areas next to manager needs the following basic informa-
walls which are below ground level. In a tall tion: (I) time of arrival of fallout, (2) mes-
building, the population may be tocated in the urable radiation in-shelter, and (3) emergency
center core at least two stories below the roof, information. An in-shelter radiological emer-
ledges, roofs of other building. or annexes, and gency is defined as a situation in which the
two stories above the ground level, as well zs dxe rate may be ten roentgens or more per
in basement areas completely underground. hour, or an exposure dose within a two-dayperiod is 75 roentgens or more. This iiicates

ulkoft Radiation Monitoring that the in-ahelter exposure may result in sei-
ous injury or death if no remedial action in2.94 Th"e tasks of radiation monitors are to taken-

measure, record, and report radiation doses 2.38 Monitoring Equipment. Because the
and dose rates. The activity of monitoring human senses cannot detect the presence of
serves several functions in the shelter. The radiation, radiological instruments must be
monitors will provide the shelter manager with used to determine the current rate and accu-
information which can enable him to make the mulated amount of radiation at a given location.
appropriate decisions concerning shelteree pro- 2.39 The Offe of Civil Defense ham provided
tection. In addition, monitoring provides the monitoring equipment in all Federally stocked
shelter population with tangible evidence that shelters. The equipment is described in detail
shelter manageent is implementing protec- in the itandbook for Radiologie Monitors.
tive activities on behalf of the shelterees. Fi- The instruments of primary importance are:
nDaly, monitoring represents a useful task that 1. TA. CD V-715 survey meter. This is a
shelterees can be trained to perform. Both the high-ranV ganmma survey meter for general
training and the actual monitoring will con- operational use. It will be used by monitors
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for much of the radiologiel survey work mation is availablize over the Emergeucy Broad-

following a nucear attbck cad System (EBS).
2- Dowmew. The d0oimte is used to

measur* the in-ahwter doe of sheltere•s, 31
and the outside dwe of thge partipating 2.45 Decontamination refers to the reduction
in outSide operational Misons or removal of radioactive fallout from an area,

& rA CD V-75O dosieW charger. The object, or person.
charger is used to read and charse civil de 2.46 Decontaimhtion may be accomplished
Sfeaf do u by (I) removing fallout from locations where

2.40 MAtoring Procedures and Gmuines. it constitutes a hazard, (2) reducing theS wl& mw.nw procwdum• an dmesribed amount of radlatwa emuned by coverng the
i the "SMAX10mk for RA&0iofitfil Monitors" material. or (3) Isolating the contamndneW
which is supplied with esach aet of OCD opera- material until ime and weathering[ can make
Owl Ioneblonantt It sae to remove.

2Al Frequent readins in several areas of the 2.47 Most in-shelter decontamination can be

shelter should be made Ail shelter openings, carried out without special facilities, using the

particularly door and window areas, should be simple procedures described in the "Handbook

chked. If the intake for a ventilation system for Radiological Monitors." It is important for
li ear occupied areas, It should also be mmi- the shelter population to understand that the
trend reauaary, presence of fallout particle* on a person or

iL, Everyone entering the sheiter aiter fal- object does not make him or it radioactive.
Removal of the fallout particles removes any

out has begun to descend should be Inspected
for f hi possible radiation hazard to others from the
orsn cthipresng. ofrandioacive Partics oformerly contaminated person or object.parson, clothiug, and belongings. It is not We-
sasry to use radiological instruments to s- 2.48 Personnel Decontamination. If inspec-

complish this Visual inspection will generally tion reveals that a person is contaminated,

be adeuate to detect fallout particles on one's aimple decontamination procedures should be

person and belogings A similar inspection instituted. Combs and brushes may be used
procedure should be followed with food bWought effectively to remove radioactive particles from
into the shelter after fallout has arrived. personnel and their clothing. If such items are

not available, brushing off particles with the
2.43 A record of cumulative group exposure hands is an acceptable substitute. Brush off
should be kept, as well as individual dose ree- shoes, and shake or brush clothing at the en-
orda for those on authorized emergency mis- trance of shelter area. Brush, wipe thoroughly,

. These records will assist the maneager in or wash contaminated portions of the skin and

deciding who can leave the shelter, for what hair.
reass, and wh. 2.49 Area Deoontamination. If small amounts

2.44 If a shelter duse not have operable radio- of fallout penetrate a shelter opening, they can
logial equipment or communications, the fol- be swept out much as sand might be. Any at-
lowing guidelines may help to determine the tempt to remove a considerable amount of fall-
arrival of fallout. In tf-e daytime, either a out material from a large area in the shelter
white plate or white cloth may be placed in may result in considerable radiation exposure
an exposed area outside the shelter door. Fall- to decontamination personnel. Therefore, un-
out will be visible on it. If it is nighttime, less there is an immediate, important need for
a flashlight beam will illuminate fallout as it de the contaminated space, it is perferable to iso-

scends. These are poor procedures at best, and late the area rather than carry out active
should be considered only in the absence of decontamination procedures.
siternative detection methods. Without operable 2.50 Food and Water Decontamination. OCD
equipment or an external communication ca- supplies of food and water stocked in the ahel-
pability, the shelter manager will have no way ter will not require decontamination. Should
to detect radiation rates. Normally, this infor- insrection of other food and water supplies
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reveal the presence of radioactive particles, paper towels or layers of fine cloth is one ap-
abuple ramdl procedures should be followed. proach. Allowing water to stand until fallout
In Meeral, fallout on food should be treated settles to the botton and then siphoning off
much as y grit or sand that one m4ight en- the uncontaminated upper layer is another.
counter on one's food, at the beach for instance. Boiling or chlorination will not remove coa-
The normal tendency would be to remove as tamination. (3) Serve water, if it is potae
many of the grit orsa particles as possible from a medical standpoint even though it may
beatn consuming the food item. The same pro- contain some radioactive particles, If necessary.
codure should be adopted in dealing with fall- 2.53 Because water is vital for survival, it is
out. important that the manager not deny water
2.51 The appropriate management principle to the shelter population unnecemarily, in the
may be stae as follows: If food is contami- name of radiological protection.
nated remove as much of the fallout as is feas-
ible from it, If noncontaminated food Is avail- Wlo ti U and Sheter Exi
able, consume it first. If all the available food
is cotaminated, and shelterees are hungry, 2.54 Brief trips from the shelter and perma-
serve this food after decontaminating it as nent emergence from confinement must be co-
thoro•gly s is fesibLe ordinated with the local control center if pos-
2.52 The management principle for dealing sible. In the absence of any external communi-
with contaminated water is identica to that cation, the guidelines for permissible exit
for fallout on food: (1) Serve uncontaminated activities under different radiation conditions,
water first, if available. (2) Apply simple de- presented in Table 11, should be evaluated by
contamination procedures to water which con- the manager in reching any decision pertain-
taius fallout partcle. Fltering water through mog to shelter ejxt

TABL ll.-Suggested Limits for Shelter Exit

w aowin JIM atmwas vdns re, ncomeanoee

Les than 0.6 No special precautions necessary, except to sloep in
tsshel•ter.

0.5 to 2 Outdoor activity (up to a few hours per day) tolerable
for essential purposes. Eating, seeping, and all other
activities should be conducted in the beat available
"slter.

2 to 10 Very short periods (less than an hour per day) of
outdoor activity are tlerable for the most essential
purpose. Shelter occupants should rotate outdoor
tasks to minimize total doses. Rescue, repair, com-
munincation and exercise may safely take place in less
than optimum shelter.

l0 to 100 Time outside of helter should be held to a few min-
utes and limited to those few activities that cannot
be postponed for at lea i one more day. Insofar as
possible, all people should stay put in the best avail-
able shelter no matter how uncomfortable.

Greater than 100 Outdoor activity of more than a few minutes may
remlt in sicknes or death. The only occasions which
might call for moving are: (1) risk of death or oeri-
ous injury in present shelter from Aire, collapse, thirst,
etc. and (2) present shelter is greatly inadequate-
might result in faality-and better shelter is only a
few minutes away.
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2.55 In planning permissible exit activities, would be much less than if a reading of 2 R/hr
based on Table II, it is important to take into was initially obtained only after a week In the
account tha. aqe of the fsilout, If for example, shelter. Consequently, in the former instance,
an external reading of 2 R/hr was obtained the rules for permissible external activities can
after one day in the shelter, it would mean that be relaxed somewhat; whereas, in the latter
the total radiation exposure of the shelterees case, they should be made more stringent

Ii
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OTHER WEAPON EFFECTS

Blas lighter degrees of damage, depending upon such
facto.r as size of weapon, distance from burst

3.1 The blast from A nuclear explosion ac- point, material, construction, and shape of the
counts for a high amount of vS~at~IOn in building. Even if a building housing a shelter
the area surrounding the aint of detonation. is damaged by blast, the shel- ite may -

8.2 In most community shelters, it will not main intact and provide radiation protection
be feasible to initiate active protective meas- with few or no repairs.
urea against blast effects during the period 3. Damage to promiel. Injuries from blast
of shelter occupancy. However, it is still i- can stem from two main causes: () flying mis-
portant that the managr be aware of blast siles, such as debris, glass, etc.; and (2) physi-
effects so that he can avoid carrying out shel cal displacement, in which the person is hurled
ter activities that might increase the hazards to the ground or against other objects.
to the in-shelter population, should the facil-
ity be subject to damage from blast. In addi- 3.7 Protective Actions Against Blast. The pro-
tion, some managers will be in positions where tective actions mentioned in this section are
they can implement simple procedures to In- intended for shelters that have not been con-
crease protection against blast. structed to withstand blast. Discussion of pro-

tective actions in blast shelters is beyond the8.8 /•z t~sof io•.Immdiaely scope of this document, Because hastily con-
after a nuclear explosion, a wave of hot, co_- scte af sthis document. erecau se

Sstructed barriers within the shelter can increasepressed air will move outward from the fire- the hazard to ahelterees, it is recommended that
ball at a little faster than the speed of sound.S~no internal makeshift blast-protection proce-
SThe wave, accompanied by devastating winds dures be adopted. In ground-level or below-
blowing awayt from the blast, will envelop ground shelters, barriers such as an earthen-
and squeeze objects in ita path with pres- gro r shndbagrwa s sc h as an earthe

sures in excess of normal atmospheric pres- work or sandbag wall can be thrown up outside
sur At a point when the pressures and wind and in front of the shelter opening. Inside the
speed decrease to normal, a suction effect shelter, sandbags and earth may be piled
will be caused by air rushing into fill the against those shelter openings also protected
vacuum created by the fireball. Pressures will on the outside.

drop to below normal and winds will blow
toward the detonation. Although pressure will Initial Nucear Radaio.n
quickly return to normal, winds may con- 3.8 Initial nuclear radiation consists of the
tinue for several minutes. gamma rays and neutrons produced during the
3.4 The effects of blast are devastating within nuclear explosion and within one minute after
a limited radius. The range of effects depends it The characteristics of initial radiation will
largely upon the size of the weapon and the not be considered here. If a person is within the
type of detonation. The range of blast damage range of a fatal dose from initial radiation, the
from an air detonation may be 80 to 40 per blast and thermal effets would be so de-
cent greater than from a surface detonation of structive that survival would probaEiy be
the same size bomb. impossible except in an underground blast
3.5 Effects of Blast. Damage to property. shelter, which would also offer some protec-
Buildings may buckle, blow apart, or sustain tion against initial radiation.

It



1•m4 hI~e A though persons who look directly at the fiah
5.9 Charscteristic. of Thermal Radia-tzmay receive permanent damage, most persons
pod deal of theener gyi rleased by a , nucler will see an indirect flash and will likely suffergoo deal of the energy released by a aue~sar
wepon is In the form of thermal radiation. only temporary damna ea
This refers to thermal l which travel Iom 3.15 Fires which may result either from directSthe &Os at the speed of light. Thermal radia- or indirect effects of a nuclear detonation may

• tion is capable of producing a great deal of cause heavy property damage
damag and a large number of casualties. 3.16 Protective Actioms Against Thermal Radi-
$30 The following illustrates the destructive ation. Because thermal radiation does not
potential of thermal radiation: An air burst of penetrste solid, opaque material, closed fallout
a ono-megaten weapon can set fires up to a shelters will offer considerable protection
distance of nine miles, cause burns to persons against flash burns. To insure protection, closed
up to 12 milw away, and cause eye damage at doors and covered windows will be necesary,
greater distances. A surface burst can ignite although the latter may create a potenlni fire
fires up to six miles away and cause burns up to hazard if drapes or blinds are used.

a distance of approximately eight miles.
3.11 The effects of thermal radiation are greatly Maew Fires
influenced by a number of environmental fac- 3.17 Causes of Maas Fires. Mass fres are not
tors. Moat important among these are: (1) the likely to occur in most areas of the United
nature of the combustible materials present in States. Fires which burn out of control may
the environment, and (2) weather and climate spread into a mass fire. The spread of the fire
(clouds, smoke, and haze all serve to attenuate depends upon several factors, including the
thermal radiation, and moisture content number of points at which fires will originate,
significantby increases the ignition threshold of the character of the surrounding area, terrain,
easily combustible materials), and weather. One type of mass fire which may
8.12 Effects of Thermal Radiation. The effects occur under certain limited conditions is a fire-
of thermal radiation, which are important to storm, which originates from many separate
note here, are burns and fires. Thermal radia- but simultaneous fires. The superheated air
tion from nuclear weapons can cause burns on from these fires is sufflcient to create strong
the skin and damage to the eyes of exposed air currents which cause air from outside the
perAonnel, and scorch, char, or ignite corn- fire area to be drawn L, creating an intensely
bustible substances. burning fire.
3.18 Burns directly caused by thermal radia- 3.18 Protective Actions Against Mass Fires.
tion are called "flash burns." Flash burns gen- In the event of a mass fire, the shelterees may
erally occur on areas of exposed skin, such as face several problems: carbon monoxide, super-
the face, arms, hands, and legs. These burns heated air, and extremely high temperatures.
are usually less severe than flame burns, which Unless the shelter has the capability of being
may be caused when thermal radiation ignites sealed for a minimum of several hours, it is
combustible materials. possible that the shelter may have to be evacu-
8.14 Another effect of the thermal pvuse is ated if a mass fire seems lik*ly to envelop the
flash blindness, or temporary loss of vision area. For more information about protective
from the extreme brightness of the flash. actions against fires, see Chapter 7.

S.
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CHAPM 4

PUf-OCCUPANCY MANAGEMENT RESPONSIBILJTIES

The ImL.tamne of Pre-Ocrupanai Manage.- make the best use possible of fallout protee-
m*M Pkaning tion existing in each locality. It also provides

a basis for updating civil defense emergencyThe survival capability of any shelter can be plans, so that local government agencies---under
increased dramatically by plans made and the direction of mayors or other chief execu-
actions taken prior to shelter occupancy. If pos- tivesas well as key nongovernmental activi-
sible, the survival stocks that OCD provides t wootd be ready to carry out survival
should be augmented. This is especially im- operationu, based on the use of existing fallout
portant for such items as illumination and
communication equipment which are not in- shelter.

eluded in the Federal shelter-stocking prowun. 4.3 The effective conduct of survival operations
However, establishing and maintaining the during a nuclear attack emergency requires
operational readiness of a community shelter that governments at aU levels be prepared to
is far more than just a matter of proctuing control and direct emergency operations, to pro-
supplies and equipment. Equally if not more tect life and speed recovery. Over-all control at
Important are the procedures for organizing each level would be the responsibility of the
and operating the shelter that can be developed chief executive.
in the form of a shelter plan. 4.4 Need for an Emergency Operating Center
In this chapter, some of the major considera- (EOC). The number and nature of problems
tions in pre-oceupancy management planning arising from a nuclear attack-or from a
are discussed. The two major subdivisions of natural disaster-would differ substantially
pre-oceupancy management responsibility are: from those arising in peacetime governmental
(1) the establishment of operational readiness, operations. Also, gathering essential informa-
and (2) the maintenance of operational readi- tion in a period of emergency, its evaluation and
ness. resulting decision-making, and direction of

necessary actions would require continuing and
Community She9ter P10tnni close liaison between key officials.
4.1 Because of its great lifesaving potential,
the development of a nationwide fallout shelter 4.5 This can be accomplished best in an ade-
system-and its effective use in time of attack quately planned and protected Emergen-,"
emergency-is the heart of the civil defense pro- Operating Center (EOC). An EOC is a facilft
gram. The basic aim is for each locality to be having some degree of fallout protection, and
able to make effective use of the best protec- planned and equipped so that chief executives
tion from fallout available to its citizens. This, and their key officials can meet the emergency
in turn, requires that each citizen know where responsibilities of government-
to go and what to do in case of nuclear attack, 4.6 Development of EOC'a Using Existing Re-
and that the mayor or other chief executive, sources. State governments and hundreds of
plus the key officials and agencies of local gov. counties and municipalities throughout the
eminent, know what to do to advise and assist Nation have already established emergency
their citizens, operating centers. The majority have done this
4.2 The Community Shelter Planning (CSP) on their own, with little or no Federal assist-
process' provides for getting information to
each citizen on where to go and what to do to 'S.. rC0G. part 0. Chaptr 3 and APPlndn.... o .
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ane, by making use of facilities, equipment, 4.13 A Shelter Complex Headquarters is a
and supplies already existing. shelter with communications to the EOC, desig-

4.7 Many of these EOC's are In daily, around- nated to control a max-mum of 25 individual

the-clock use for normal governmental opera- shelters in its immediate vicinity. Where a fire

tions; for example, police or fire dispatching, captain, for example, is designated as Shelter
or the daily functions of a iaia civil defense Complex Director, his fire conmpany should, if
office. Most are capable of being coverted possible, be located in the same shelter, to

quickly to emergency use in event of attack or facilitate control if intra-complex firefighting
peacetime catastrophe. Nearly all have at least operations are required--and are permitted by

a fair degree of fallout (radiation) protection. fallout-during the period when the population
Some are capable of meeting the requirements is in fallout shelters.

of large and complex urban communities. 4.14 Also, local military units, especially of the

S4.8 There are still, however, hundreds of other reserve components, may have shelter require-
communities that have not yet established enmer- ments which shou!d be met if they are to sur-
gency operating centers. This leaves a gap in vive as intact, organized units, capable of either
the total nonmilitary defense structure and zivil defense support or military missions. The
survival capability of the Nation. local planner and CD director should contact

local military unit commanders to coordinate
4.9 States and political jurisdictions, regard-
lass of site, should establish EOC'&2 This is plans; the military commanders will probably

true if only a minimum of operational fe s wish to consult with State-level military sup-

Sbe provided at first. Two reasoport planners in the office of the State Adju-
soe tant General.

times given by local government officials for not
establishing emergency operating centers: (1) 4.15 Local Government Direction and Control.
"too costly," and (2) "too complex an under- Experience in scientifically controlled test ex-
taking." These reasons are not valid, since ade. ercises, involving local officials in EOC opera-
quate centers can be established at very mcdest tions simulating an actual emergency, has
cost to State and local government, and OCD shown that these officials can and will make
recommends standards (to be met as feasible) emergency decisions rapidly and effectively-
for EOC's. provided they have an adequate EOC facility to

4.10 In most inatarvee, effective emergencyj work in, the neceasary conmnunications, and a
4.10t I ast cnterstcanbe, eetabiaved terougec working knowledge of EOC staffing and pro-
uae of facilities, cequ~rp tan d etabie•d arro cqsdures. Properly organized FOC's are also
uext og ] iin acomunipty. All thats malredy be highly effective in natural disasters, as experi-
eisti in a community. All that may beshown.
needed is some adjustment in use of floor space
in a local government building, with a more ef- 4.16 Accordingly, localities should give priority
fective tie-in of existing communication3, attention to developing a capacity for direction,
4.11 Batic Elements of EOC Operation. Four establishing an EOC facility, wherever possible.4.y Basicniv modiicaion of aC Opertioningu
elements aare basic to operation of an EOC: (t) by inexpensive mrodrications to an existing

fallout (radiation) protection, (2) trained peo- city hall or other building already affording

pie to carry out essential EOC functions, (3) fallout protection and including provision for

communications and warning capability, and the necessary camnrnunications. An in-place
(4) e cssary ant and supplies. direction and co.itrol capability should also in-necessary equipment and supplies. clude plaps for staffing and organizing the EOC

4.12 Local government direction and control with key officials of local government, under the
would also include control during the in-shelter mayor or other chief execaitive as well as
period. This could include direction to Shelter familiarizing them with EOC prucedures. The
Complex Headquarters and thence to shelters as emergency staff should alsc include key per-
to when it would be possible to send small sonnel from the nongovernmental sector, who
parties out to secure additional food or water,
or when it would be possible for the entire Ea, FCDC, Part 11. Chap, J. App.dx I n p.n emph..

population to leave shelters. ,-rO4 &• dt* •sp..I t,. CD diA,,ton -•y
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have mource-ma tgemet assignments under supplies may be procured In a nanber of
State or local emergency plans. ways, among which arn provision byloa

4.17 State Government. State governments government, purchase by building owner.

must be able to provide support for political or adaptation of supplies already in the

subdivisions within their States. Organization sheitei facility. Addition.) supplies may
and procedures are normally set forth in State be obtained prior to arrival of fallout.

emergency plans, which in turn are based upon 3. Getting sui;pipes to te sAelter. After
applicable State laws. In many larger States, determining what supplies are necessary or
legislation and plans provide for an intermedi- desirable and the procurement aource, ar-
ate level, the SLate area. State areas are often rangements must be made to get the supplies
highly desirable, to limit to a feasible number to the shelter. This may be accomplished by
the points wits which the State. EOC must local government trsnsportation, volunteer
maintain contact. organizations, use of building staff, and com-

mercial hauling, to list a few.
ESTABLISHING OPERATIONAL 4. Locating supplies i"helter. The dod-
READINESS sion as to where to locate the shelter supplies

4.18 Establishing operational readiness means can be a crucial one, especilly if it is impts-
bringing the shelter to a state of preparedness sible to store all the supplies in the main
so that it can be put in use at a moments notice shelter area. Supplies should be placed so that
should the need arise. The steps in achieving (a) they may be easily monitored and inven-
readiness are described below, toried, (b) they remain in good condition,

4.19 Determine Shelter Requirements anid (c) they are safe from unauthorized use,
Capabilities. The first step is to determine and (d) they can rapidly .e brought into the
what survivai capabilities the structure pro- shelter (if they must be stored outside the
vides as it stands, and what is required to reach shelter area).
the desired level of survival capability, which
at the very least must be equal to the standards ORGANIZING THE SHELTER
established by the Federal Government in the
marking and stocking program. 4.21 The minimum number of shelter man-

agers and assistants necessary to direct and4.20 Stock thte Shelter. After determining the control shelter operations will rawg from one
requirements necessary to achieve the desired

person trained in shelter management for every
capability level, consideration should be 5 persons to be sheltered (in the iave of5
to the amounts and kinds of equipment and 100 person shelters) to one for every 375
supplies which will be needed. persons (in the case of 5,000-10,000 person

1. Valuable atcpplemertal supplie8. Con- shelters). Specific marzement requirements
sideration should be given to adding the fol- will also depend upon the shelter configuration,
lowing to the stocks. status of suppies, availability and competence

a. Additional sources of water. of the shelter leadership, and the shelter
b. Emergency lighting equipment environment. In small shelters, successful coni-
c. Communications equipment. pletion of tasks may require action only by the

d. A set of basic tools, shelter manager and a few assistants. In large
e. Some sleeping materials, shelters, it may be necessary to organize a num-
f. Training and administrative materials. ber of toams-each with a specific responsi-
g. Recreational materials. bility. More detailed guidance on staffing pat-
h. Additional medical supplies. terns for shelters of various sizes and
i. Additional food supplies, configurations, desirable staff experience and
j. Additional sanitation supplies, training, and shelter operational requirements
k. Emergency power sources. is presented in the following chapters of this
2. Sources of supplies. Supplementary text.
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STAFFING THE SHELTER nation with local authorities should take place

with regard to zoning laws, or regulations per-
the 0e oi the faors to consider in starni:g taining t such matters as water supply, stor-
the shelter are: g ffes n aiain

1. The optimum organizational size d age of fuels, and ntation.

retu , given the nature of the shelter and 4.25 Shelters should also coordinate with gov-

ernmental and other agencies in developing andi• • O l~nt•.testing procedures for operation in emer'gen-
2. Med s for selaeeng and recruiting a cies. This includes plans for emergency com-

Ahie mnasm e~nut stf. munications between shelters and control
&. Ameto s and type of traeni for shel- center(s), for emergency location of sheltereft

ts er , an likely she.eree. (Prior to shel- shouAd a shelter become uninhabitable, and for
p se t owu fpcdy)6 replenishment of supplies when temporary exit

from the shelter becomes possible. All of these
DEVELOP A SHELTER MANAGEMENT questions should be covered in the emergency
AND OPERATIONS PLAN operation plan for the local community.

4t2b The Community Shelter Plan providesallocation and movanent of the population to MAINTAINING OPERATIONAL

shelter. A sheter management and operadions READINESS
plo is a set of specifeia nd detailed procedures, e.26 Once the shelter has been brought to a
rules, taek conigemonts, and the like, pertaina desired level of preparedness, it wil t be neces-

3.g uniquely to the organization and operatiof sary to periodically review all elements of the
of an individual shelter. A complete shelter shelter system to insure that the operational

iatagermt and operations plan would define: readiness of the shelter is maintained. This
1. How to distribute the population withie includes carrying out the following steps.

the building or other shelter facility. 4.27 Cheek and Evaluate Equipoen and Sup-
5. How to assume and maintain command plies. Equipment and supplies should be

of the shelter, with special guidance prepare d edat regular intervals to asure that they
for the contingency of an untrained manager. have not been damaged or misappropriated.

S. The rensagres of the shlter, with brief Radiological instruments should be chcked forinstructions on h-.w to use them., operability.

4. How to organize the shelter into core 4.28 Many of the supplementary supplies thatmaaeet staff, task teams, and commu- have been locally provided will have a long

nity groups, indicating the specific duties and shetf-life. Others will have to be rotated periodi-
re7poribilities of each position in the orga- cally.
nizatior structure.e ee d l e shelter sysem. T enclude:

5. How to schedule and carry out shelter g t.29 Cehaner ihower e erctrio, oaf thecbuid-

opesations and activities, indicasng the activ aing equint sd be perioupply chocldb

itie8 thrt re fo nec osary and appropriate at 2. Chang in the ou pay aod se
monitored regularly.

different WIHOes of shelter occupancy.
4.24 In deeopin amer i sheltercapabildty,4.30 Det. mine New or Modified gdelter Re-

2wquirem4t. There are a number of possible
7. Preparation for exit and procedures for ocurnetatclfrarevutinfte

handling temporary emergence and full-time shelter system. These include:

exit from shelter; also, management respon- 1. Changes in the structure of the build-
sibilities. in the postshelter phase. ing.

8. Procedures for communicating with 2. Chances in the occupancy and use of
shelter complex headquarters, or the EOC. the building.

3. New or revised municipal regulations.
COORDINATE WITH OTHER 4. The availability of new types of equip-
ORGANIZATIONS AND AGENCIES mient.

4.24 In developing a shelter capability, eoordi- 5. New or modified guidance from OCD.
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S. Changm in shelter staff personnel. 4.32 Communicate Shetter System it/orwa-
7. Changes in the Community Shelter lion. All members of the shelter staff should

Plan, or the local concept of operations. be kept informed of changes in the shelter sys-
4.81 Test Proccdurem and Train PeroonneI. It tem, espeelally chazwes that pertain to soMe
changes have been made in the shelter system, one's specific Job asegrat If at all poesblek
these should be reflected in the shelter manage- the likely occupants of the shelter should be
ineut and operations plan, and in all other guid. kept informed of major changes in the shelter
ance masterias applicable to the speeifk shelter. systfem.
IEven if modifications to the shelter have not 4.33 Coordinae with Olker Agencies. Frtici-
taken plawe, management and operational pro. pation in local alerts or other disaster exrelam
cedu."e shou.ld be periodicily tested, preferably costitutes a valuable aid in maintaining opera-
by operational exercises. tional readiness of a shelter.
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CMAMTR ,S

ORGANIZING THE SHELTER POPULATION

txportw of Ovgonizing the Shelter popu- group given a Shelter lanarr (division
Itflon leader). In additioi, other leadership (unit, see-

tion, department. 4nd core ma emnt) must
5.A Man is a social animal who has always
joined with his fellows to solve the substantial be establshed as soon as possible.
problems of his existence. There can be no doubt 5.4 Within the entry period, as the need for
but that in any shelter, under any conditions, additional teams or groups presents itself (for
attempts will be made by the population at example, a communication team or a repair
organizing themselves into groups. In all but team), these can be selected on a temporary
the smallest shelters, these attempts may be basis using volunteers with the appropriate
ineffectual in the absence of any guidance or skills. It is only after the manager has assumed
plan, or trained person who can direct the command of the shelter and taken care of the
efforts to organize. initial protective actions that he should begin
5.2 The shelter manager's responsibility is t forming the permanent and full complement of
organize people into an i-pprop.-iate set at groups described in this chapter.
groups that combines to form a functioning
society capable of achieving the goal of group Typos of Shelter Grots
survivaL 5.5 There are four basic forms of shelter

grouping. These are introduced in the follow-
Immediate Organization Upon Shelter Entry ing section. and each type is discussed in detail

in subsequent sections of this chapter.
5.3 If occupants of a shelter have been orga-
nized into groups as part of peacetime prepared- 5.6 Core Managcmen*t Staff. Core manage-
ness, their organization can start functioning raent is a general term for the members of the
at the time of shelter taking. What of the management staff who have the major super-
shelters without pre-occupancy groupings? visory responsibility for running the shelter.
They must establish some form of organization This includes the shelter manager and his key
in the initial period of shelter taking. The deputies. The larger the shelter, the greater the
cardinal principle governing initial organiza- number and levels of core management that
tion is that the organization must fit the re- could be incorporated into the organizational
quirements of the shelter entry period. In large structure.
shelters, it will usually be a good management 5.7 Task Teams. These are relatively small
practice not to attempt to establish the com- groups whose leaders and members provide the
plete network of shelter groups and teams dur- operational, technical, and special services
ing the immediate entry phase. What is needed necessary for shelteree survival and adjust-
at the outset is one leader (or several, depend- ment. Specific operations such as feeding,
ing upon the shelter) to direct the filling of the radiological monitoring, and training will be
shelter and the initial protective actions; traf- carried out by task teams.
fie assistants to aid in filling the shelter, per- 5.8 Community (Living) Groups. Community
haps a medic, if both the need and capability groups are the subdivisions of the shelter popu-
exist; communications to contact EOC; and lation into what might be thought of as the
sanitation to set up the toilet facility. In a equivalents of families, streets, neighborhoods,
large shelter, people should be directed to form and municipalities. The purposes of the living
temporary groups of 200--40) per.sns, with each group-i are I) to provide individuals with the
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gatifiaetion they reesdve from group member- Manager, Deputy Manager, Deputy for Opera-
shilp, and (2) to permit nuagmnt to imple- tions, Deputy for Technical Services, and

mMat activiti. and allocate resources more Deputy for Special Services.
4W0Lev•i.) 5.11 In any shelter, it is recommended that at

6,9 Adiosm1 Gnroup(z). This in a groap that least one member of the management staff be
aets a liaison group between the management on duty at all times while people are awake, and
A&C aid the sheiter populatiott. Composed of on~-mi while they are sierping. If the shelter is

reprosetativ, from the general shelter popu- ope; ating on more than one sleeping shift, it
tton as well core management, the advisory reasonable to have several deputies, each

group AUtOM aU a staff body that provides deputy in charge id a shift.
the manar with information and counsel. 5.12 Re.onribditirJ, Qwiifications, and Re-

ctuitm-'t SoureCs, See Table IlL
""W Cu MMM96~n S 51f 5.13 Succeasion of Command. It is desirable

&.10 Size and Composition of Care Manage- for the core management staff to agree upon an

USEW* SUP. For effective counaand/control, the order and procedure for taking over shelter
top :ziagement group should remain fairly cOmmandl in the event of the absence or inca-
salL In a shelter area the top management pacitation of the shelter manager. An order of
staff ahould usually not be more than four succession of command that is recommended is:
or five in number. The members in the top 1. Deputy Shelter Manager.
eehelons of management should generally be the 2. Deputy for Operational Services.

TABLE II..-The Core Management Staff

aoIaWN•ma QUAt"ATUOWS Loua WHIM SUSCTIS

SSee Chapter 1 Previous manage- Managers, superin- As soon as possible,
MANMW ment experience; tendents, executives, but not later than

stable personality. and officials. increased readiness
phase.

0"T Same as shelter Same as shelter Same as shelter As soon as possible,
smnm manager. manager. manager. but not later than

increased readiness

phase.

Dw ? Asumes reaponsibil- Same as shelter Staff service heads As soon as possible,
OAUOM ity for such tasks &A manager. and middle-level but not later than

Sr food, water, sanita- administrators, increased readiness
tion, medical care. phase.

IHV 906 Plans and oversees Preferably engineer- Technical staff As soon as possible,
Ssuch task, as radio- ing background; heads, engineers, etc. but not later than

klgical protection. supervisory mainte- increased readiness
tommunleations, nance or construc- phase.
safety, maintenance, tion experience.
and supply

aifl No Plans and imple- Background in Training and educea- As soon as possible,
merts shelter train- training, educational tion director, social but not later than

Sing program. recre- or social work, plus work aupervisor. increased readiness
stional and religious some managemnent phase.
activities and special experience.
servicea

'Pweti~ awy be conibixod with those of Lemtify for T rrhdial Soreicerx and op Virpsta lor S•pLwr-al Sermee, in

&Mauu shltesu.
"$In&saU #hsllers, tIe fuetitoq of this Deputy may be tai-:, at, s-b a comyninoty gruup -Iader or other member

Of MOWOM"'t sthf.
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8. Deputy for Technical Services. jobs to do to keep them occupied. and to get
4. Deputy for Spw.ial Services. them involved in the affairs of the shelter,
. D p er f eicest5.15 Opertons such as comunicaon, fire

5. Group leader from the highest level of watch, security, sanitition, radiation protec-
munity grouping. tion, and, perhaps, nmdical care, should be

scheduled on a 24-hour basis.
" T*UM 5.16 In setting up a team schedule, it aly be

5.14 Number, Size, and Composition of Task feasible, in many eases, to assign team mnem-
ters to a relatively brief, daily -tour of duty."Teams. The numberr size, and comtosaiton of One reason for Othis is to rotate as frequently

task teams are not standard for all shelters but as passible the less pimsasat tasks such as toilet
are determined by the iequirements of a par- ronitring and the passive, largely uneventful
ticular shelter. The two basic questions to ask tsakb such as the fire watch. Another reasoni
in forming task teams are (1) have all the is the goal of providing everyone in-shelter
tasks associated with the operations and activi- with a useful job to perfornm
ties of this shelter been assigned to a group, and 5.17 Dutwes, Repon.sibilities, aned Criteria for
(2) have as many people as possible been given Selection of Task Teams. See Table IV.

TABU IV.-Task Tcwms

Duna1 Ate SOtMM AM of 1"AW, $1111CM
A&PO W NMiS OUAUM fnOWI m f5 of Sgm Pie.@ea

U0eo1womca& Maintain protection Eackground in Size of team ranges Team should be pre-
against fallout by science, knowledge of from 2 to 6 moni- selected and pre-
monitoring, decon- electronic instrumen- tors. Monitoring is trained. Should be
taninating, increas- tation, highly desir- a continuous activ- one of the earliest
ing shielding, etc. able. Scientists, ity, requiring a teams recruiteL
Measure, record, and science teachers, team on duty
advise nmaagement electrical repairmen, around the clock.
on radiation, and etc.
indicate necessary

1JMIY Storage, seturity, in- Supply and parts Depends on nature Immediately after
vesntory, and issu- distributors, ware- and amount of sup- entry, to begin inven-

an of all shelter house supervisor, plies, location, and torying of supplie
supplies. manager of a store. supply management

procedures.

ICmOW.UA Assess and repair Equipment mainte- Depends on coun Ideally, should be se-
OPMAIIMA damage to shelters, nance and repair pleiity of shelter lected before shelter
AWM. AND maintain operability experience. Mainte- configuration and entry, in order to
MAWINACI of all shelter equip- nance personnel, en- extent of auxiliary familiariz self with

ment, support the gineers, construction equipment. shelter facilities and
radiological team in men, electricians, equipment.
auVnenting shelter plumbers, and build-
protection against ing superintendents.
fallout, and handle Supervisory back-
all repair contin- ground helpful.
rencies.

Responsible for shel- Licenend physician. Depends on size and Immediately after
teree health, opera- dentist, registered medical needs of the entry, unless team
tion of sick bay, nurse, pharmacist, shelter. May need and team head have
control of medical licensed veterinari- someone on duty at been selected before
supplies, training an, practical nurse, all times, entry.



TAz= IV.-(continued)

111121/cOMKOW1001W
wpm AND S AMD OF UM/ S/KSIOP

uaoeeue"wm UAnICATIOm NUMSM OF SNHIF PRIORIi

fi, t-ald trained medical e eit.
procedures, corps, student of

Smedicine, dentistry,
[veterInar,, tirt-aid

training.

Prevent, detect, ex- Background in fire Teas m sie dependent Fire team should be
tinguish fires Inter- prevention or fire on shelter size and recruited almrost im-
sal and external te fighting. Volunteer number of shelter medistely a.tr peo.
the shelter; train firemen etc. areas to be tnont- pie begin to arrive.
team and other shel- tred. A fire watch Must immediately col-
terees in fire preven- should be main- iect additions. shel-
tion and fighting, Lamed in all parts ter fire-fighting equip-
conduct emertency of thp shelter at all ment in the building
fAm, drills,. time_, Team can and may have to

probably use a large fight flrea.
number of people on
several shifts.

SAPW ANO Rescue persons Background in in- Safety teav aize de- Should be pre-trained,
NIMN trapped in shelter dustrial safety, pends on shelter size if possible, or as soon

area: prepare, orient. police work, enter- and configuration. after entry as feas-
and drill shelteres geney maintenance, Rescue team is usu- ible.
on emergency pro- er military experi- ally composed of 5f
cedures in coopers- ence. Plant safety to 8 men.
tion with other perti- engineers, safety
nent teams; support perscnnel, etc.
protective actions
conducted oy the
radiological team.

COWINCAf1ON& Setup and maintain if complex equip- Depends on com- Should be pre-trained,
communication ment available, back- munication caps- if possible, or as snonequipment. Monitor grornd in operation bility and mesaage ! after entry as fees-

and record incoming &nd repair of equip- load; must have per- ible.
and outgoing me#- ment desirable. EgLc- son on duty at all
sages. Transmit mes- tronic techniciane, time
sa&#" to appropri -., ham operators, engi-
shelter maratgem-n neers, radio dis-

,j-:1 %•ermete. Stenog-
raphers, secretaries.

AU•MNUMAON Maintain shelter rec- Experie-ice in office No formal require- Should be selected
ords, conduct she'ter management. Office ments for size or before the shelteree
registration, help managers, executive composition of ,egistration.
collect prir-ate prop- secretaries, corpo- team.
erty, provide admin- rate administrative
istrative fupport. assistants, secre-

taries.

WAMS Inventory, ration, If only OCD sur- Depends on size cf After initial actions
tap, and purify; vival rrtions, no shelter, nature and completed, but within
schedule, distribute, special qualifications amount of supplies, a couple of hours of
and monitor use of other than good entry
water, health. The team

head should have
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UsIz/cOMPOSMnW
DUiTs AND SOUec AND Of TGma SaKaIMo

RPNUMS OUPIRCAIIOUS NUAIS OF SHIMS 112UT?

supervisory experi-
jutes, Ifadditiontal
building sources
used, may need
plumber or -repair

___________Personnel to assist.

FOOD Inventor- and deter- If only OCD stir- Depends on esie, Several hours prior
mine food rations vival rations, super. complexity of abet- to first feeding.
schedule, distribute visory exerience ter, and nature of
and monitor use of and good health. supplies.
food.

SANITATIOM Set up and main- Knowledge of pre- Multiple shifts ad- Early in the entry
tain toilet facilities; ventive medicine and vised to rotate the ph*se.
collect and dispose, of importance of sani- responsibility of
garbage and uw tte. tation; knot,. .4g of performing utipleas-
Maintain shelt-r building sanitation ant duties. Team
cleanliness, establish sysWtes; super- may be subdivided
personal hygiene pro- visory skills. Sani- into toilet teem,
cedures. Coordinate tation engineer, trash and garbage
with medical in pre- hygiene teacher, team, body disposal
vent~ive sanitation plumber*, building team, and personal
and body disposal. custodian, etc. hygiene team. _________

IICUUTY Direct ahelteree Experience in con- Depends on sizs of Traffic assistance will
movements on entry trol of large num- the "heter, the ex- be needed immedi
or exit; guard sup- berB of people. tent of actual or ately for shelter en-
plies; control out- Police, MP, plant potential problems. try. Other nmmbers
break of disoidtr; secuirity officer, etc. of the team should
guard major offend- be selected as soon as
era who are isolated possible.
from other shel-
terees.

NWON WA"C Maintain order in Team head is merd- Usually 2 monitors Selected before "lights
the sal-ping area; ber of management for eatch 200 sleep- out.
araist shelterees who staff; team from era; time of each
require aid, monitor mature and respon- shift should not ex-
toilet facilities; keep sible adults on a ceed 2 hours; num-
watch for hazardous rotation baeis. ber will depend upon
conditions such as emotional state of
fire; guard shelter shelterees, supplies,
supplies; report all and equipment to be
serious problems to monitored.
managemr~nt person-
neL.

PSYCH'.OgcAt To assist emotion- Ideally, should have As many qualified Set up as needed.
WOS AID (is may ally disabled people previous training or persons as are

sbalsers way he to return to normal experience in deal- needed and avail-
ceabimed wilt .4b function-ng as quick- ing with emotional able should be

~mu. w . ly as poesible and to problems. Al1so have assigned to this
help seriously dia- adequate personal team. First aid will
turbed to be more adjustment to the be most effective if
comfortable. shelter situation, one person can be

Psychiatrists, psy- assigned to a single
chologisthi, social shelter"e at a time.
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H aI AM sUr AM p M of 1se aIwM
11OGa UAURCAII@S WAVA Ce pinh,

workers, votali" ao
COwUeler, twken.
sh.ttr leadeu, or

MANO AM Trai, abeltmeas for Backgrouml in Depen'ds on size of Choswn as fiekidedii
Ashert ssvival and teasclug. Teachers, shelter population- the shelter.
adjusMt. teeth training directors, Training activity
bask manseemeet school adiiinistre - should be inter-
andtchia skills tors, etc. spereed throughout
an"Oer to carry the day.

spedctatorirmyinspcii

me;tcr dOing afmt tye
AMelderly, and im sho u becomp this as continut

,o evisaditioal with and shelter tpop ea-n ,
ehild.care experi- airy in the num

� coenet; ember o fe foorpution shouofaasdsseabmayy
ehdltersy.. mtr peple iatn pamos ble

MUtS"9ol, ahr and cm oplrnt Elad Depends l e trouti of rsig
Acnway Aivitdiftln O ate- servitm- and and shelter popula-

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _e_ _ tine._ _ _

Cu&neCI, at andp gros.rceainauciv-epecinall sheltr Lnumh- ntteseto

SOrpetaW n tetin is,4S counselor Meber of t•c hmoiildrn, thod e t pa ex

ImV~l •mmrte• l• r~ serves theneormtiona needs- ofhe selere

Thenun rtaiitg aldle s fort layoest t rionalemelntha. ttheui t a io t

lmedhlter group. Wilocnthte comunity w oare ofunti, t he sectionainiiulss emotional needs wfil efled thp socia stucue aflthet

5.18 Tyterial and omnim Gre. and pagon foffr tins arcpidetiyityaee

It is the group of family, friends, or neigh- shelter. Its members partaipate in a majority
bors who will recognize the individual as a of shelter activities as a group, includingr
person rather than a face or a number, sleeping, eating, and training. It is the group
2. The Section. (Group of 40-g0 persons). within which informal methods for social

The section is generally the key community control can develop and operate, and it par-

2 s g 2 iIniiur mtoa ed ilb ufle. e oiini h oilsrcueo hLti h ru ffmlfins rnih- setr t ebr ~ pt namjrt



ticipates in making democratic decisions tions. The term "department" has been lecjteabout shelter procedure& because of its connotations of size and coi-
8. The Divisio. (Group of 200-400 per- plexity; no connotation of sptialization issons). intended.
T•e division is the level of community 5-0 Dutice, Size, Compaaiion, and &kctiogrouping that is essential for nanagement of Community G(kmW. See ?Tsib V.

control in shelters of 500 persons and over,
and may be desirable for shelters of 300-400
person. The -d w Ore

It would be extremely difficult for a shelter 5.21 Duties and Responsibilitie.. The advisorymanager to coordinat the activities of 1,000 group is the liaison between shefterew and thesheltOrta, organized into 20 sections. How- shelter manager. This group presents the shel-ever, by establishing four groups of 260 ter population's problems and suggestions to thepeople each, and delegatizi 7 management manager and assists him in evaluating and re-authority to the leaders of each group, the solving group and individual problems dealingshelter becomes more effectively organized. with the maintenance of order, morale andThe division leader's function is to plan and motivation, shelter schedules and routine activi-overse the activities of his group in coordi- ties, the use of supplies, and other issues aftet-nation with top shelter managemenL Ing the shelter population.
4. The Department. (Group of 1,000- 5.22 Sie and Composition of the Advisory1,500 persons). Group. In order to operate effectively, the ad-5.19 In shelters with populations of several visory group should be relatively small in size,thousand it may become quite unwieldly for a with not more than seven members. It shouldmanager to interact directly with 10 or more be composed of members elected by the ahel-division heads. Therefore, another grouping terees. In shelters in which many of thelevel will be necessary for over-all management shelterees are strangers to each other, it maycontrol. This level may be called the depart- be difficult to elect representatives to the ad.ment. The term "department" usually refers to visory group on any meaningful basis. In sucha large segment of an organization with a spe- shelters, it may be desirable to delay permanentcial set of functions. However, in a community formation of the advisory group until the she]-shelter, all departments will have similar func- ter has settled into a routine phase.

TABZ V.--Commumnity Groups

rinsm me ZS AM TO A51810oNO OF211a0uMINM111 ONSAMZAT"O UTAKM~ EMMONo OF SMILTMMIOF aSIR OF GROUP GROUP TO G~w
Way Maintains order Seven to 12 per. After section has Should be chown On the hbais ofand control of san--dependent been established by unit members, kinship, friend.group; cufetns, upon natural and leaders unless they a ship, sad com-adview and eon- Xrouplnx of "hel- appointed. children or other mon interestssole. individual teres and size of dependent types.

shelterees; eon- shelter.
ve"s complaints
and problems to
the section head;
carries out duties
assigned him by
the section head.
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TABU~ V.-(continued)

SVuUm AND MIZ AND WMW TO AMUNOC OF0
meoeuums OBAJZI1O SAKMS WIASMYOS Of ao

Has direct opera. Between 40 uind Established first, Preslete or Oil the hasis of

UA&Is suiper'vizsin 60bras-_o pln;ej" reunitig ofmily, o
oer emlt n s agetaere partiei. pririeds reslativof

ars- up.2' is e bythT ruitngfmiy

pationintre; ain-

tains e~MMMMnica.
tioin between

shaBtlreell of

coemanagement.

ONAM. Generallyses on- 12000 to 4500 pr Should be eistab Stmetas prijornt Based on time of
M~T awendcno f ormWlly s consists limbed grou *soo& asheleter-souldnbe entry, or forma-

obein aol divisions on shltr sim ifE psheblter i orpproidted byt tion. prior to
aebrsd seton in d divisi aios, adtaie ed s~agmentrashingea entry.
gais dirrsect e-eWp x" pirtdvsion.Rssifn~t

tion heads; psaelterso' manager.

Auctivn ithe anduec-in)

p~ort ioetny tr

c~are mo analynt

06A Ectivi cmties. ,. hudbeetb am sdviin Bn o ieo

AMvucaY Actsa iiontbe- Formal effeciv s c lishoed aneo uselce yelectigonl ofte lentedry orborl-
over alldivishioenes opefrton,4 ton wheossever provid com ithe terees pios to-

14w and teshetionri diiteshonld notn trernie are eai- mmes ontry.t f
hanageristocpren. havete moethn7nagenuhr.h r2 aagmn

fungetions w ote fe ieec ite(itherI
managomperasite awt rv- aei ta

autonomy3i



TALB IV--(continued)

T"U V.-(continued)

mis A"M sAM wAM To AM401WAJf Of
KIt•NSM~lngl ORGAW"T10.AWASU H sum'lto" OF ••q

of &.Ma OF m91oUP , ow 70 • m"O

MatOwMent In sion for enMer- organization or
evalatimtn and sency &easons at eary iw routina
rwolving group any time.pue.
&:W Individual
problemsn.

Eftuishing a Shl*tr Group Stru re agement is available or the mnageet
positions will be filled in-shelter with the best523 The previous pages have dealt with the people available).

description of the various groups that con-
tribute to the operation of the shelter. To allow 5.25 The organization charts in Figures I
shelter managemnent to make efficient use of through 6 should be regarded as merely illus-

the population resources, these groups nast be trative of the different ways in which differ.

integrated into a hierarchical organizational ently sized community shelters can be orga-

structure as rgprested by the organization nized.

charts in Figures 1 through 6, on the following
pages. The goals of the structure are: (1) to The Rikoionship so*~n sho/•r or*"
make clear the channels of communication be- 5.26 Everyone in the shelter will be assigned
tween different shelter groups and leaders; (2) toomuiyrup.Ae-de setes

to identify areas of responsibility for each hel-have an assignment in ne of

i a number of task teams that are separate from
duplication of efforts, etc.; and (3) in general, community groups. In organizing a shelter, the
to permit the shelter manager to function effec- question of the jurisdiction of task teams and
tively by delegating authority to various levels cmuiygop n h roiyo hi

tcommuniby groups and the priority of their
of subordinates, and at the same time to main- tasks should be faced to avoid squabbles over
tan eresponsibility for persons and activities.

5.24 Factors to Consider in Organizing Shel- 5.27 The Jurisdiction of Community GCroups.
ter i . Just as a small business firm is The line from the shelter manager through the
organized differently than a giant corporation, division and section heads represents the basic
small shelters should have a different arrange- line of command in the shelter.
ruent of groups than large shelters. Besides the
size of the shelter, other major factors that 5.28 If the manager wants to communicatesizeof he helerothe maor actrs hat with an individual shelteree, or wants infor-
should be reflected in the organization chart mation about him, the normal approach is

through the community group heads. Similarly,
I. The co:,iguration of the shelter if someone in-shelter wants to communicate

(whether the shelter consists of a single with the manager, it should be accomplished
space or mn.ny physically separated areas). through the community group heads.

2. Tht capability of the shelter (whether 5.29 If corrective actions must be applied,
it der•inds solely upon OCD supplies or has they should be the responsibility of community
extensive augmented facilities), group heads, except in the event of a serious

S. The shelterees (whether everyone knows offense, in which case a security team may
each other, works for the same organization, have to play a role.
or are essentially strangers to each other). 5.30 A head of a community group is respon-

4. The availability of trained manage- sible for the members of his group as they take
ment (whether preselected, pretrained man- part in shelter activities; that is, as they are
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fed, as they are given training, as they sleep, in the light of actual shelter conditions. There-

and so on. The community group head is not fore, procedures need to be established whereby
responsible for plannting or implementing a jurisdictional disputes between shelter groups

particular shelter operation; that is the duty can be prevented or resolved.
of the appropriate task team. 5,35 Reassiqgnment of Shelterees Within

5.31 This jionL can be clarified by an exam- Groups and Teams. Many shelters can expect

pie. A training session has been pianned by a good deal of reassignment of people from one

the training team to take place at a certain community group to another in oi der to reunite
time and piace, and to cover a specified sub- family and friends, or to bring together shel-
ject. Either a member of the training team or terees with similar interests and backgrounds.
an expert (e.g., medical w- radilkArieai team The process of initial organization may go
member) is to conduct the session. The respon- more smoothly if shelterees are told that sub-

sibilities of the secticn head are to see to it that sequent reassignments will be considered by
members of his group attend the training ses- managomerit.
sion. After the training sassiou, the section 5.36 Under certain conditions, it may be ad-
head may be asked to carry oi further discus- visable to consider shelieree reassignment from
sion of the subjects covered with his group one task team to another, after a specified
members. "tour of duty" on one team. This would most

5.32 Ta.sk Team Jurir4ictio'. Generally likely occur in task areas that do not require

speaking, the appropriate task team head, or specialized skills. The purposes for task team

hni_ itupervisor in a large shelter, is the respon- reassignment are to insure that some of the

1ible person in matters dealing with a specific unpleasant but necessary shelter tasks get ac-

shelter operatior. This covers the internal or- complished by rotation of assignments. Volun-

ganization and operation of a task team, and teers will be procured more easily for unpleas-

includes such issues as the selection and spe- ant tasks if they know that they will be

cific assigiiment of task tesm members, the reassigned after a period of time. Secondly,

number o1 persons to be ,n duty at a specific reassignment should introduce some variety

time, and the length of each ;hift. When a into the individual's routine and may act, in

shelteree is "on duty" with his task team, the instances, to perk up shelteree motivation.

team head is responsible for him. Responsibil-

ity means knowing where the individual is, and Registration and Identification of Shelterees
what he is doing. 5.37 In few shelters will management know
5.33 Coordination Between Teams and Groups. all the occupants and have all the necessary

There are many decisions pertaining to shelter information about them with which to organize
organization and operations that affect both the shelter efficiently. Therefore, a registration
task teams ane community groups. For exam- procedure must be implemented to acquire data
ple, *.; the food team, a certain number of about shelterees for use in assigning them to
meals served at certain times ma.y appear to teams and community groups.
be the most efficient way of operating a feeding 5.38 In adaition, all but the smallest commu-
program. Community group leaders may argue nit -shelters will need some type of identifica-
that the feeding schedule that is optimal for tion system, to serve the following purposes:
the food team in not well tolerated by shel- (1) indicate at a glance who the members of
terees, and they may suggest a revised sched- the management staff are, (2) possibly indicate
ule. This pattern car. emerge in any number the members of task teams who must have
of ways in the shelter. rapid, unhampered movement in-sheiter, and

5.34 The ideal solution is to have a shelter (3) ide.,tify individual shelterees and their
operationel tirrn developed prior to occupancy, community group assignments.

in which shelter pianners spel! out the pro- 5.32 The Shelterer R~ogistrution Form. The
cedures that should be adopted in relation to shelteree registration form provides manage-
all operations arid activities. But even the most ment with data on the manpower resources
comprehensive plan may have to be modified within the shelter, by ndicating the distribu-
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tion of skills and talents. It provides inforna- the like. After emerf ence from the shelter,
tion which car be used as a basis for assigning the form should be turned over to the ap-
shelterees to community groups. Finally, it propriate authorities for use in community
serves as an aid in such recovery operations as recovery operations.
location of family members, return of personal
property, and population censuses. A swmple .4. Shelte'ree Identifiration
registration form is presented in Appendix A. I identification of management person-

1. Improvising a shelterep registration i, l. The command capability of the manager
form. In the event that registration fotus oand his top staff will be enhanced if they are
have not been stocked in the shelter, shel- constantly visible to shelterees. Headgear
terees can be asked to write their nanes, and/or armbands are the most common sym-
occupatiors, and special skills on almost any boa of management that are likely to be
scrap of paper. This will at least allow for available to any great extent. Headgear is
rapid organization of task teams. The other more effective because it can be mn-. easily
types of information on the registration form recognized in-shelter, but arT- . is are
may be verbally elicited by unit and section simpler to improvise, and mr s- .atfore be
leaders in interviews with their group mere- the more popular method of i, A', -!--nip iden-
bers. tification.

2. Filling out the registration form. In 2. Identification of individual shelterees.
many shelters, registration will be a time- Interaction among shelterees is facilitated if
consuming task. Therefore, it may be advis- people's names are known to others. In addi-
able to divide registration into two periods. tion, identification by name is more satisfying
Only certain questions pertaining to imme- to the individual than is a series of imper-
diate organization and operations need be sonal numbers or letters. if the shelter con-
answered initially. After shelter groups have tains an adequate stock of tape, each shel-
been organized, the form can be returned to teree should be given a piece upon which he
shelterees for completion, can write his name and indicate the groups

to which he has been assigned.
8. Maintaining the registration form. A

major responsibility of the administrative 5.41 In the absence of tape, improvised iden-
team is to keep shelter records up-to-date fication methods can be devised, such as a
and as accurate as possible. Certain vital in- piece of cardboard attached to a pocket or label
formation should be recorded in the regis- with a pin, or even an individual's name writ-
tration form including births, deaths, ma- ten directly on an article of clothing with a
jor violations of rules, heroic actions, and lipstick, if no alternative presents itself.
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ORGANIZING SHELTER RESOURCES

The N"d for Organizing Sb.Iter Resources cieat method for the widest range of shelter

6.1 The goal of the shelter system is survival types
and not comfort. Few community fallout shel- 6.5 Centralized Supply Management, This
ters will be stocked with the wide range of in- approach calls for location of shelter resources
terial goods to which most of us have become in one area of the shelter, under the super-
accustomed. The responsibility of the manager vision of the supply team leader, who issues
is to develop and implement a plan for the supplies to other appropriate group and team
allocation and use of the resources of the shel- leaders at the appropriate iUmes.
ter that will result in survival and well being 6.6 The attractiveness of this approach lies
for the largest number of shelterees. In the in its simplicity. Management control of re-
event of a short shelter stay, there may not be sources is made easier. Less total space is re-
any major problems regarding shelter supplies. quired. On the other hand, crowding around
But, in an overcrowded shelter, with a forecast the central distribution area, length of time
of a long confinement period, the manager may for supply distribution, and "red tape" involved
be faced with literally life and death decisions in issuing supplies may become a problem in
concerning vital supplies, some shelters. Centralized supply may be the
6.2 The impact of shelter resources will not answer if (1) the shelter is small, (2) all
only be felt ir terms of physical survival. The supplies have been placed in a single area prior
manner in which shelter resources are handled to occupancy, or (3) floor space is at a mini-
by management has great potential effects upon mum.
the motivation and morale of the shelter popu- 6.7 In all cases management should insure that
lation. Should shelterees perceive that vital specific times are set for general issue on a con-
supplies are being allocated casually or inju- trolled basis, thts avoiding congestion, unwar-
diciously, the result may be hostile words or ranted milling around, and confusion at the
actions that can threaten the stability of the supply point. This would also enhance the capa-
shelter. bility of making emergency supply issuances

with a minimum of delay.
Basic Approaches to Supply Manmgerlnt 6.8 Decentralized Supply Management. There
6.3 A supply plan that may be ideal for one are two different decentralized supply ap-
type of shelter may be very inefficient when proaches. They are: (1) the functional ap-
applied to a different shelter type. Therefore, proach, and (2) the area approach. The former
the strategy for control of resources must be calls for locating the supplies dealing with each
based upon a consideration of auch factors as specific task in a separate place in-shelter
size and configuration of the shelter, amount, under the responsibility of the appropriate task
types and location of resources, and estimated team. Area decentralization involves setting up
length of shelter stay. a number of supply areas in different parts of
6.4 There are three general approaches to the the shelter, each stocked with the full range
supply management program in a fallout shei- of supplies, for a designated segment of the
ter. These may be referred to as the (1) cen- shelter population.
tralized, (2) decentralized, and (3) combined 1. Functional decentralization. Using this
approaches. Of all the methods discussed, the approach, each task team controls its own
combined approach appears to be the most effi- supplies. All the supplies associated with the
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partiular task are either brought together mits rapid access to the total supply picture in
to the team area, or the team is located in a she'ter; it should cut down the supply distri-
the supply area. Community group leaders, bution time considerably over the centralized
or individuals authorized to pick up resources, approach, especially if each task team can pick
go to a different team area for each type of up enough supplies at one time to last a day or
supply, The task team head is responsible more. The combined approach also allows the
for providing the manager with up-to-date task team to distribute its own supplies, which
information on the status of his resources. may lead to a more efficient use c' resources.

Functional decentralization results in a 6.11 The combined approach is not without
rapid distribution of supplies, accurate sup- its potential problems. By introducing an addi-
ply status information, and closer connection tional stage between supplier and consumer,
between a given type of supply and the shel- the possibility of supplies being lost, damaged,
ter taam that wou!d use it. On the debit side, or misappropriated is increased. Except in the
this a-pproach might lead to greater shelter large or muiti-area shelter for which the com.
traffic, greater difficulty in ascertaining the bined approach is inefficient, or for the very
total supply picture, and greater difficulty in small shelter for which it is unnecessary, the
supervising over-all supply operations. combined method appears to be the most reas-

Use of the approach is recommended if onable approach to supply management.
separate areas have been provided for each
task team, or if different types of supplies Factors to Consider in Managing Sh•lter
have been placed in different areas prior to Resources

2. lter occupancy. e.12 Sources of Supply. The basic material
2. Area decent raUization. The approach is resources of most community shelters will con-

basically the same as the centralized method. sist of the supplies stocked by OCD, plus any
The only difference is that instead of one cen- additional survival items that may have been
tral area, supplies are stored at several loca- provided by the local community or the build-
tions, each serving all the supply needs of ing owner. It would be advantageous if addi-
a segment of the population. tional readily available supplies could be

The approach is recommended (a) where brought into the shelter to augment the sur.
the shelter configuration consists of widely vival stocks. Some of the sources of additional
separated areas, floors, or rooms, and (b) -upplies that should be tapped by shelter man-
where the shelter is large. agement are described below.

&9 The Ctmbined Supply Management Ap- 1. The building in which the shelter is
proach. This supply management method may located may contain many useful items that
be the most efficient approach to the supply can be brought in by she:terees at thf time
problem for the greatest number of shelters, of shelter taking, Examples are: fire-fighting
The combined approach incorporates elements equipment, flashlights and lanterns, food,
"of both the centralized and decentralized sys- writing and recreation supplies, fans, and
tens. Shelter resources are kept under the tools.
supervision of a supply team at the designated 2. Among the personal belongings that
supply area. The supply team gi.'es each task shelterees bring with them are very likely
team its quota of supplies at regular intervals, to be many useful items. (See Private Prop-
which may be daily, twice a day, every two eity, para. 6.25.)
days, or whatever is determined as necessary. 3. Improvisation is another source of shel-
The task team carries the materials to its own ter resources. Man- useful items can be fash-
location in the shelter, and there &i'penses it to ioned from materials that are available in the
individual or groups. shelter. (See para. 6.16.)
6.10 Each task team keeps records of its own 4. Sources external to the shelter, such as
supplies, while the supply team maintains neighborhood sires. may be used to repien-
inventory control over all shelter resources, ish supplied when radiation levels pcrmit
taken as a whole. The combined approach per- brief trilps from the shelter.
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6.13 Supply Inventory. As soon as possible of shelterees (usually a unit head) picks up
after shelter entry, an inventory of shelter re- the supplies for the group from a fixed point
sources should be carried out. In large shelters and brings them back to the living area where
it may not be feasible to porform, a careful they are distributed to the group members. The
inventory of all shelter supplies immediately. combined approach appears to be the method
In lieu of this, the manager should he provided of distribution that is applicable to the widest
with initial estimates of the amount, type, and range of shelter situations.
location of shelter resources. This should be foi- 616 Mulit-Pu•rpoe Use of Supp.ies. A major
lowed by a detailed inventory after the popu- ingredient of a shelter supply program is the
lation is organized, effective use of shelter supplies for purposes

6.14 Initial management decisions concerning not originally intended. This refers to pur-

the allocation of supplies should be based on poses that are "in addition to" and not "instead
the assumption that no additional supplies will of" the original planned use. Some examples

be obtained for up to two weeks. Consideration of the multi-purpose use of common shelter re-

might also be given to the possibility of using sources are listed below.
the available supplies for a short time in the 1. Filled cartons can be employed as build-
recovery phase, since the shelter may remain ing materials to erect a temporary barrier
the temporary base of recovery operations. for a separate management, medical, sani-

6.15 Distribution of Supplies. Distribution tation area, or whatever else is deemed de-

refers to the process through which resources sirable.

are made available to the "consumner"--the 2. A large number of filled cartons stacked

individual shelteree. There are three major ap- together may have enough density to provide
proaches to distributing supplies to shelterees: some radiation protection.
(1) the fixed-point method, (2) the moving- 3. Cardboard from empty cartons, placed
point method, and (3) the combined method. over metal water drums, can make a seat or

1. Fixed-point method. In this approach, table, or even sleeping area.
individual shelterees go to a fixed supply point 4. Empty cardboard cartons and metal

to receive their allotment. Fixed-point distribu- food containers can be used to collect and

tion allows for greater control of resources, store all types cf objects, from garbage to
However, it also requires much more movement personal belongings.
in-shelter. In general, fixed distribution should 5. A male urinal can be improvised from
be considered in small, non-complex shelters, two five-gallon food tins snuggly fit into an
or those with special facilities such as a cafe- ermpty food carton.
teria. However, even in large shelters, medicai
supplies should preferably be distributed by Shelter Records
fixed point (patients come to inedical area for 6.17 Much of the information on shelter re-
treatment). sources and events that reaches management

2. Moving-point method. In this approach, will be in the form of shelter records. In addi-
a member of a task team or supply team brings tion to the in-shelter use of such records, they
supplies to the shelterees in their living areas, will be valuable to governmental authorities
Moving-point distribution minimizes traffic after the occupancy period in regrouping the
problems and may be considered in shelters in population and initiating the reconstruction
which movement must be kept to a minimum activities. Samples of the shelter records dis-
(overcrowded shelters, or those with severe cussed in this section are presented in Appen-
temperature problems). In order to be effective, dix A.
moving-point distribution requires equipment 6.18 The Shelter Log. The shelter log is the
such as a cart. or dolly, to move supplies document that will contain a listing and a
through the shelter. description of all the significant events that

3. Combinaed approich. This method, as the occurred during the shelter stay.
name implies, combines the features of the 1. Description of the log. Any notebook
other two methods. A representative of a group or pad can be used as the shelter log. Be-
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camse this ia a document that will be turned mulated dbse he has received throtugh the
over to the authorities after the shelter stay, shelter stay.
it i, suggested that the most substantlal 6.22 Medical Recor". A record of all medical
book or pad available be used for this pur- events should be kept by the medical team.
pose. The names of people with medical problems

2. Maintainintg the shelter log. The task should be entered, as well as their symptoms
of maintaining the shelter log Is one of the and any medication issued. The ievel of detail
key responsibilities of the administrative in the medical records will vary with the ex-
te&A. Entries should include events such as: tent of medical problems in a shelter. Under

a. Changes in vital statistics (births, conditions of widespread illness, it will cer-
deaths). tainly not be reasonable to record every minor

b. Other important medical events (cases medical discomfort. However, any medication
of major physical or emotional illness), issued should be recorded.

c. Serious violations of shelter rules and 6.23 The Supply Status Summary. In order
corrective actions applied, to allocate she~ter rasources efficiently and

d. Major management decisions, equitably, up-to-date information on the over-

e. Daily sumnuaries of shielter status and all status of the shelter supplies must be pro-

Problems. yvided. The Supply Status Summary serves this
probles en- purpose.

6.19 The Communications Log. Messages en- 6.24 In addition to the Supply Status Sum-
tering or leaving the shelter should be en- mary for 0CD stocks, a similar chart should be
tered in the conununieations log. This log prepared for locally provided stocks, and for
should be maintained by the communication additional supplies brought into the shelter,
tbm, on a 24-hour basis. Separate sheets addithocalesp ries bro intb se l
should be used for incoming and outgoing where these categories are applicable.
messages.

Private Property
6.20 The Radiation Monitoring Log. The ra-
diation monitoring log will contain the per- 6.25 Everyone will bring personal items into
odic readings of radiation levels for a given the shelter, if only the contents of pockets and
time for specified areas within a shelter, and purses. Some people who have prepared them-
the accumulated doses for each area. mclves prior to the attack iray bring in many
6.21 Shelteree Radiation Exposure Recard. items of survival e(;.,t Art aad supplies. The
This form is used to record daily radiation materials that shelterr :arrv inWo the shel-
exposure doses which shelterees may receive, ter with them may ; :.Atitute aw important
The record can be utilized in several ways: shelter resource.

1. Radiological monitors and all persons 6.26 Materials Likely to be Bivught into Shel-
who may be exposed to high radiation should te,. The following represents a partial list of
have a personal radiation exposure record. useful items of personal property that can rea-
It may be maintained individually or by a sonably be expected to be carried into the
clerk assigned to this function. shelter, without advanced preparation on the

2. At the discretion of the manager, each part of shelterees: pocket knives, nail clippers
shelter occupant can be issued a radiation and files, pens, pencils, writing pads (espe-
exposure record. As approved by the shelter cially if the shelter is located in an office build-
manager, persons can be advised once daily ing), cosmetics Ifor use as improvised writing
through group announcements of their esti- materials), pen-lights, non-prescription medi-
mated exposure during the previous 24 cines (such as aspirins), hair pins, clips, tie
hours. This may become complicated, how- clips, portable radios, lighters and matches,
ever, if the shelterees have been rotated to handkerchiefs, scarves, belts, ties, and paper-
keep radiation exposure evenly distributed, back books.

3. Before emergence from the shelter, 6.27 It may be necessary to exclude certain
each person ,hould be informed of the accu- possessions from the shelter, either t.,porar-
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ily or for the duration of the shelter stay. Pets rather than as potentially dangerous posses-
may be a fairly common example of this cate- sions that may cause in-shelter problems.
gory. Large bulky Items, such as suiteases or 6.30 A list of specific items of potential value
trunks, may also have to be excluded from the should be made up and communicated to the
shelter living area at least temporarily. shelterees. The list should be as broad as pos-
628 Procedures for Dealing with Private sible, so that many shelterees will have some-
Property. Personal items brought in by the thing to contribute. If only a handful of people
population should not be confiscated from their who had the foresight to prepare themselves
owners; they should be requested by shelter far a shelter stay are asked to contribute, they
management and volunteered by tWeir owners, may be resistant. However, if there is a br•ad
The basis for the request should be the value base of contributions, everyone offering what
of personal Possessions to the survival of the he has, the reistance may be lessened.
group. Ma~ny people will understand the value 6.31 Some shelterees will not want to offer
of their possessions to group survival without their personal belongings for the benefit of the
appeals from msanagement, and will volunteer group. The fact that such items have not been
them as soon as asked. Others may have to volunteered does not mean that they should

not be entered among the shelter resources. Itshown that, when used for the common good,
may be possible to allow the owner to retain

an item can contribute more to everyone's sur- possible t te owneri to reta
viva (icluingtheowne's)tha ifthe possession of some items of private propertyvival (ineludi~ng Me oumer's) than if the and to use them to carry out group survivalowner were to keep it solely for his own pur- activities. An example of this is the possible ap-

poses. pointment of the owner of the only radio in
6.29 Even such items as weapons, liquor, and the shelter as the communications moaitor.
drugs should be requested by management as 6.32 A record should be kept of the posses-
elements contributing positively to survival sions that shelterees have volunteered.
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CHAPTER 7

ORGANIZING ACTIVITIES AND PATTERNS OF UVING

A shelter stay under emergency conditions pared to sacrifice ever)thing, including their
will be a strange and frightening experience lives.
for the confined population. One of the most 7.4 The rules of the society are obeyed for a
potent positive factors in the adjustment of number of different reasons. Because we are
shelterees to shelter living is firm leadership, taught them from infancy on, many of the im-
visibly acting in the roup's behalf. One of the portant rules have become internalized; that
important ways in which shelter leadership is, they have become part of our way of think-
ean be brought home to the population is ing and behaving. We obey them with little or
through the establishment and maintenance of no questioning, regardless of whether people
a plan for shelter living. Included as major por- are watching us or not; regardless of whether,
tions of this plan are a set of rules for shelter at a given moment, the rules are to our advan.
living, and a schedule of shelter activities and tage or not
operations. Rules and schedules serve to inform 7.5 Rules are also obeyed because of the direct
sheltere what they must do to maximize influence of other persons. Other persons in-
their survival chances. Shelter living patterns, cude family,rulesand sheduls, aloeser e familoyw friends, authorities, everyonerepresented by rules and schedules, also servebecause
to make the future less uncertain by introduc- we know that in so doing we strike a respon-
ing predictability into the shelter situation and siwe chord in other persons with whom we

indicating to shelterees that the standards of or wish to associate, and are re-associateorwstoascaean aer-the pre-shelter society will be maintained to warded by them in deeds or words, or merely
the fullest possible extent, by the knowledge that they think well of us.

SBasis of Social co)ntroi I-Sheter 7.6 The influence of other persons upon our
conformity to rules is felt in an additional

7.1 Every group, from the small family to the important way. We know how others will re-
entire society, has rules that must be adhered spond if we violate the rules. From a look of
to over the long run by the members of the disappointment to a prison term, the reaction
group if it is to achieve its goals. Social con- of others to a group member's failure to con-
trol refers to the ways in which a group main- form is a factor in maintaining order in any
tains order, by establishing rules, communicat- group.
ing them, insuring that they are obeyed, and 7.7 We follow rules for still another important
applying corrective actions in the event of vio- reason. As rational beings, we can frequently
lations. recognize that a certain wzy of doing things

7.2 Because a community fallout shelter dur- will lead us to our intended goal more rapidly,
ing its period of occupancy represents a tern- efficiently, or economically. We follow a pat-
porary, miniature version of our society, one tern of behavior because it makes sense to do
can examine the basis for maintaining order so.
in a shelter by comparison with the basis of 7.8 In spite of the fact that some of the cus-
social control in the larger society. toms and laws are contradictory, archaic, or

7.3 The rules of a society are of many differ- liot enforced, an overwhelming proportion of
ent types, ranging from the E.abits and con- the population conforms without incident to
ventions of daily routine living to the deeply the rules of the society. A;l indications are that
held moral principles for which people are pre- our system of laws and our patterns of con-
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formity to then will not be shattered by a nu- bling. inappropriate use of supplies, and
clear attack upon our country. !t can be ex- smoking,
pected that a large majority of the population 7.12 Proeedsres for Developing Rules. De-
taking sheler w be p.-idise to obey the poe, rather tn:esponRes. Tevelop rules• eezr4y. Wherever possible, speeifk.T

rules (i1 the shelter, for the reasons & eopneserl, Weevrposblspdrbof& srules should be made in advance of a shelteraboveproblem, rather than in response to it. The

7.9 However, thaere ane fictors associated early development of a set off rules will tend

with a dianW that create 4t potential for so- to strengthen the image of management au-
l control probhoms. Theoe include the imme- thority and capability.

diate danger in which people are p.aced a- Determine whether elective or Irrescribed
imagine they are placed. concern for the safety rides. As a step in the development of a system
of loved ones, the belief that nuclear attack of shelter rules, the manager must decide which
represents the end of civilization or of our so- rules can be left to the determination of shel-
ciety, and the unfamiliar and austere nature tereea, and which must be established by man-
of shelter living. agernent.

7.10 Overcoming the potentially disruptive Con.-ider purpose of rules. The manager must
effects of the above-mentioned factors is a ma- evaluate what each rule is supposed to accom-
jor task of shelter management. In brief, the plish. He must determine whether it applies
manager's responsibilities are: to construct a to all or to some shelterees, or whet~her it is to
social situation within the shelter which inso- be in effect at all times or selected times, in
far as possible is modeled upon the character- all locations or in specified locations.
isties of the pre-shelter society; to motivate Coordinate the develapment of rules. Be-
people to behave appropriate!y by continually cause of complexity of the shelter system, rules
reinforcing "'the rightness" of denocratic val- pertaining to one facet of shelter life will have

ues and beliefs; and to sustain faith in the effects upon other aspects of the shelter. A pro-

continuing existe:nce of the society and in its eedure that is required to seolve one in-

caaiiyto recover and rebuild. cdr hti eurdt ov n n
capability oshelter problem may create another problem.

The manager and his advisors should evalu-
S eate the consequences of a specific rule in rela-

7.11 Typew of Shelf-r Rules. Shelter rules tion to other specific shelter rules and to the
can be divided into preeiribed rules and elec- system of rules as a whole.
tive procedures. Prescribed rules are estab- Make onhy necessary rules. The manager

oniled by management and should be altered should consider whether a formal rule is neces-
only by management. They regulate behaviot sr y o atclrsetrpolm o
thav involves the safety and well being of the waether the nformal pressures applied by

shelter population. Elective procedures are group leaders and shelterees are sufficient to
rules that are determined by the shelterees. A control the problem.
number of questions of shelter living can be left

to shelterees for solution, according to their 7.14 Informing Shelterees about Rules. Early
wrahes, as indicated by some form of democrat- in the shelter stay, the manager or members
ic procedure. of his staff should conduct a general shelter

7.12 Almost every aspect of shelter living orientation session, at which time the impor-
should be governed by rules. This includes: tant shelter regulations and the reasons for

1. Entering and leaving the shelter. them should be described.

2. Ail daily operations, such as feeding, 7.15 The various team leaders should be
sleeping, medical care. briefed in detail about the rules pertinent to

S. The use of all sheit-er equipment. the:ir specific areas of respcnsibility, and they,
4. Many types of personal behavior that in turn, should discuss the rules in all necessary

are potentially disruptive: use of alcohol detail with the members of their respective
and drugs, sexual behavior, fighting, gain- teams.
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Mainhtainng Order ln-$heter 7.21 Serious In-Shelter Offenses. A serious
management problem can result from the cu-

7.16 Developing a set of rule, is one manage- mulative impact of minor violations of rules.
meat problem: enisu~rlng thet the rues areIa- Under certain conditions, a social control prob

plemented is quite another. The following sec. iem will pose a threat to the shelter in spitetion discusses some of the issues relating to of the faict that the specific violation may be
soeial eontro, -the maintenance of order-in closer to being a petty annoyance, than a erlmi-

nal act. What makes this a serious situation
7.17 Preventing Social Control Pr~oblema. One is the number of people who ane violating the
of the best ways of maintaining order is to rule, and the time and mnditions under which
identify and respond to potential social con- they have chosen to do so. For example, if one
trol problems before rules are actually broken. person on one occasion drinks more water than
Although preventive measures will not likely his ration calls for, it might be considered a
solve all problems of social control, they should minor problem, whereas if a number of shel-
lessen the chance of occurrence of major rule teree refuse to abide by the rules for waterivntractiona, rationing over a period of time, shelter survival

7.18 There are many areas of management may be jeopardized.

behavior that can be directed toward this end. 7.22 The second type of major in-shelter of-
In general, managaement should communicate fense is that of the unpredictable, individual,
to the shelter population the desirability of violent act. Certain violations pose grave prob-

where appropriate, the Patterns lems for management, regardless of how in-
of behavior that were prevalent in pre-ahelter frequently they might occur. A single crimi-
society. In addition, the management staff nal act, such as murder, rape, or other felony,
should coimnunicate to the shelterees the con- can instantaneously upset the stability of the
tent of, and rationale for shelter rules, and, sheter
by their personal behavior, be a model for shel-
teres to emulate. Items, such as weapons and 7.23 Evaluating Deviant Behavior and it
valuable which may become the cause of con- Effects. If a social control problem arises in-

,should bekept under the ctrol of man- shelter that is more than a personal quarrel
agement Perhaps most important of anl, ahel- between several shelterees, a rapid assessment
terees should be informed of the ways in which of the situation must be made. The evaluation
they can communicate any grievances or com- should include the following points:
plaints they might have to menagement before 1. What is the nature of the disorder
their dissatisfaction reaches a level where it (exactly what is happening)?
results in social control problems. 2. What are the inm.ediate effects upon
7.19 Evaluatiag the Signifianee of Rule Vio- shelter survival?
lations. Criteti- for defininp social control 3. What are the apparent causes of the
-problems. Social control problems can be situation?
thought of as behavior on the part of one or 4. What are the appropriate corrective
more persona that jeopardizes the survival and procedures?
adjusbnent chrncee of a? or many of the shel- 5. How many shelterees are actively in-
ter'~es, volved?
7.20 Some violations of the rules are more 6. Does the situation appear to have an
critical in-shelter tban they would normally organized basis?
be. Such problems as disobedience of the rules, 7. If so, who are the leaders and whom
hoarding supplies, and general uncooperative- do they appear to represent?
ness, may assume greater importance in-shel-
ter than would usually be attributed to them. 8. What is the "mood" of the shelterees
Other forms of behavior usually frowned upon who are not actively involved at the mu-
will have to be tolerated within limits in-
shelter. Scanty dress is one example; lack of 7.24 Applying Coryctive Actions. The appro-
privacy, another. priate corrective action depends on the seri-
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vi o. Cot a zLmd m 'eay r~'Pe frven a
~ wods ie~y s.Ok5 t• a 1 frnor ofener 71.29 Given the multiplicity of tasks to per-

few words quietly sorr t, W a t minoroffender y- form in a shelter., a formna) schedule of activitietby hJW friend& or relations, to arrest and physi- sarqieetfrefetv aaeeteAl restraint for the most serious a requirement for effective management. Aschedule also ":erves a ha.•ic purpose for sheb-
725 There are certain corrective actions that teres. It introduces a rhythm, an order, into
are to be avoided because of their effect on shelter life; it tells the individual what he can
other sheltereew. In this category are expul- expect and when.
sion, physical punishment, denial of survival 7.30 If a schedule is not availablc at the time
necessities such as food and water. of humiliat- of shelter occupancy, it should be developed as
ing penalties such as shaving the head or ofsetrcupnyithulbedvoeda

wearing special clothing or synbols. Above all, soon as possible by the manager and his staff.
eb High-priority activities (e.g., radiological pro-in applying corrective actions, the manager tection, medical care, food and water distribu-

must, himself, rm.lize and make it clear to etomdclarfdanwtrdirbumuherst, at hmelf, L; conced oale with carto tion) should be scheduled very early in the
others that he it concerned only with group shelter stay. Activities such as planned recrea-survival, not with the administration of jus- tion might benefit by a delay of several days
tice to an individual who has broken a shelter beore bengfitroded ot seler

of m ebefore being introduced into the shelterrule.schedule.

7.26 The administration of corrective actions 7.31 The schedule should not be regarded as
is the duty of the shelter manager. He may a rigid, inflexible guide to daily activities forseek the advice of members of hMs staff, but the length of the shelter stay.-Many factors,

the responsibility is his. Such procedures as such as shelter emergencies, heat and/or lack
mock trials with shelteree juries determining of ventilation, and initial unfamiliarity with
guilt or innocence are not recommended. This o etltoadiiilufmlaiywt

doesnotmeantha themanger houd no be duties, may bring about changes in the sched-
does by mean that the manager should not e ule. In addition, there may be reasons for pur-

madttedr me r of correctiv e actionsEspeclltr staf posely modifying the schedule to provide shel-
corrective actions. Espciallywith some welcome variation in the daily

ble would be the advice of professional persons
in the law enforcement and legal fields. The
manager may also want to sample shelteree 7.32 Sample schedules for the routine phase of
opinion, through the advisory committee, be- shelter occupancy are presented in Ap-
fore applying corrective actions. pendix A.

7.27 Administrative Considerations in Social 7.33 Factors Influencing the Shelter Schedule.
Control. Major violations should be entered The following points should be taken into con-
into the shelter log. Information about the vio- sideration in developing a shelter schedule.
lation and the offender should be listed, includ- 1. Short attention span. Under the phy-
ing the corrective action that was administered sical and psychological conditions prevailing
by the shelter manager. After the shelter stay, in the shelter, it will be more difficult than
this information should be turned over to the usual for shelterees to focus their attention

w will determine upon a person or persons for an extendedapphrourather authorities, w , period of time. Consequently, activities
whould not be scheduled for periods longer

7.28 If communication is possible between the than an hour without short breaks to allow
shelter and the control center, the shelter man- shelterees to stretch and relax. If shelterees
ager should inform the control center of in- appear to be having diffic'ulty in maintaining
stances of major deviance, and of the correc- attention, it may be necessary to schedule
tive actions that have been taken. Before the even shorter period& of a particular group
end of the shelter stay, the manager should activity.
coordinate with the control center about th- 2. Spread activities throughour the day.
disposition of individuals who have committed Such activities as training and recreation
serious offenses while in-shelter. shouli nwt be concentrated in one part of
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the he day. b'At rAther should be blended 5. Wat er and bieait breaks. Several
into the s•chdule so that morning, afternoon, water and biscult. breaks are reconuded
and evening each contain training and rec- in the schedule. The food consumtv in
reatlon sessions, breaks will be subtracted from the d&iV ia-

S. Schtduk trainig activities when shel- dividual ration, and does not constitute a
terees are most alert. Because of their im- caloric bonus. The advantages of food and
portance, training sessions should be held water breaks are threefold.
when shelterees have the greatest attention a. The palatability of the survival raton
span. In shelters with survival food stocks, may be enhanced if individuals eWt only a
mealtime and clean-up cau be regarded as a few biscuits at a time
relaxing activity. It may, therefore, be de- b. Feelings of hunger and thirst may be
sirable to schedule training sessions for assuaged by having a number of small meal
adults shortly after meals or breaks, when at shorter intervals as opposed to eating
shelterees should be rested, and hunger and and drinking larger portions only three
thirst are not competing for the individual's times a day.
attention. c. The "coffee break" as a cultural phe-

4. Naps and daytime rest periods. On the nomenon in our society can be carried over
sample shelter schedule, two half-hour nap to the shelter as a relaxing, cohesion-produc-
periods are suggested during "quiet activi- ing portion of the morning and afternoon.
ties" time. There is ample evidence to Bug- 7.34 Factors to Consider in a Two-Shift SCAMed-
gest that adults, as well as children, will ule. Some shelters may have to incorporate a
require naps. Additional opportunities for two-shift schedule due to lack of space for
naps and rest periods are built into the sleeping. It is important to relize that the
schedule in the times allotted for certain two-shift schedule is more than just a one-shift
sedentary activities. Feeding is a good ex- schedule carried out at two different times.
ample. Although an hour is scheduled for Two factors to consider in developing the two-
feeding the entire shelter population, each shift schedule are: (1) optimum use of com-
shelteree will spend considerably less time mon time tthat is, when both shifts are
than that in receiving and consuming his awake), ane (2) noise and other distractions
portion of food and water. He can spend the -assign the awake shift to relatively quiet
remainder of the hour in rest nr quiet ac- duties while the other shift is sleeping.
tivities,
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CHAPMl 8

ATMOSPHERE AND TEMPERATURE CONTROL

The Importance of Atmosphere and dows, around closed doors and other opening
Tomp~ratur. Control present in shelters which are above ground,

or in unsealed basements.
Of all the basic human needs described in

this document, the one with the most imredi- 8.4 Forced or mechanical ventilation ;s the
ate and widespread impact upon survival is more effective method for providing air tx.
atmosphere and temperature control, The change. This method employs mechanical
phrase "atmoophere and temperature control, equipment such as fans and blowers to ex-
covers severs] problem areas, each vital for change air.
sustaining life. 8.5 Detemining SheUer Air Ezchange Re-

Generally speaking, these problems are dealt quirementA. It is diflfcult to determine the
with through methods of air exchange; that is, amount of air exchange which will be necessary
the introduction of ample quantitites of fresh in a given shelter. The volume of exchange re
air into the shelter and the simultaneous re- quired will depend upon size of the shelter,
moval of stale air. number of shelteree, and outside envrou-

Most community shelters currently lack the mental conditions, such as the temperature and
equipment to achieve air exchange mechani- humidity. in a shelter using mechanieal venti-
cally. The majority of shelters will have to lation, three cubic feet of fresh air per perum
depend upon the natural circulation of air per minute has been widely suggested a a
through the shelter to solve their atmosphere minimunm rate of air exchange for maintaining
and temperature control problem. a safe atmospheric composition. However, this

rate of exchange will be inadequate for limit-
ing the increase in temperature and humidity
sduring warm weather unless supplementary

8.1 The major management goals fall into cooling is provided.
three categories. One is concerned with main- 8.6 The Concept of Kiective Temper.'Wre.
taining the temperature of the shelter within "Effective temperatlre"' is a useul concept for
survival bounds. The second deals with the con- classifying the effects of temperatcve on the
trol of the critical atmospheric components, comfort of the shelter populabon "EffBiUve
namely, carbon dioxide and oxygen. The third temperature" is a composite measure of tern-
goal is the control of noxious substances, perature, humidity, and air movement. As an
which can be fatal (as in the case of carbon example, if the temperature is 75 degrees
monoxide), or which can negatively affect Fahrenheit, the humidity is average, and there
shelter efriciency and morale (as in the case of is su/iient air novei, nt, the reuit would be
odors). a quite comfortable environmmt; however,

with ro perceptible air movemeut and high
The Concept of Air Exchange humidity, the san,.' •emperature would create

8.2 Air exchange is the introduction of fresh an uncomfOAtble situation. Th. concept of
air into the shelter and the aimuiancous re- "effective temperature," then, indicAws that
moval of stale air from the shelter through the three variables of temperature, humidity,
natural or mechanical meins. and air movement should all be taken into con-
8.3 Natural ventilation is the circulation of sideration when evaluating the suitability of a
air through wall cracks, open doors and win- given shelter environment.
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Conhollifto T~nqKWmf0 In Naturally 8.10 Limited Control of High Efective Te-
Wniaw'H•'ml Slh'shmr verature. The control of high effective term-

perature in, naturally ventilated sheltera is
S~~~~~8.7 Causes of Temperature Extremes. The liiet topceus-herdcon f
S~causes of temperature extremes in shelters Zen. liiedato woprodnactivites andthe reutiiction of

t" erally fail into one of two categories: (1) those initial coolness within th the lter.

due to external conditions (e.g., the tempera- 1. al o in g heat-producing theshelite.

ture of the air being drawn into the shelter), The most importang heat-producing elements

and (2) those due to events within the shelter. in the shelters are the shelterees themselves.
By far the most iraportant factor in the latter Management &ould encourage the cessation
catesory is the be.-y heat generated by shelter ofll but vitalt encour ine
occupants. In a crowded fallout shelter, most of all but vital activities, encouraging rest

of the body he&,t will be dissipated by releas- periods and other sedentary activities. Other

ing heat and moisture to the shelter air. Heat areas for management concern &re the con-

may also be generated by hot plates or heating trol of heat-producing appliances and the

units used to prepare food or by shelter ma- prevention of evaporation (a heat-producing
process) from such sources as open water

" E oEcans, garbage, etc.
8.8 Effects of rempt'rat re E&t1'1Re8. The 2. Utilize initial coolness. Initially, the
range of temperatire from 68-720F. effective earth surrounding an underground shelter

temperature normally provides optimum com-o may give some cooling effect for the first
fort Many shelters wKI! experience tempera- day or two, after which the temperature in
ture conditions that are more severe than the the shelter will increase rapidly. If entry
optimum range. However, effective tempera- occurs during hot weather and the shelter
ture between the range of 78-85*F. can be tol- feels comparatively cool, the shelter should
erated by most people for long periods of time. not be heated.
With effective temperatures higher than 851F.,
heatress reactions become progressively 8.11 Control of Low Effective Temperature

more intense, with debilitation and even death 1. Phyaical activity. Unrestricted activ-

as possible outcomes. At high effective tempera- ity, exercise, and close body contact will

tures, work efficiency will decrease. Those per- help to raise both the body and the shelter

forming phytlcal activities may suffer increased temperatures.

accidents from inattention and poor judgment, 2. Hot beverages and food. Heated food
and the quality of sustained intel'ectual tasks and beverages will make people feel warm,
will decrease due to the inattention produced. and will thereby aid morale considcrably.
Irritability and expression of aggression may 3. Improvised covers. Covers may be im-
be common. Generally, the lower range of to)- provised from newspapers (which can be
erability extends downward to 50 degrees with wrapped around the body), cardboard, or

adequate food and clothing, any other available materials.

8.9 Detection of Temperature Extremes. To
determine high effective temperature when in- Maintaining Atmnspheric Balance in
strumento are not available, the body tempera- Naturally Ventilated Shelters
ture of approximately ten per cent of the
population can be checked at half-hour inter 8.2 A life-sustaining atmosphere must re-
vals when high effective temperature is sus- tain a relative balance of atmosphere compo-

pectetl. In a very large shelter a check of two nents. An excessive increase in carbon dioxide

per cent of the population may be adequate in and an excessive riauction of oxygen must be

any one shelter area. If the average rise in pre%..nted, and all toxic or noxious c.nponents,

body temperature of the sample approav-hes such as carton monoxide, must be kept .o a

two degrees Fahrenheit above normal, reme- minimum.

dial action should bh tinken. For accuracy, tern- 8.13 Oxygen Carbon Dioxide Ralance. When
peratureo should never . "en after physical discussing oxygen/carbon dioxide require-
exertion. ments, two factors must be taken into cormitl-
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eration: (1) the absolute amount of each in with similar symptoms. However, atbmsphere
the atmosphere, and (2) the relative amount imbalances should affect a number of shelter-
of one to the other. Air normally contains ees almost simultaneously as contrasted to in-
approximately 21 per cent oxygen by volume dividual anxiety reactions. If one shelteree
and 0.02 to 0.04 per cent carbon dioxide. WVhen faints, it may be a result of emotional stress;
oxygen dr.ops below 14 per cent by volume, however, if several pensons faint, the manager
and/or carbon dioxide rises to two to four per should suspect atmospheric imbalance as the
cent, adverse physiological symptoms will be- possible cause. If people located near fresh-air
gpn to occur. However, even in case where the intakes seem to be in much better condition
percentage of oxygen remains high. an excess than those who are distant from the intakes,
of carbon dioxide will have adverse effects. an atmospheric problem should be spected,
While extremes greater than this may be tol- 8.17 Otlwr Noxioua Atio*phewrir Components
erable for a very brief time, all studies indicate 1. Carbon monozide. Carbon monoxide is

tht lwoxge o highcabn-oxd ratiotat a low-oxygen - e t colorless, odorless, and tasteless, and there-
over more than a few hours can be fatal or fore extremely difficult to detect. Carbon
highly damnaginz. monoxide may have serious cumulative effets
8.14 Causes of Ozygen/lCarbon Dioxide Prob. in very minute quantities. It may be a prob-
Lems. The major problem is carbon dioxide. lem whenever ventilation or exhaust is in-
Unless there is adequate fresh-air supply, car- adequate.
bon dioxide will tend to build up rapidly, and Carbon monoxide is given off by engine
symptoms of excess earl on dioixide may be in exhaust fumes, tohvco smoke, or open
evidence even before the oxygen levels have flames. For this reason, any engines in-
dropped significantly. Carbon dioxide is a prod- shelter should be located in a separate room
uct of combustion (burning) and results from: with special exhaust ports. Smoking may
(1) human metabolism of food, (2) open have to be curtailed if a forced-ventilation
flames, (8) smoke or exhaust from auxiliary systeta is not available, and open flames
power sources within the shelter, or (4) even should be allowed only if proper exhaust is
cigarette smoking. Since most shelters will not available.
have auxiliary power sources, the major cause Sy.toms of carbon monixide toxicity are
of carbon dioxide will be the result of human flushed sin, dizziness, lack of strength.

poor balance, fainting, and mental confusion.
8.15 Symptoms and Effects of Oxygen/Car- Unconsciousness and death can result
bon Dioride Imbalance. As the level of carbon quickly.
dioxide content rises, breathing becomes deeper
and quicker. As the level reaches the maximum 2. Other gases. Certain common sub-
allowable content, nausea may occur, followed stances may oe dangerous ii a clowed, poorly
by inability to coordinate and unconsciousness. vented shelter. A partial list of things to be
Carbon dioxide in excess of ten per cent will avoided includes cleaning agents, solvents,
produce unconsciousness. The symptoms of ox- degreasers, carbon dioxide refrigerants, am-
ygen deficiency are similar to alcoholic intoxi- monia, pressurized dispensers or aerosols,
cation, and include impairment of vision and broken mercury thermometers, and soeie
reaction time, anger, and extremes of exhilara- types of fire extinguishers.
tion. boisterousness, and even hallucinations. 3. Odors. While people will be able to
Fingexnails and lips will turn blue. Below five adapt to most offensive odors after a few
per cent concentration of oxygen, death will hours, odors resulting from sanitation prob-
occur within a few minutes. lema, illness, or death can be objectionable-

8.16 Detection of Atmosphere Imbalances. even fear producing--and may contribute to
Shelterees may be affected by atmosphere im- a loss of appetite, nausea, and irritability.
balances without becoming aware of the cause. Although these odors might not force anyone
It may be difficult to distinguish the effects of out of the shelter, they may make adjust-
atmospheric imbalances from other conditions ment to shelter living more difficult.
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U8S Coisroi of Atmosphere Compoftmnts. plied. instructions with the kits will have
Thet are three basic approaches that can be to be followed carefully and exactly.
take by maagement to -normalize" the she]- 4. Tecknical infortmation. Technical
tar Atmosplr. manuals on deployment, operation, mainte-

1. Control those devices and/or activi- nance, and repair for cach piece of shelter
ties that produce atmosphere imbalance or equipment should be attached to that equip-
noxioum odors. This would Include proper rient or located in a convenient place.
venting of power equipment, control of 5. Temperature variation. The air at Lhe
smaking, control of shelteree activity (for intake opening of a mechanical ventilation
oxygen and carbon dioxide balance), and isc- system may be relatively cool and drafty
lation of garbage and body wastes. enpared to the hnt4 humid air at the ex-

2. Opm shlter windows and entrances haust outlet. Consequently, shelterees may
to provide for additional air circulation, tend to crowd toward the intake opening to

& Move ahelterees to other areas within compensate for the temperature varitions.
the shallter or, as a last resort, to other Because this condition may create friction
"sheltars. over shelter location assignment, the shelter

manager may wish to arrange some form
Augswf •d Amospl.m and Tmpnerturm of rotation.

Cwt l Facy 8.20 Filtution. Filters are not a part of the
&19 Memmn#t and Problems of Mechanical Federal marking and stocking program. How-
VeatilatiO system ever. some shelters with augmented capabili-

ties have filters. There are important implica-1. Equipm e nt. The problem s w hich arise t o s f r s et r n u q m n t m i g f oin te "s o mecanial entiatin w ll ions for shelter management stemming from
the use of filters. These include:

generally be associated with operation,
maintenance, and limitations of the equip- 1. Insfuffcient air. When a filter is used
ment. Depending upon the capacity and effi- in a forced-ventilation system, energy is re-
Sof the equipment, it may also be nec- quired to overcome the resistance which
essary to augment a mechanical system with incoming air meets when being pulled
proceduws recommended for natural venti- through the filter. As it becomes clogged by
hatton, in order to increase the comfort of the dust or particles, resistance to air flow in-
shelter. creases and the rate of air flow rray be

2. Pow"r eupiy. All forced-ventilation substantially reduced. Although filters vary2. Powill require some type of power, in dust-holding capacity, if the filters aresye wclean at the beginning of occupancy, the in-
either electrical (from a pub)ic utility or creased resistance due to two weeks of
auxiliary power sources" or manual (such
an the pedal-operated packaged ventilation operation should not be excessive.
kit). 2. Susceptibitity to damage. Almost all

S. Tecbasi vore'. Altho'2h a me- filters are susceptible to blast damage. Hu-
chmkal ventation system can generafly be ridity is a problem particularly for chemi-
operated by untrained persona, a competent cal or charcoal filters, which can be destroyed
tevhnical supervisor and crew should handle by high humidity. Without air-conditioning
repair and maintenance aspects of the venti- capabilities, these filters may have limited
lation system. Where ventilation kits are sup. life.
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WATER

The Im* ..t-A* of Wat*r perceived as unfair practices in the distributioa
and use of water, may threaten the mainte-

9.1 Of all the provisions stocked in a public nance of order.
shelter, water is the most directly and imme-
diately related to survival in an extended shel. Man..meon Gefk
ter stay. The shelter supplies provided by the 9.4 The major responsibilities of shelter man-
FederT. government for qualified shelters are agenent in regard to water are. (1) to con-
indicated in Appendix B. The amount of watercndtaited in Appendx B. water aumst ol pro- trol the use of, and distribution of, water
contained in the OCD water drtums will pro. supplies, (2) to obtain and render potable,
vide less water per person than we normally alternate sources of water, and (8) to control
consume. However, it has been demonstrated those aspects of shelter life that bear on water
that people can survive on one quart of water consumption, such as the shelter diet, the se-
per day uder the following condition level, and use of heat-producing equip-

I. When temperature and humidity fall ment.
close to the optimum (68-72°F. -ective
temperature). Sh*It Waftr esources

2. When vigorous physical activity is re- 9.5 OCD Stocks. Current OCD supplies pro-
stricted. vide 17.5 gallon steel drums including polyeth-

3. When salty or other thirst-provoking ylene liners for water storage. When filled,
foods are eliminated from the diet- each drum will supply water for five shelter

4. When ailnesa and injuries that in- spaces at the rate of one quart per person per
crease an individual's need for water (diar- &,y for two weeks. These water containers
rhea, burns) are absent from the shelter. It and liners serve a dual purpose; when emptied
should be recognized that increased temper- they are to be used as toilets.
ature sharply increases water requirements. 9.6 Additional Sources of Water. A major man-

9.2 Water deprivation will have both physical agement obligation is to explore the pomibili-
and emotional consequences. After a certain ties of obtaining water from sources other
period of time the physical damage to the body than the OCD supplies.
becomes irreversible; increased water intake 1. Public water *Vstem. A number of

does not lead to recovery after this point. A shelters located in areas remote from any
four or five day period of total water depriva- nuclear blast may find the public water sys-
tion will result in the death of a large part of tern in operation after an attack. However,
the shelter population. Water deprivation re- rather than depending on the uninterrupted
sults in impaired mental functioning, ulti- operation of tha public system, it may be
mately leading to states of hallucination and desirable to fill bathtubsk sinks, buckets, etc.
confusion. to provide as much water as possible in the
9.3 The importance of water to survival is a shelter in the event of subsequent unavail-
fact that may enter int-) a number of crucial ability of public water supplies.
shelter managemert problems. For example: 2. Water external to the shelter. In this
(1) trips outside tht shkter •, replenish water category are r.ater-storage tanks, OCD-
stocks may be required Lefor. external radia- stocked containers in other areas or ahelters,
tinn Iavp!s arc compllettA% bffe, and (2) shel- and wells that may have been especially dug
teree reaction to lack of water or what are with the shelter in mind,
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& Water ittntl to strurture. A numn- CoM4TJ and US* 04 Wafter
ber ot s&etters will have a aigniftcaat quas-
tity of water within their own structure. The 9.13 Because water is essential for life. it is

major source will be the building water s- of primary importance to prevent its waste
tem in Npes, water clses etc. Liquid- and to ensutre that it is rationed fairly. Even,

packed foods and ice from refrigerators are "'insetrwtrsple perpetflth.e shelter manaer should initially operate

"under the assumption that unforeseen factors
such as overcrowding, loss of water, or an ex-

Making wow' Ua tended eheler stay may reduce the availability
9.7 In raost cases, the primary water supply of water. In addition, it may be deirable to
stocked in the OCD drains will be drinable save w.ter for the immediate pst-shelter
without any additiona treatment requir#d in- period. if posible. Ail this. makes a plan for
shelter. However. water from other sources the control and use of water and its strict
may have to be dwontamirated and/or purified, imnplementation necessary.

9.8 Denoteminatio. The decontamination 9.14 Tapping OCD Water Drums. In order
of food and water is discussed in chapter 2, to tap water containers with a minimum of

paragraphs 2.50-2.53. loss, the bag must be siphoned with the pro-
vided tube. Directions for the use of the si-

9.9 PNriaetion. Water purification means phon are included among the Federal -tocks.
the removal of harmful contaminants other Starting siphon action by mouth suction is
than radioactive parti~ew from the water sup- unnecessary, unsanitary, and must be dis-
ply. The three types of impurities which will couraged.

be encountersd moa4 frequently are bacteria. 9.15 In order to stop the flow of water, either
foreign bodies, and toxics (eag., anti-rust chern- a medical clamp found with the syringe in
ical4) soine OCD medical kits, or some type of im-
9.10 The likelihood of encountering toxic ele- provised clasp or tie (for example, a paper
meats in the shelter water supply will be small, clip) should be used. When the water in the
Bacteria may be combated with water-purifi- drum is too low to flow freely, the drum
cation tablets, which are provided in Federally should be elevated so that water can continue

tocked selters. Several drops of chlorine to flow. After the water supply has been de-
household bleach or tincture of iodine added pletcd, any additional water which has spilled
to each quart of water also can be quite effec- into the outer bag should be used before the
tve, as will boiling the water for at least one empty drum is used for other purposes.
minute. 9.16 Tapping Other Water Sources. The pro-
9.11 Foreign bodies may be removed by fil- cedures to obtain water from such sources as
tering the water through filter paper, gauze, pipes, water tanks and closets, and storage
fiberglass, or finely woven fabric; or by allow- tanks all basically involve similar steps. Some-
ing the water to stand until the sediment set- one with a knowlege of the building wate:
tles, and pouring off the "dean" water, system should be consulted to assist in th?

location of valves and other system compo-
9.12 Aeration. Water that has been stored in nents. At the time of shelter entry, all water
a closed system or a container for any length intake valves for the buildin, and for individ-
of time may be experienced by many people as ual tanks should be shut off. Then a valve or
having a bad taste. While the water may be faucet at the highest, radiologically safe point
perfectly drinkable, shelteree acceptance may should be opened, to provide the required prms-
be affected because of the belief that the water sure for tapping the source. To conserve water.
is unsafe. Water that has been stored for an all water taps except the one required for pres-
extended period can be made more palatable by sure should be closed.
aeration; that is, by carefully pouring the 9.17 tipeni veretes Sprcial Rations. Generally,
water from one container to another several an eqaul porht.,n for all, no matter how lim-
times. ited, will be the most acceptable form of ra-
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tioning, particuarly in largr shelters. If, tic-lineA paper cup*. Shelferees should be cau.,
however, the shelter population is highly mot:- rioned about care of the cups, as they must be
vated and cohesive, different rations may be made U. lAt for an extended period of tinm.
established for different $*ople, according to If there is sufficient space and equipment, a
their need& For exarn, ie, persons engaged in rack or similar device may be constructed for
physlcal activities, diabetics. perons suffering the storage of drinking cupa- Regardlas of
from burns, etc., may require more than the how cups are stored, each person should put
normal ration in ord" to function, or even his initials or name on his cup for identklf.,&-
survive, tion pur:pes.
9.18 S&eduling Water Servings. Water 92(0 Other Usea of Water. Although water
should be served at tg-uiar intervals during mnay be desirable for other shelter functions.
the day. A schedule of five or six water serv- such as personal hygiene, sanitation, fire sup-
ipgs per day is recommended, to be distributed pression, and decontamination, these are tco-
with each serving of food. Sample daily water onday uses and other alternatives to water
distribution times are indicated in the shelter will frequently be available. If, however, drink-
scheduke, Appendix A. It small shelters, a ing water is more than adequate for all even-
water record may be kept for each snelteree
by the water team, Jlowing for flexibility in theabv purpoee.•ter atioingthe above purposes,
water rationing.
9.19 Drinking Containers. Each shelteree Mon-contaminated water which is consid-

should have his own container for the dura- ere nondrinkable because of inpurities may

tdon of the shelter stay. Some Federally pro- be used in fire fighting, decontamination
vided stocks contain covered plastic cups in from fallout sanitation, personal hygiene, and
the sanitation kits, while otners contain pias- heating food containers.



CHAPTE 10

SAFETY

The importarnc of Sfety Activities of the safety program; and (8) to prepare
shelteree", through information and training,

During the course of shelter stay, the to respond appropriately to shelter emer-
structural integrity of the shelter and the
safety of its occupants can be threatened by
many environmental conditions. Some of the P and Cntol
potential hazards are associated with the
weapon effects discussed in previous chapters. 10.2 The goal of fire safety is to prevent

Some threats may be independent of weapon fireb from starting in the shelter and to ex-

effects (e.g., a fire in-shelter caused by tinguish all fires in-shelter and within the

carelessness). Shelters that contain safety structure housing the shelter.

and repair equipment and personnel trained 10.3 Causes and Effects of In-Shelter Fires
in their use will have more alternatives in Fire prevention will have to deal with several

combating environmental threats, and will re- types of fires: (1) those caused either di-
quire a well-developed plan for conducting rectly or indirectly by nuclear weapons, or

safety aw.ivitie& However, even in shelters (2) in-shelter fires unrelated to weapon
that have little or no equipment, some form effects, caused by smoking, heat-producing
of planning is necessary to allow the manager devices, flammable elements, or spontaneous
to select the best course possible in an emer- combustion.
gency situation. 10.4 Fire can affect a shelter, its equipment,

In the event of actual or threatened struc- and inhabitants through: (1) flame damage;
tural damage to the shelter, the manager will (2) the effects of smoke, toxic fumes, or oxygen
have to make several vital decisions. depletion; or (3) the toxic actions of certain

1. Can protective or corrective actions kinds of chemical fire extinguishers. In addi-

be taken in time to maintain the integrity tion to these physical effects, management may

of the shelter against fallout? face a serious problem of uncontrolled re-

2. If this cannot be done, should tt sponse to fire by shelterees, which can cause

shelterees be relocated, or should the actions needless damage, injuries, or death.

be continued with the realization that some 10.5 Fire Pr, )ention and Detection Proce.

of the shelterees may receive high doses of dures and Guidelines. As soon after shelter

radiation? entry as feasible, management should empha-

S. What information should shelterees size the importance of fire prevention and
instruct shelterees in the fire regulations that

be given and what instructions issued sothat they, can help, or at least not hinder, will apply.
the nece ahary operations? 10.6 The second step should be an inspection

of the shelter to locate and dispose of fire ha-

Nkz m G. ards, such as old papers and oily rags.
10.7 A general fire watch should be estab-

10.1 The objectives of a safety programn are: lished to observe all possible sources of fire.
(1) to develop and maintain a capability to Instruments such as smoke detectors and hmt
combat specific environmental threats, such sensors will seldom be found in a shelter.
as fire; (2) to organize the various teams and Therefore, a fire watch is the most practical
special groups that may be necessary as part approach for fire detection. A fire watch con-
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Sfats of a number of shelterees who are as- 10.14 Whatever method is empioyed must not
Ssignaed recular A-monitorlIn shifts to inspect endanger shelterees by the release of smoke
Sgiven areas oithe shelter. The number of peo- and/or toxic gases a result of the ex-
pie on fire watch depends upon the size and tinguishing procedure. Certain types of ex.
configuration of the shelter, but at least one tinguishers may be dangerous, and should not
pawn should be on this watch at all times. be used in small rooms or other confined
10.8 Certain items should be given special spaces with limited ventilation. This includes
attention in a firemonitoring program. Among carbon dioxide, carbon tetrachioride, and
these are exposed shelter wiring, shelter bromotrifluoroinethane extinguishers. If no
mAchinery, oxygen containers, volatile sub- other extinguishers are available, however, a
stance (such &a fue, solvents, and cleaning calculated risk will have to be taken with
agentas, and any flammable debris. their use.
10.9 After a fin watch is organized, the

10.9 Aftr a irewatc ~soamz'i.~he TABLY VI.-Comnmont Fire-Fighting Materia4s
emergency exits should be noted and shelter- -A__ V _.-- ____ Fi ___________

e* drilled in evacuation procedures. e
10.10 Restrictions may have to be imposed tiw of nul taititulltsw COMA
on smoking and the use of highly flammable MIMIA,

materials. It may be desirable to establish a
special sm*lng area away from flammable Wood, Water, sand, Water is likely to be

paper, earth, brooms. essential for drinking
material, preferably near a ventilation ex- cloth or blankets, etc. purposes, and will
haust, and containing sand pails or other rubbish. may be used to probably not be avail-
suitable containers for matches and cigarette suffocate the able for fire fighting.
butts. fire. Non-potable water can

be used for fres. Sand
10.11 Fire Supirn m Equipment, Fire- will be difficult to use
fighting equipment is not being stocked at -i irregular surfaces.
prsent by the Office of Civil Defense. How- broonAs, thick costs,
ever, dry-hemical fire extinguishers and pails blankets, ruga, particu-
of sand or water placed in stirrup-type water larly if dampened, can
pumps are recommended by OCD. be used to smother

small fires.
10.12 Many buildings will have portable ex- oil, gas, Dry chemicals, It may be difficult to
tinguishers, which can be collected and or grease. COM, sand or breathe it dry chemicals
brought Into the shelter at the time of shel- water in a fog or CO, are used in a
ter taking. The extinguishers should be placed or fine spray, small room. A heavy
In stmtegic and accessible areas, near equip- stream of witer may

spread the fire.
ment, smoking areas, and other sources of Electrical Dry chemicals, Until the power is
potential hazards. CO*. Sand-if turned off, there is the
10.13 Fire Supp'ession Procedures and Guide- not in danger dauger of electrocution
liesa. There are three basic methods for put- of damaging if ivater is used. Also,
tiug out fires. They are: (1) removing the machinery. As watr may damage the

a last resort- machinery.
fuel, (2) taking away the air, and (3) cooling water, after
the burning material below the point of corn- having made
bustion. Table VI will indicate some common sure to turn
types of material which may be available for off electrical

putting out spectic types of fires. current.



CHAPFIX I I

FOOD

The Ibm wftnee of Food 11.3 Other Soures of Food. A number of
buildings in which shelters are located con-Healthy individuals should be physically ri edn ahns oesqos ices
tain vending machines, conces'~ons, kitchens,able to survive a shelter stay without any

food. In spite of this, the availability of a tary stocks can be brought into the shelterspply hauleben ay shar, onsideration at the time of entry, or when temporary emer-
i emanagement of any shelter. gence from shelter becomes possible. Some

If shelterees are expected to participate in shelters wth an augmented food capability
post-shelter recovery operations, they will re- will be able to approximate a standard diet
quire food during the confinement period. for their occupants during all or part of the
Even more to the point, the absence of fod shelter stay.
or its mishandling can create serious manage-
ment problems in a community shelter. Food
has tremendous emotional significance in our Control and Us of OCD Surval ttans
culture, and the failure of management to pro- 11.4 Rationing. Under shelter conditions,
vide what is perceived as a basic need, can food supplies will have to be strictly appor-
easily jeopardize leadership effectiveness. tioned for the duration of the shelter stay.

Finally, many shelters can expect occupants Shelter management should explain the rea-
who because of age or infirmity are less able sons for rationing and maintain close control
to withstand the rigors of confinement with- over food distribution procedures to insure
out food, or are unable to accept the survival that rationing is carried out according to plan.
rations. In such groups, the shelter manager 11.5 Before the ration can be determined a
may be confronted with problems of actual census of the shelter population and an in-
physical survival. ventory of the food supplies must be taken,

and an estimate of the duration of the shelter
ManagenwW o•ols stay made.
11.1 The management objectives pertaining 11.6 Even if an apparent surplus of food
to food are: (1) control and distribution of exists, some food reserves should be allowed
food resources, (2) maintaining edibility of for unexpected problems or for the initial
food stocks, and (8) solution of specal feed- post-shelter phase. Among the anticipated con-
ing problems such as those posed by infants, ditions that may force revision of the ration-
the elderly, and the infirm. ing procedures are: (1) over crowding, (2)

food spoilage or loss, or (3) a period of con.
Sh*ftr Food bsovrm finement beyond the estimated length of stay.

11.2 OCD Survival Rationo. The Federal 11.7 In general, an equal ration for all shel-
Government is supplying survival rations to all terees will be the most acceptable form of
marked shelters. The current stocked survival rationing. If, however, the shelter population
ration provides 10,000 calories per shelter is highly motivated and cohesive, different
space. This amounts to approximately 700 rations may be established for different peo-
calories per day for as long as two weeks, at pie, according to their needs. For example, per-
the marked capacity of the shelter. The cur- sons engaged in physical activities, ill people.
rently stocked survival rations are described pregnant and lactating women, and adolescent
in Table VII. males may be given slightly larger rations.
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TAB" Vll--Food Container Data

-- Came Cae AppN.L Pt CseiE

(Nodl (Isebmi (N (led

Bcuit or Craeker ------- 2 19% x 9% w 14%__ 3U 24 99Min_.. 2x2
iiMctt or Craker- 2% 6 24 x 11% x 4½2_. 40 62 Minm. 2% x 2%i
9Gur Water ----------- Z 1 l901 x 9Q, x 14%--i- 64 64 24 Avg- •1 x 11A

abe*ydrte Supplement 5 2 19' x 9V4 x 51 4 %t. 14 64 so to 20- t............

Crackers sand biscaits aie in unit stacks of individual pieces, double pieces or quadrupl# piftes.
Wafers are in 2-unit stacks of individual pieces.
Carbohydratt supplement is bulk packed An individual cracker, biscuit, wafer, or carbohydrate
sapplement piece constitutes a sinle piece.

The quantity of food tW be issued for each meal must be determined by the Sheter M'mager on
the bus of the anticipated period of occupancy and the actual number of shelter occupant.

If such a procedure is adopted, the reasons TABLE VIII. Ime of Singk Pieces Per Serving"
behind It shouid be made clear to the shelter (Approx. 125 cawries)

populati(Iue o of the r portions below)
11.8 Because some aheterees may r.ever eat (Issue ~oth__prinsblw

as much as allotted, and others may not eat i. Craclers or bicita/5 ga. can ---------- 6
their total ration at every ma, some flexi- 2. Crackers or biscuits/2 1 , gal. can ------- 4
bility may bb introduced into the rationing S. Wafeft/fs/b . can ---------------------- 3½
System if shelter size and Manseftbility nuke 4. Crackers or biscuits/5-gal. can and Carbo- 4

hydrate Supplement ------------------- . 2rit posible, In small shelters, a food account or . Crackers or biscits/2% g&L can and Car- 3
record may be kept for shelterees allowing bohydrate Supplement ------------------- 2
them to take different amounts of food at 6. Wafers/5 gal. can and Carbohydrate Sup- I
different times, drawing against their daily plement -------------------------------
food ration. This has a sanitation advantage
over permitting the indvidual shelteree to • Based on isue of 6 servis per day.
keep his unmteen crackers in his pockets, and Each mater storage container holds 70 quartz of
alsoprovides treater en control over drinking watet (17.5 gallons). A siphon hose and In-

stentio~is far use in drawing water from the water
food 1supple. drmns ar* contained in each sanitation kit. Drinking

11.9 Scheduaing Meal/. Even if the food cups and lids (G oz. capacity) are also contained in the
supplies are very limited, it is desirable to sanitation kits.
serve meals on a regular schedule. It is rec-
ommended that shelter managment try to scheduling feod and water "breaks" during
distribute five or six servings throughout the the day.
day in conjunction with the serving of water. 11.11 The :irst meal can be served as soon
This may take the form of (1) three larger as the shelter has been organized into living
servings at hours corresponding to normal units and feeding procedures have been deter-
mealtimes and two or three smaller amounts mined. Also to be considered before serving
between meals, or (2) five to six equal serv- the first meal is shelteree reaction to food
ings throughout the day. See table VIII. which will be affected by their reaction to
11.10 The reasons for distributing five or disaster and the time since their last pre-
six smaller portions of food through the day shelter meal.
are: (1) to make the survival rations more 11.12 Preparation for Survival Rations. The
palatable by serving smaller quantities at any OCD survival ration does not require any
one time, (2) to reduce the feelings of hunger special preparation. However, careful atten-
due to the limited amounts of food, and (3) tion should be paid to any variation in pack-
to break the mnonotuny of the routine by aging, size, or perforation pattern of the
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crackers or wafers to assure that an equitable do will require detailed plans for the food
ration is given to each shelteree. It is also preparation, food service, and food distribu-
important that the procedures used for dis- tion phases of tbhir feeding activity. It can
tribution of the rations meet the highest pos- be assumed that the personnel responsible for
sible sanitary standards. food preparation have been designated in ad-
11.18 Distribution of the Suivad Ration. vance, and familiarized with their duties.
The three methods for distributing the sur- 11.18 The following are some factors to con-
vival ration are the fixed-point, moving-point, sider in establishing an aug"ented feeding
and combined methods. The approaches are program in-shelter.
d, scribed in Chapter 6, paragraph 6.15. Un- 1. Reationhip of food to water. When
Jos special conditiona are present in a par- augmented food supplies are to be used, an
ticular shelter (1) the same distribution additional water supply is almost always
method should be selected for both food and necessary. An augmented diet is likely to
water distribution, and (2) only one serving include some high protein foods which will
of rations should be distributed to shelterees raise the water requirements. Also, water
at a time. will be needed for clean up of eating uten-
11.14 Consumption of Survival Rations. sils and cooking facilities, and often for the
Management can anticipate some problems preparation of food.
concerning the acceptance of survival rations. 2. Stringent sanitation requiremente.
Some shelterees may be reluctant to try our- An augmented food capability imposes a re-
vival rations or may find them unpalatable. quiremewt for stringent sanitation proce.
With increased hunger, however, this initial dures. As discussed in paragraph 14.20, high
reluctance w,11 teni. to disappear. Other shel- sanitary standards constitute a basic shelter
terees may fnd the rations initially palatable, defense against the spread of disease. Pro-
but due to the unrelieved monotony of the ct:os for clean up and garbage disposal
diet, they may find it more difficu;.• to accept miuiý .e more elaborate in a shelter serving
the rations after a period of time. Any food stan.r food items. Precautions must
variety that can be introduced into the diet also be taken to avoid spoilage of food, with
will incremse acceptability and may prove to its threat to health.
be a significant morale factor. 3. Heating or cooking foods. Several

factors must be considered before food and
water should be heated: (a) the effect upon

11.15 The ideal food for infants is breast temperature and humidity, (b) the power
milk, and lactating women should be encour- drin, and (c) he potential hazards in pre-

aged to feed infauts other than their own if

they have an adequate supply of mnl If paring and distributing hot foods under

breast feeding cannot be accomplished or if shelter conditions.

such feedings must be supplemented, a for- 4. Eating utensils. Normally, it can be
mula should be used. One standard formula expected that shelters with augmented food
consists of evaporated milk (one can) and capabilities will have sufficient eating uten-
water (19 ounces). sils, and the supplies to keep them clean.
11.16 For infants or the elderly unable to If not, plates can be improvised from other
chew or swallow the bulk, a gruel can be shelter materials. If, for some reason, there
made of the wafer by the addition of water, is no way to clean plates and utensils, shel-
or crackers can be softened by dipping them terees should be allowed to keep their own
in water. and be responsible for cleaning them as

best they can.
Shellm With Augmented ood Capabilites 5. Shift feeding. In large shelters with
11.17 Few shelters will have food supplies an augmented food capability, it may be
approximating a standard diet. Those which necessary to feed the population in shifts.



CkqAPT 12

SLME

The hnp..twn%* of stoop Egt"listn SI6pn" Arsng -in~ti and
Sleeping is a vitol human activity that re-

quires careful consideration in shelter orga- 12.2 Procedures and GuideiMis
nization and operations. Although sleep de- 1. Simultaneow• er"M shift *ieeping.
privation is less of a threat to physical If adequate space is available, it is better
survival than, for example, water deprivation, to plan to sleep the entire shelter popula-
long-twer and widespread ditrbae in tion at one time, rather than ip shift&.
sleeping can contribute to serious shelter prob. Simultaneous sleeping offers fewer problems
l.. t e e pi in such areas as noise control, shelteree
of sleeplessness may be either p y amovement within the shelter, and schedul-
listlessness, or, on the other hand, irrita- n of activities. Also, from the health
bility; or may be a combination of the two. point of view, it is dsirable that onlyone person use a particular cot, mattres,This may be accompanied by physical syp- blanket, etc.
toms, such as headache and nausea. Perform- The major advantage of shift sleeping1 is
ance of tasks requiring concentration may also that it saves apac However, the utilizationbea itiaempairHoevretedtliato
be impalred. of space might be limited by the rNuire-

In-shelter sleeping arrangements can affect ments to lower noise and illumination lev-
all other activities. Sleep requires more time els, so as not to disturb those on the sleep
and space than other activities, and there. shift. If shift sleeping is required, it is
fore inluences the physical organization of recommended that the number of shifts be
shelter space and the scheduling of other kept to two, if at all possible. This will per-
tasks. mit a large period of time daily when all

shelterees are awake for activities in whichThe material in this chapter pertains largely the entire shelter population should par-
to the shelter that does not have a pre- ticipate. Two-shift sleeping will also allow
plamned system of bunks or cots for sleeping time for daytime naps and rest periods for
the total sh, hter population. children and others requiring them.

2. Locatio,. of the areeping area. The
Munugswnmno Goal principal considerations involved in locating
12.1 Management goals in this area ae thre- the sleeping area include shelter size and

layout, ventilation, noise and light, and loca-fold. The Airs goal is to establish sleeping to ftie aiiis

arrangements. This encompasses such factors
as the sleep schedule, the location of the sleep- When shift sleeping is to be used, thesleeping area must be separated from theins area, and the grouping and positioning of activity area, either by a barrier or by
sleepers. The second goal deals with the pro- physical distance. This a a twofold pur-
vision of sleeping facilities; i.e., the bedding pose: to insure that sleepers are not af-
and other sleep equipment that management fected by ongoing activities in the shelter,
may provide or improvise. The third objec- and that activities are not constrained by
tire is the solution of sleep problems and the the requirement to keep light and noise at
control of potential nighttime disturbances. a level so that people can sleep.
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Gt Oreupin of sleepers, It is remon anything can be placed between the sleeper
nde that sheiter•es be sparated in the and the floor, acceptance of on-the-floor

sleeping arm on tha basis of sox, as, and sleeping will increase. Items that might
marital status. Unmarried men and women, serve this purpose are rugs, carpets, drapes,
and also those who an m~ rried but are cardboard, even several layers of paper,
unwmalm by their spouses or chUldren, gym mats (in a school shelter), coats, and
snoubt be grouped by sex .nd assigned to the like.
serste slep ares. It is also advised that 21 Other impravied h acuikies. CertainIf and pr* M Chlde eleep in shelters may have "build-in" features thiat

elmse prtaimity to their psrentsL can be used for sleeping purposes. In a shel-

wes physicaly separate areas for a dormi- make quite comfortable sleeping facilities.
tory for single men sad one for single In a ulled parking garage, cars may well
wosm* Family grOUmps should sleep together provide space for sleeping. Very adequatein * Uth loa* non~tiere banks for infants and sml chil-

If the x costs of a single ase, dren also may be made from cardboard
sim& me and wmenm can be smm~ed cartons.

sleep Politimm at opposite euds Of the Ahel- 12.4 In a number of shelters, it will be pos-
ter. with family groups in between. sible to improvise a bunking system by modi-

4. Positwaing of a/,epem. If shelterees fying existing facilities. This will usually re-
ame arranged in certain standardized sleep quire a fair amount of time, manpower, and,
positions, the spread of respiratory ailmen often, some tools. This approach should be at-
may be dcreased. The most frequently rec- tempted only when the anticipated benefits
ommended position is for shelterees and are great; that is, when tiered bunks will
*eir meibors to sleep in a head-to-toe greatly increase the amount of shelter space
anmumait. See Figure 7. available for other purposes.

123 Equipmewt 2nd Suppsiej. The manager 125 The development of such sleeping facili-
of a shater witheot bunks or cots must make ties is largely a matter of ingenuity. Onea deiso as to whe~ther shlere should method which has been demonstrated as feasi-
sa on the dloor or whether sleeping faCili- ble is to fasten together six or seven multi-
ties can be improvised from Available materials tiered, open-backed metal bookcases or stock
In the shelter. shelve&.

I- O•4thWft**r &eePisg. The simptest 12.6 As mentioned above, an improvised matt-

solution is for everyone to sleep on the tress will tend to increase shelteree comfort.
floor. Although uwomfor this can be Blankets will not be necessary in the warm
£cC.pOideSd without serious health conse- environment of many shelters. In those shel-
quesnea unIm the floor is wet and cold. If ters in which blankets are needed, they may

be improvised from among such sources as
clothing, towels, newspapers, etc. If needed,iPillows can be improvised out of similar ma-

WOMEN terials.i- -- ' 12.7 It is desirable to erect partitions in the
FAMILY Isleeping area. Partitions serve to separate the
GRWOPS sleeping area from the daytime area, which is

a requirement for shift sleeping. Secondly,
SI ~I 4 Partitionscan be used to segregate the sexe

M____EN during sleeping hours, which will help main-
Mf A V A- fAf tain social control in the shelter.

12.8 Before cartons of supplies are used for
Figure 7.-Sample Sleepia* Arrangement partitions, the consequences of the loss of
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apace which the partitions take up should be at that time, then, from a management point
welghhed. of view. the shelter is in fairly goiod condi-

tion. Maintaining order during sleep hours is
Sloep Prubis end The r concerned whit the following factors.

1. Control of noise trvek. Noise within12.9 Sleep Requireme~. It is difficult to es-

tablish a sWified number of hours as a miin. the sleeping area must be kept down to a
imua slep requreent, The un of see level that will not interfere with ahelteree
required varias greatly with the individual sleep.
and the situation. A majority of adults get 2. ContnrN of light level. "Lights out"
between six and nine hours of sleep daily, for sleep should prevail for the entire sleep-
but this cannot be taken as a stadard for i11 group. Individual sheterees should be
in-helter sleep requirement& As a rule, chil- discouraged from such activites as reading
dren and elderly and infirm people will re- via flashlights after this time.
quire more slep than the general adult popu- 3. Maintaining social stanards. High
lation. It Is natural, and to be expected, that social standards should be maintained in
most ahelterees will experience partial or total the sleeping area. This pertains especi•lly
sleeplnaneua the first few days in the shel- to sexual behavior. The shelter staff should
ter. After the first few days, many people try to identify potential problems and keep
will tend to sleep or rest more than they did them from becoming actual problem.
prior to entering the shelter. This may be 'te 4. Providing assistance to skelteree.
to a decreared intake of oxygen, water, r During sleeping hours, shelterees may re-
food, and the monotony of the environment. quire assistance. These include people who
12.10 ource of Sleep Problems. Generally, cannot sleep, people who require medical
sleep probtlemns fall under two headings: (1) attention, people using the toilet facilities,
problems caused by environmental conditions etc. One of the purposes of the sleep watch
or Austere sleeping facilities, and (2) prob. will be to render assistance to shelterees
lens caused by shelteree behavior. Problems during sleeping hours.
created by such factors as temperature or 5. Some form of relaxing activity, such
humidity extremes are examples of the first as reading stories preparatory to turning
category. Crying children may create a prob- lights out, can be an important factor in
lem of the second category. achieving control during sleep hours.
12.11 Mabitaining Order During Sleep Hours. 6. Smoking should not be allowed in the
The hours of sleep offer a stern test for shel- immediate sleeping area, since it will inter-
ter management. If order can be maintained fere with the rest of a number of ahelterees.
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CHAPFM 13

$ANTlrATION

r" Imp ft of Saniion should be used only if the available water
supply is more than adequate to meet shelterEvery community requires sanitation proce- drnignes

dures in order to preserve the health and well drinking need.

bein of its members. The proL.1em of sanita- 134 AAmong the contents of the sanitation

tion is an especially serious one within the kit for toilet use are toilet paper, a commode

elter community because of the extended seat, and a chemical disinfectant. A slurry

period of conllnement under crowded en-a of water and soap from the meoiical kit may

ditlona and because of the limited sanitation be made to reduce bacterial infection of the

f•acilities that will be found in most shelters. hands and promote general sanitation. If
towels ame not available, &.e hands may be

Maintaining the bighest possible sanitation air dried.
standards is a major shelter weapon for pre-
venting or controlling the outbreak of disease. 13.6 Procedures and Guidelines. The loca-
In addition to its impact on health, sanita- tion of the toilet facilities is a matter that

tion is also directly involved with shelteree will require management attention. The sani-

morale. The austere and different shelter pro- tation area should be set up away from the
cedures pertaining to personal habits can cre- living areas and the food and water handling
ate neative emotional reactions if shelter areas, and, if possible, near a ventilation ex-

managvment is lax in maintaining high sani- haust, to control odors and fumes. In locating
tation standards. the toilet area, it should be kept in mind

that the sanitation kits will be inconvenient
o to move when filled.

1M.1 The major responsibilities of shelter 13.6 How many commodes to set up at one

management in regard to sanitation are: (1) time is dependent upon a number of factors.
to sthe efacil These include: (1) whether or not separate

ties adequate to the needs of the population. male and female facilities have been estab-

(2) to supervise the maintenance of shelter lished, (2) whether or not populations with

cleanliness, and (3) to determine what per- special sanitation needs are present (e.g.,

sonal hygiene procedures may be permissible young children), and (3) whether or not med-

under shelter conditions. ical conditions resulting in increased toilet
use have occurred.

Toilet Facilim 13.7 In the absence of abnormal conditions,
one sanitation kit for every 50 shelterees may

13.2 Equipment and Supplies. OCD-stocked
shelters are supplied with kits containing san-

tation supplies to meet the needs of the rated 13.8 Another management consideration is
capacity of the shelter. Initially, the drum to keep the toilet areas shielded from general
containing the sanitation supplies is to be set view. either by locating toilets in a separate
up as the toilet, according to the instructions room or by erecting improvised partitions. Ac-
found with the supplies. However, as soon as ceptance of the toilet facilities will tend to be
empty steel water drums become available, enhanced if separate toilet areas are set up
they should be used as toilets, for men and women.

13 3 In a number of shelters, normal flush 13.9 In order to increase cleanliness in the
toilets may be operable and accessible. They toilet area, both males and females should be
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ask•d to perform all toilet functions in the informed that many iterrs that would nor-
seated position. When using toilet facilities, mally be disposed of as trash can be put to
children should be &-companied by adults good use in-shelter. This refers to waxed paper,
to increase cleanliness. This includes young empty boxes and tins, newspaper, etc. '4 the
children who are normally thought of as being manager has determined that an ample water
toilet trained. supply exists in the shelter, some water may
13.10 Because toilet traffic may be heavier be used in cleaning the shelter, but extensive
at certain times of the day, such as early use of water for cleaning is recommended
morning or late evening, the manager may only where the water supply is practikally
have to establish special procedures for con- unlimited and where high humidity is not a
trolng the rate and timing of toilet use dur- problem.
ing periods of heavy use.
M11 Special Probicms. Infants and yoing POSfrl fHffti"

children in diapers may constitute a serious 13.16 Equipment and Supplies. Personal hy-
problem for toilet sanitation. The basic altern" giene itens provided in the OCD stocks con-
lives are to improvise diapers, or to disregard sist of sanitary napkins and toilet paper. Ar-
diapers and clean up after each child. ticles such as soap, razors, toothbrushes, etc.
1&.12 Should an outbreak of illness causing will very likely not be available in a shelter,
diarrhea or vomiting occur, the sanitation although some individvals may bring such ar-
facilities may be heavily taxed. Under such ticles with them. However, even if such ar-
conditions, either more water drums should be tides were stocked, the restriction on water
made available for toilet use, or accessible consumption would severely limit their use.
flush toilets should be sought in the shelter 13.17 Procedures and Guidelines. Because
structure. The empty food container cans may cleanliness is a positive morale factor for
be used for such emergencies and for routine mused fany people, it may be desirable to introduce

some rudiments of personal hygiene by the
ingenious use of available or improvisable fa-

Sb*Ir Ckanlfrles cilities. So, for example, in shelters with an

13.13 Equipmeit and Sutpplies. The supplies adequate water supply, sponge bathing should
currently provided by OCD do not include be permitted, especially for young children of
cleaning materials. If sanitation facilities are diaper age and women. An occasional sponge
adequate, some of the chemical disinfectant bath may become a powerful morale booster.
may be used in cleaning and in treating non- 13.18 If such improvisation is not p, ssible,
toilet waste materials, it should be remembered that most people
13&14 Cleaning equipment in the form of will adjust rapidly to a soapless and tooth-
dust pans, litter cans, and boxes can be irm- brushless environment, as illustrated by the
provised from the cardboard and metal con- likely reaction to body odors in-shelter. Evi-
tainers in which the OCD supplies are dence suggests that shelterees, after a short
stocked. Many shelters will have access to reg- period of time, will adapt to body odors. Only
ular cleaning supplies stored somewhere in the after leaving tihe shelter, breathing relatively

shelter structure, which will greatly simplify fresh air, and returning to the shelter will

the problem of maintaining shelter cleanliness, people notice the extent of the odors to which

13.15 Procedure* and Guidelines. Because of they had adjusted.
the fie, health, and morale consequences,
trash and garbage should be removed from 9her Wlth Augnwntw d Sa.fttien
the shelter, or at least from the living area "Mllli
as soon as feasible. The manager should see
to it that regular and frequent clean-up 13.19 Most of the procedures and guidelines
periods are held in-shelter, including one after pertaining to OCD sanitation stocks also apply
every meal. The shelter population should be to shelters with augmented sanitation capa-
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"bl•lties. The status of the water supply re- food capability, the clean-up and garbage-
main, the major management consideration disposal problems may be more extensive, but
in xvaluating thi use of flush toilets, sinks, they follow the general aanitation procedures
and showers. In shelters with an increased adopted for an OCD-stocked shelter.

I
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CKAPFN 14

MEDCAL CARE

hl"Itanm of Moccul Care of procedures by which sicknes, injury,and other medical problems can be d~ectWd,Medical problem that may occur in-shel-

ter wivl have important implications for 3. The third goal is provision of treat-
maagement, not only bd ment for the range of illness and injuries
sheltereas may be unable to contribute to the that may occur within the shelter. This may
survival effort, but also because illness or in- extend anywhere from dispensing medicine
jury may create morale problems both for the at daily sick calls by untrained personnel
patients as well as others. to more extensive treatment given by a

medical doctor in the treatment area.
The medical problems of a shelter are three-

fold- the normal illnesses of incoming indi- 4. The fourth goal is setting up a pro-
viduals, the possible epidemic spread of com- gran of preventive medicine. This include
municable or other diseases within a confined the formulation of a group of behavior
and overcrowded shelter, and the injuries and guides and preventive measures that will
illnesses directly or indirectly caused by the ease the burden on the shelter medical
effects of nuclear or other wsapons. facility.

The supplies, equipment, and medical-care
pamphlet in the Federally provided medical kit Establishing A Medical CaablIty
are intended for the treatment of minor ail- 14.2 In some public shelters, such as those
mests and injuries. They do not provide a located in hospitals, a medical capability will
capability to deal with major medical prob- either be built into the shelter or convertible
lems. However, the management task in re- to shelter use according to a pre-arranged
gard to medical care is the same in all shel- plan. In many public shelters, however, the
ters, regardless of their capability. It is to medical capability will consist largely of the
ensure that the medical personnel and med- medical kits stocked by the Federal Govern-
ical material in a particular shelter are or- ment. The materials presented below are di-
ganized and directed against the pattern of rected towards the latter type of shelter.
illness and injury, to maximize the likelihood
of attaining the basic shelter goal of group 14.3 Supplies and Equipment
survival. 1. Stocked. Medical supplies should be

constantly kept under watch and, if possi-
ble, stored under lock and key. The medical-treatment area is an ideal area for storage.

14.1 Management goals in the area of med. In order to maximize control over these
ical care fall into four categories, supplies, a daily inventory should be carried

1. The first concern is to establish a out and a medical log should be kept.
medical capability within the shelter. This Relatively few shelters will stock emer-
capability includes medical personnel, the gency supplies of special drugs, such as
preparation of areas within the shelter for insulin. If a person has entered a shelter
diagnosis and treatment centers, and pro- without his vital medication or has depleted
vision and proper utilization and control of his supply and is in danger of death, volun-
medical supplies asid equipment. teer donors of medicines should be sought

2. The second area that management from among other shelterees suffering from
must concern itself with is the setting up the same ailments.
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2. Improvised and supplemental. The reasons for isolating the seriously ill are: (1)
Knmited medicail capability in a Federally to provide a setting within which the patient
stoked shelter can be somewhat enhanced can be given the most effective treatment and
by the mue of improvised medical supplies. care, (2) to reduce the possibility of the spread
Some examples of medical improvisions are: of contagious disease in-shelter, and (3) to
(1) the use of sanitary napkins as medical control the potentially demoralizing effects that
dressings, and (2) the use of items of the appearance and behavior of severely ill or
clothing se bandages. injured persons may have on other shelterees.

In a number of buildings in which fallout
shelters are located, there are first-aid or prcedurs fow Defadio of Medicl problem
sick-room supplies that have been stocked
for peacetime use, and that may be incorpo- 14.6 The following alternatives for manag-
rated into shter supplies. ing medical diagnosis may be used singly or

L. Distribution of medical suppliea. The in combination, depending upon the size and

distribution of supplies should be under the configuration of the shelter, the extent of Ill-
overall jurisdiction of the medical team ness and injury in the population, and the avail-

leader. At lust one member of the medical ability of trained medical personnel.

team should be given the specific assignment 14.7 Detection of Medical Problem, at Point
of control and distribution of supplies. of Entry. This method is quite limited in its

In dispensing medication to shelterees, there applicability because it requires that a trained

are three cardinal principles to observe. medical person be stationed at the entrance
a. Give only the immediate dosage, to pr- to the shelter to direct the obviously sick and

vent wate or loss of supplies and/or inappro- injured to a separate part of the shelter foretwate os s p a immediate treatment or further diagnosis.bpr Tate meg e s tThis approach requires: (1) trained medicalb. Take mdc~ine# "on the spot" in the

presence of a member of the medical team. personnel, (2) relatively slow rate of shelteree
e. Keep a record of patient. medication, entry, and (3) relatively low proportion of pa-It is important from the ateatment stand- tients among incoming population.

point to be able to find out how much of 14.8 Detection of Medical Problems afterpoint toybeables of me d outi hove beenmuh o Shelter i. Filled. After the shelter has beenwhat types of medications have been admin- filled, either (1) people with serious medical
istered to a patient.. problems should report to the treatment area,

14.4 Procedures and Guideines or (2) members of the medical team should
1. Medical team personnel. Medical care circulate through the shelter "spot diagnos-

is one of the few shelter activities for which ing" severe injury or illness.
extensive previous training is extremely de- 14.9 Detection of Mecal Problem. fom
sirable. The medical team should be selected Registration Form. Included in the registra-
very carefully, according to the guidelines tion form will be spac for the enumeration
in parn. 5.17. and description of medical problems. The corn-

2. Medical areas. All shelters should have pleted forms should be reviewed by a trained
at least one area set aside for the use of medical person.
medical team personnel for the diagnosis 14.10 Detection from Medical Ezamination.
and treat,"ent of illness and injury. This is After the shelter has been organized and a
distinct from a sick bay, or hospital-like aec- schedule of activities put into effect, medical
tion of the shelter, where severely ill and problems will, in the main, be detected by ex-
injured shelterees may be isolated froo the amination st daily sick call or on rounds r.ade
remainder of the group. by the medical team.
The sick bay refers to an area in the

shelter that should be set up if the shelter con- Tretment of Medical Problems
tains persons with communicable diseases or
serious ailments or injuries that require iso- 14.11 The following materials do not contain
lation from the rest of the population. The any detailed information about treatment of

so
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specific ailments or injuries, but focus upon sick call, medical rounds should take place on
the management responsibilities in regard to a daily basis. Not all sheltarees will have a
a program of shelter medical care. Guidance need for a circulating medical tewm. Medical
for in-uhelter medical treatment is contained rounds will probably be effective in very
in a pamphlet stocked with thW OCD medical crowded shelters, in large shelters with exten-
supplies. sive minor illness, or in shelters with a sub-

14.12 Emergen" Treatment. The major load stantial number of trained medical people.

on emergency treatment capabilities may be 14.16 Self-Care. Self-care is a procedure
during the initial entry phase when entering whereby shelterees minister to some of their
ahelterees may require this form of treatment. own medical needs and, in a similar fashion,
However, the need for emergency treatment help other shelterees. In large shelters with
may arise at any time during shelter cccu- extensive medical problems and limited re-
pancy; therefore, this capability should always sources, a considerable portion of the medical
be available. Effective management of emer- program will consist of self-care. The effec-
gency treatment requires: tiveness of self-care can be increased by pro-

1. A capability for rapid and accurate viding all shelterees with demonstrations of
diagnosis. simple first aid and rudimentary practical-

2. A capabidty for expansion of the med- nursing procedures that are relevant to the

ical areas, so that sudden increase in medical shelter situation.
problems can be accommodated by expand- 14.17 The basis of medical self-care consists
ing the size of the treatment area and/or of keeping the sick and injured clean and com-
sick bay. fortable, and of maintainng their spirits. It

3. Rapid movement of supplies and per- may also include such simple medical tasks as
sonnel. The capability to cope with medical changing dressings or monitoring the patient's
emergencies is increased as the ability to condition; but, as a general rule, it precludes
move equipment and people with ease is in- specific medical treatment. Self-care will likely
creased, be the basic approach to treatment for thoe"

14.18 Sick Call. Sick call is the medical pro- with minor injuries and illnesses, for those

cedure whereby ambulatory patients are ex- with chronig conditions that cannot be re-

amined and receive treatment at a centralized lieved in-shelter, and for those shelteree who

location. After the shelter schedule has are beyond medical help.
r-t into effect, sick call should be held on a 14.18 Establishing Priorities for Tr•atment.
c..41y basis, or more often for large shelters or All sick and injured shelterees should receive
thob. with extensive illness or injury. Prefer- some form of medical care. However, in many
ably, alcý call should be held in the diagnosis cases, there may not be enough drugs or other
and treatment area. scarce medical supplies to meet the needs of a

14.14 If many Deople are expected at sick call, shelter. In such cases, a management decision
some procedure should be established for main- must be made as to which patients receive the
taining order among shelter.s. waiting for scarce drugs or supplies and in what priority.
treatment. One procedure is to hold sick call The following guidelines an intended not as
on a community group bu s. Each section or recommendations, but merely illustrations of
unit can be assigned to sick call at a specified possible approaches. This difficult decision must
time, according to a schedule worked out by be made by the manager and the medical team
the medical team. head based on the particular medical situation

14.15 Medical Rounds. Medical rounds is a in each shelter.

procedure whereby members of the medical 1. Priority on t~e bsis of traditional
team circulate through the shelter and diag- selection criteria. A general procedure for
nose and treat cases of illness and injury at all, -ating medical resources consists of util-
the point where shelterees are located. Medical izing the pre-disaster standards of American
rounds can be used as the basic treatment pro- society. This means that medication should
cedure or in conjunction with s4, call. Like be given to persons who are in greatest need



-t4W is, who are suffering the most. See- 14.24 Treatment of he;•teres with contawgoa
0adly, it mensm that for patients with the or commmnicable disease#. Not many shiters
mowe lev of seriousness of injury or sick- can be expected to stock vaccines or other ape-
nesa, treatment should be Initially given to cial medicines that will prevent contagious dig-
theom goup. that are traditionally served esaes from developina' or limit their effects.
first in our society-women, children, and However, the drugs !hat will be commonly
the*Agd. found in shelter medical kits, when used by

2. Pririty on the baia of medical prog- trained medical personnel, can help in combat-
oes. Using this priority, medical treat- ing communicable and contagious disease.

mint should be given first to those sick and
Injured whose chanew for survival will be Dispoa| of the oead
most greatly enhanced by the receipt of
drugs or other treatment. In order for this 14.25 Death poses significant problems for
approach to be effective, a trained medical shelter mansgement. There is the health prob-
person is required to assess medical problems lem concerning the possibility that the body
and place patients in the proper treatment will host disease-producing organisms. Sec-
categories. ondly, there is a problerm concerning the emo-

tional impact of death on the shelter popula-

SMediine tion. Death also has legal ramifications.

1419 A crutial goal of the medical program 14.26 Indications of Death. The absence of

is tho prevention and control of epidemics and heart beat, pulse, and breathing for about 20
injury in the shelter through a comprehensive minutes are some of the early signs of death.

program of preventive medicine, Several hours after death, body temperature
1420 Procedures to Combat the Occurrence will drop and rigor mortis will set in.

and Spread of Disease. Maintaining high sani- CAUTION. Great care must be exercised
tary ktadarts. Sanitation and preventive medi- in the pronouncement of death by persons
cine go hand in hand. One of the major weap- who have not been medically trained. Cases
ons against the occurrence of disease is high of severe shock and/or poisoning may leave
sanitary standards. Among the standards to be a person paralyzed, and it may be difficult
maintained to the highest extent possible are to detect breathing in the early stages of such
those dealing with: (1) the purity of food and conditions.
wvater, (2) personal cleaninems, and (3) clean- 14.27 Proceeures in th E vent of Death. The
linH s of shelter areas. A program of sanitation

alsorepesets he eatsheterdefnseaganst personal effects of the deceased should be col-s~ represients the best shelter defense against lected and givei-, to the family if they are
veiisuch as Bece, fleas, mites, ticks, flies. leedadivztoteaiyifhyaemosqito, suh ratsie, theas, a ires tcapae ofcrea- present in the shelter. Otherwise., private prop-

mosquitoes, and rats, that are capable of crest- erty found on the body should be tagged and
big medical problems via transmission of dis- stored in the administration area or some

i:Samm other designated section of the shelter. Rec-

14.21 Insects and animals such as these should ords should be kept of all deathe ihe Rel-
be disposed of where found. However, chemi- ord Sole kept of adeatin shel-ter. Some form of identification should be
Wca insecticides, especially aerosol sprays, attached to the body before it is put away.
should be used with extreme caution, and only The c'rcuistances of the death should be in-
under conditions of adequate ventilation. Te inte of theth shom betun-

14.22 Maintaining rapid diagnostic capab:• dicated in the record; whether from natural
is causes. specific injury, unknown origin, or

ity. A rapid capability to diagnose illness is caus" , s apprypriate.

a distinct advantage in a campaign to limit

the spread of disease. However, one 'must as- Religious services for the dead should not
! sume that such a capability will exist only i be too elaborate. A simple service should be

shelters with a highly trained medical p4-r3on. held by the shelter manager or a member of

14.23 Isolating sahelterees with contagious dig- the religioua &ctivities team.

est". A major method to prevent the spread 14.28 Body storage and di*Tmsal may involve
of diseas• is to separate the sick from the w!'.! two phases.
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1. Body etorapc within the shelter. The the external radiation levels are tolerable
body should be wrapped in a sheet, blanket, enough to permit ehort trips to the outside.
or other materials and removed from the
main aheter am and placed out of sight the body should be moved and buried undAe

of the other sheltereea as soon as possible. at least three feet of dirt or earth. Guidanc
2. Mventent of tA4 bo4 outside tW on this action should be obtained from the

shelter and subseqvent burial. As soon as EOC.
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CHAPTER 15

ILLUMINATION AND POWER

9-" kw tflt' of Illumination 1. Fluoreacent light# There is little or to
15.1At he pies tim, te • f Cvil glare from •his type of fixture. Lght is

151 tf hepese s not stocime, theO fficeyo Cvltr fairly evenly distributed and produces only
Defhanyeerenseisyno lin aiomm eunityshelters one-fourth as much heat as do incandescent

with any emergenacy ilumination is nt bulbs giving the same amount of light. ThisThis does not mean e .nat is not is probably the most significant feature of
Important. The reason for not including flash fluorescent lighting in shelter. The coating
light, or similar devices is the belief that a of the fluorescent tube contains substances
large proportion of fallout shelters will retain the tore c efctainsroucedthat can have toxic effects if introduced intothe use of normal electric power and, there- t body irough cuts. Therefore, shouldfore, normal illumination. But the possibility breakage occur, broken pieces should beof extended periods of darkness in a corn- picke ury cre n dispsed oi
munity shelter should not be ignored. Thea picked up very carefully and disposed of im-
arm few, if any, more difficult management mediately.
problems than maintaining control of a group 2. Incandescent lights. Incandescent lights
under adverse illumination conditions, includ- are more reliable than fluorescent, especially
ing perhaps total darkness. Shelter living will if there is some impairment of the commer-
be austere and emotion laden under the best zial or auxiliary power 3upply which results
of circumstances. When one adds the impact in frequent voltage dips.
of extended periods of darkness, the survival 15.4 Proceduu.s and Guideline-s. Illumination
goal becomes harder to achieve. recommendations for shelter activities. It has

been observed that when the situation de-
Mangmt Goals mands. people can successfully perform exact-

ing tasks under lighting conditions which
15.2 The r,.ponsibilities of management in would normally be thought of as wholly inade-
regard to illumination are: (1) to ensure that quate. Most shelter functions such as eating,
as many portable auxiliary lighting devices toilet use, and general maintenance could be
are brought into shelter at entry time as p~s- adequately conducted in light levels between
aible, (2) to control the use of emergency one and five footcandles (a well-lighted business
lighting in the event of normal power failure, ctreet measures .baut 2.5 footcandles). Of
and (3) to evaluate the importance of i~lum'- course, higher levels are desirable and would
nation in establishing locations for different' facilitate the efficiency with which these activi.
shelter activities ties could be accomplished.

15.5 Medical areas will require the most light,
Normal Shetr Illumination especially if extensive medical treatment, such
15.3 Equipment and Supplies. Whethe: the as surgery, is involved. Though 20-50 footcan-
shelter has incandescent or fluorescent light- dies would represent poor lighring for such
ing would seem to make little difference so activities, it should be possible to function at
long as the amount of illumination is sufficient. these levels without great difficulty. For some
There are different characteristics of these medical functions, levels as low as ten foot-
sources, however, which should be known to candles would prove sufficient
shelter management because of the effects that 15.6 Lights in the sleeping area should be of
these differences might have under certain low intensity though bright enough to permit
shelter conditions. free movement of the shelterees.
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15.7 Where conditions require, materials can 15.12 Other iight souffes. Non-e4ectric light
be read under very substandard illm-ination. sources, such as kerovne lawps, candles, ciga-
Because of individual differences in the ability rette lighters, matches, and open flames in gen. q
to read in poor lighting, the manager should eral, should be used only under emergency con-
recruit persons, very likely younger people, ditions and then only for Ahort periods of time.
who are able to read best under these condi- In addition to the effects on the shelter atmos-
tions. phere, light sources requiring an open flame

15.8 Control of iUumination levels. Control constitute a definite fire h d.
of lighting in all areas can be accomplished by 15.13 The CDV-750 dosimeter charger can

one of two methods. The first involves differ- be used As an emergency wource of light.

ential switching where separate switches con- 15.14 Procedure" and Guidelins. Unless the
tro' different lights- When, however, switches %uxiliary illumination equipment is extensive
do not provide sufficient control, it will be nec- or the shelter stay is known to be a short one,
essary to manipulate light levels by loosening emergency lighting will have to be strictly con-
or tightening bulbs in their sockets. This holds trolled by shelter management. This may mean
true whether lights are of incandescent or no lights used without management authoriza-
fluorescent type. It may be necessary to irn- tion. In extreme cases, it may even be neces-
provise some means for reducing glare if the sary to implement brief, planned periods of
only light sources are bare incandescent bulbs. darkness to conserve limited light resources.
This is especially true for sleeping areas. In above-ground shelters, enough natural light
15.9 Maintaining the diu J cycle (day-•ijniht may be present in shelter areas to allow for

the necessary activities to be carried out, atee).Maintenance of the diurnal cycle y
least for the period of daylight

prove to be an important factor ..n shelter or-
ganization and shelteree morale. The cycle helps
to maintain the concept of the passage of time Auxiliary Power
in days and, as such, provides a measure of 15.15 Shelters using various types of equip-
length of stay in-shelter. ment, such as forced-ventilation systems, will

be dependent upon a source of power to oper- I
Emergency Lihng ate the equipment. Because OCD does not stock

auxiliary power supplies at present, most shel-
Equipment and Supplies ters will have to rely upon normal electric

The following types of devices may be pres- power. Some shelters, however, are equipped
ent in some shelters, with auxiliary sources of power for emergency

15.10 Generator Lighting. The lighting capa- use. The following paragraphs describe some

bility from in-shelter generators is the most management considerations in the use of emer-

desirable, since, with sufficient fuel, moderate gency power systems, without going into any

lighting can be provided for the duration of technical details about operation or mainte-
the shelter stay. Because auxiliary generators nance.
do not usually provide power equal to that sup- Equipment nnd Supplies
plied commercially, it will be necessary in 15.16 Motor-driveni generators. Diesel or
many cases to reduce the number of lights in gasoline engine-driven generators offer the
use when changing over to an auxiliary system. greatest emergency power capability. However,

15.11 Batteri-powered lighting. Battery- there are sources of difficulty with management
powered light sources are valuable in offsetting implications in operating a motor-driven gen-
the effects of r prolonged total power failure. erator in the shelter. These are described under
Their portability makes them especially use- Procedures and Guidelines.
ful. Because of the necessity for preserving 15.17 Battery power. Large. dry cells to
battery strength, battery-powered devices power "trouble" lanterns, portable radios, and
should receive carefully controlled use, espe- similar equipment can be useful within limi.
cially where battery replacements are not tations. Some of the constraints upon the use
readily available, of battery power are their limited power with-



out recharging and the fact that machinery 1. Exhaust. If the exhaust system is
and lighting system will usually require ape- faulty, the presence of carbon monoxide
cial adaptatlon for baftery operation. from te engine becomes a real dangr. En-

15.18 Mest#sewS e rs. Althugh this type gine exhausts should be vented, in a closed
capability can offer litte more than battery- system, through pipes or ducts leading out-
strngth power, nAmUafly operated equipment side the shelter building.
has few of the drwb that n iherent 2. Heat. Internal-combustion tngines
in other type of tnaehhO. Event if other generate heat, especially when in continuous
equipm~nt is ava~iable, the back-up capability operation. Engines located within the shelter
offeuld by niauai equipment should not be may raise ttinperature and humidity, theme

overlooked- Bicycle-typ generstors, for exam- by affecting shelterees' thirst, energy levels,
pie could appy low-level lighting almost in- etc.
definitely. A smar arrangeaont for the me- 3, Fuel. Fuel in or near the shelter con-
chazel1 operation of exhaust famn would als stitutes a fire hazard. Extreme caution must
be valuable should the primary system fail. be exercised in operations involving fuel.
15.19 Proeedsrn end GW& W. Au initial 4. Motor-furl consumption. Fuel con-

manaeril ruomdilit inolve prparaion surnption should be monitored. If a shortage

for inctivation of emergency power equipment appears to be developing, and if there is little
in te eentof • Isyer ailue. ur, hope of replenishing the fuel supply within

ing shelte entry, auxiliary power units should a reasonable period of time, intermittent
be qh ntked for operability by someone familiar use of equipment is suggested.
with thrm ysem Ie exqui t ste used con 6riti
cal checkpoint when the generator ennine is 5. Lsoation. Frequently, existing en-
located inside the shelter space or if fumes gnswl elctdi •docieaes
could enter from an adjacent engine room. cetn rbeso ••e•b earvt

hequtt ffeimeitlaviaewfI sonnel in the event of equipra•ent trouble.

detaminon whether equipment can be used con- 6. Noise. While not directly rellated to
tinuousdy. If other fuel is stored nearby, it survival, the generator noise level can have

should be transferred to the shelter area if important psychological effects. Machinery
posuible. could be especially disturbing during sleep-
15-20 Some of the mt considerations ing hours.
in the use of motor-driven generators are:
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CHAPTE 16

COMMUIWCATION

Imptime of C. met for communication within the shelter
and also with the outside world.

A co•munications capability provides shel- 1 . H
ter maa nt with an instrument for coor- hne lines and ciruits remain oqerabie, tele-
dinating every phase of shelter living, T phone communication will be an important
allows the manager to establish and maintain means for communcations to aad from the out-
his uthority. Establishin m side world However, phone use wlfl have to bewith the EOC is one of the first acts of shelternmnagm~t ftersheler etrystri.ctly controlled. Normally, telephone comýwaith men after shelter seendtry.e s wl hv tbmuticatlons will be available in or near the

Communication contributes to the improve- shelter area.
ment of shelter morale by "leviating the ten- AM radios will be the u of Emergency
sion of the unknown. Information that is pro- Broadcmt System (EBS) memsage. A battery
vided to shelterees serves to control rumors o e o is especially valuable, because
and lessen anxiety and fear. Coniinucations of its independence of electrical power.
in the form of instructions provide shelterees
with knowledge of their duties, and of the rules In the absence of electronic means of coi-
and regulationA that apply in the shelter. In a runners may be sent out on short

trips to obtain information or communicateturn. information from the shelterees will aid ti6t banifraino omnct
turn.tufomat in from helter-, ad in- with nearby shelters or control centers, once

anaghentr pnothes anticipathe radiation has been reduced to a permis.
tionsof shelter problem.

In addition, some form of communication
with the outside world is necessary in order 16.4 Is-skelter communicatio equipmest. In
for management to make decisions relating to small shelters, the manager may be able to
partial and full emergence from the shelter. project his voice enough to be heard by the

entire shelter population. In large shelters,
when communication with the total group is
necessary, it may be possible to improvise

16.1 Management obectives in regard to 3Wel- megaphones from rolled papr, cardboard, or
ter conimunicatioxis are: (1) to establish a ca- magazines.
pability to communicate both within the shelter 16.5 Written notices may be posted on regu-
and, if possible, with the outside world, (2) to lar or improvised bulletin boards. In addition,
implement procedures for regular communica- signs and posters dealing with rules and pro-
tion from management to the population at cedures may be posted throughout the shelter.
large, and (S) to implement procedures that 16.6 Those shelters equipped with P.A. sys-
would allow the shelter population to cominu- ters atery-powered megaphones, or inter-
nicate with its leaders. corn systems require persons to maintain and

operate them. Equipment that would constitute
Establishing a Shelter Conmunkoflens a serious drain on auxiliary power sources

Capail~ity should be used sparingly.

16.2 Equipment and Supplies. Currently, 16.7 Proeedres adud Guidelines
shelters are not stocked with communications 1. Inventory and check equipment. An
equipment by the Office of Civil Defense. How- inventory should be taken of all available
ever, many shelters will have access to equip- equipment which has been brought into the
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shelter & i is operable. The manager could ment. Among the types of information that
request that transistor radios or other equip- might be supplied by the centers are:
ment that may be used in communication 1. Information on local environmental
should be lent to the management staff for conditions.
use during the shelter stay. 2. Information pertaining to time of shel-

2. Establish a communications area. A ter exit and recovery operations.
communications area located in or near the 3. Decisions reached by government con-
management area should be established as cerning in-shelter and/or recovery problems.
soon as possible. 4. Requests for specific information.

3. Maintain control over equipment. Strin- 5. Location of family members.
gent control over equipment is necessary.
Only authorized personnel should be per- 16.10 Other shelters. Under certain condi-
mitted use of the communication equipment. tions, information exchange will take place be-
Personnel should be assigned to protect the tween shelters directly. For example, a shelter
instruments when they are not in use. may lose communication with the control cen-

4. Establish an '4ternal communication ter but may retain a capability to reach a

plan. As part of the process of shelter or- nearby shelter.
ganization, procedures should be determined
for disseminating different categories of Procedures and Guidelines
information from management to shelterees 16.11 A member of the communication team
and vice versa. Examples of categories of in- should monitor all incoming messages. If the
formation are: (a), emergency: critical in- shelter contains people with stenographic
formation pertaining to danger or threat to training, it would be useful to assign them to
survival, (b) operational immediate: im- the communication area to obtain an accurate
portant Information necessary to carry out transcript of the message(s) for the commu-
shelter activitien, and (c) routine: non-.ssen. nicationf log, All messages should be entered in
tial Information, the communications log (see Appendix A).

16.12 The content of all incoming messages
Communication to the Shelter from External must be evaluated by the manager based upon

Sources the source of the information, other informa-

Types of Incoming Messages tion available to him, and the possible effects
of the messages upon the shelter population.16.8 Emergency Broadcast Systems (EBS). Decisions should then be reached as to when

Through this system, emergency information and how information should be presented to
including messages from the President and the shelterees. Pertinent information should
National, regional, State, and local broadcasts not be withheld from the population. However,
will be disseminated to the public. The radio much of the incoming information may be
stations that are part of EBS will continue to technical in nature and not of interest to the
broadcast on normal frequencies at normal
power during civil defense emergencies. How- average shelteree. Also, the content of specific
ever, they will not use their call letters. EBS messages may be misinterpreted by the popu-
stations have, or will have, fallout protection lation, unless put in the proper context, with

areas of the stations, unfavorable consequences for shelter moralebuilt intokeand, possibly, maintenance of order.
and will be provided with emergency genera-

tors to assure an uninterrupted power supply.
16.9 Control centers. In time of attack, var- Recipients
ious levels of government will be operating
within control centers. The local control center 16.13 Types of Outgoing Messages
will be linked with shelters in the area, radio- Reports to the control center. Most external
logical monitoring stations, medical centers, and communication from the shelter will be with
emergency operating centers of higher govern- a control center or a shelter complex head-
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quartea Likely- Information to the control c•a- 2. Rview of condiuo" trual to the
ter includes: Shelter.

a. Shelter open and staff present. 3. Reports on radiation levels at irdi-
b. Rateofshelterentry. cated intervals from official civil ddense
c. Shelter ful. broadcast&d. Damage report. 4. Reports an the dtate of the Nation.

.Reports of shelter emerencies, 5 o d tf. Regular shelter status reports,, Teg te stateusfthe raiora eiron- 6. Special emergency notices issued from
g. The state of the radiological environ-meet outside or inside the shelter.lclgoenet
itL Resotses or ispeciiinuiries the £7. Description of shelter facifltes and

hi. Response to specifte inquiries by thveabesppis•mtrl ceteravailable supplies.
control center. 8. Statement of manpower requirements,

16.14 Procedures and Guidelines. The emer- needed in-shelter.
gency operations plan for a community may
specify the types and time for communication 9. Reassurances and compliments to shel-
between shelters and control centers or shelter terwes and review of shelter-wide problems.
ccmplex headquarter. In the absence of 10. Deflation of rumors that may have
planned procedures, control centers may in. spread through the shelter.
form shelters of communication requirements 16.17 Information pertinent to the emergence
and conmtraints after the attack. In any event, phase.
shelter management should be aware of the 1. External radiation levels, including re-
many responsibilities of the control center and maining "hot spots."
should not burden emergency operations cen- 2. Estimated time for temporary sheltr
ters with non-essential i 6. egress, and how long it is safe to stay out.

S. Information as to where and how
itb Shdlt~f • shelter supplies may be replenished.

to Sheb s 4. Post-attack plans, detailing where peo-
16.15 Types of Information to Convey, to Shel- pie should go and what they should do after
terees. Infortuation pertinent to skelter entry shelter egress.
and UUti41 orie~attio. 5. Review of training highlights in such

1. Directions to proper location within fields as decontamination and first aid.
the shelter as the shelterees enter. 6. Manpower requirements for recovery.

2. Introduction of manager and staff-
aeVAblishment of the authority of the man- Procedzfie and Guidelines
ager. 1649 Initial instructions and briefings. As

8. Reassurance about the protective ca
pabilitim of the shelter. ue sheler is being filled, instructions shouldbe provided to the population concerning4. Reassurance that changes in initial where they should go and what they should do.

organization will be made later on as needed Traffic assistants can be used to pass along
(for example, uniting families). necessary information at entry time. As men-

5. :Aatement of important rules that must tiored previously, the entering population
be put into effect immediately. should be continually reassured about the caps-

6. Assignment to initial duty poets of bilities of the shelter.
vital significance. After the sheter is filled and before the shel-

7. Basic protective actions that all shel. ter is completely organized, there is a great deal
terees can take. of important information that must be pre-

16.16 Information pertinent to the routine sented to the population within a short period
phase. of time. This should be accomplished through

1. Review of general conditions in the one or more short shelter briefings by the
shelter, manager or his key deputies.
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In casý- where the manager cannot speak 3. Reports on inadequacies in material,
directly to all •wlterees, it is advisable that shortages, or breakdowns in procedures.
early in the shelter stay he arrange to speak 4. Health status.
to every group in-shelter, if only to introduce
himself. 5. Requests for changes in the organiza-

tion of the shelter.
16.19 Daily brieftngs. At least once a day, a

briefing should bh given to all shelterees coy- 6. Requests for assistance in carrying
ering the topics listed under routine informs- out shelter duties.
tion. The briefings should be a scheduled activ- 7. Reports on the general progress of
ity. It is important that shelterees know that routine shelter operations.
at !east once a day, at a specific time, they
will be brought up-to-date on the shelter and 8. Reports on emergencies.
environmental conditiors. Even i' there is no 9. Reports of rumors or r )blems withinI informntion to report, the daily briefings the shelter.
will have important purposes. For one Ilhe
news that there is no new information, no Procedures and Guidelines
!hange in the situation, is important infoyra- 16.22 Utilizing the chain of command. It
tiou. Secondly, the daily briefing can be used should be made clear to the shelter occupants
to puncture the rumors that will inevitably that it is impossible that every problem be
arise in the shelter. Also, a scheduled briefing taken directjy to the manager and solved by
serves as a sign to shelterees that management him. It is the function of the group leaders
recognizes the importance of communication and of management staff members to provide
to the population. Normally, a morning and a degree of isolation between Ube manager and
evening briefing should be established, the complaints of individual shelterees. A set

16.20 Uncheduled communications, 'Xvforma- of procedures should be implemented to gov-
tlon pertaining to emergencies or those re- ern non-emergency communications between
quiring immediate action must be •'-orrimuni- shelterees and management, using the chain of
rated rapidly to the population as the situation command that has been set up in a particular
ar-ac. One procedure is to select a s~mple code shelter. This chain of command does not neces-
word or, in a small shelter, a gesture such as sarily hold for all types of shelteree problems.
raising a hand, all shelterees also ridaing their A medical emergency or a serious violation of
hanl.s, to preface important, unscheduled in- shelter rules will require the immediate atten-
formation. During the initial oriem'iaion, shel- tion of the manager and the appropriate team
terem can be informed that whent they hear leaders.
this word or see this gesture they should im-
mediately quiet down and listen for an an-. hroup sessi It inewicha he

nounceent.have occasional group sessns in which a shel-
ter group, or even an en' Inall shelter, can
discuss problems with its leaders. Group see-

C~mmnlcathl frm Sh~sions may provide management with a better
ment over-all picture of the nature and extent of

16.21 Type.s of Information to Comvey to Man- their problems. Group sessions present the
agement. The following are types of informa- shelter manager or his representative with the
tion that management needs fro:n shelterees. opportunity to answer shelteree questions, and

1. Informatice obtained from the regis- discuss shelter policies directly with a fair-
tration forms which will supply the basic sized number of shelterees. A group session
information on the background, special should be called upon shelteree request and/or
skills of the populatioi, etc. if management feels it will serve a useful pur-

2. Reports on equipment; and supply pose.
status.
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CRHAPM 17

TRAINING

etaew . of Training recovery period, including where to obtain
food, water, medical care, and shelter, orThere are several reasons why training is hwt rvd o hm • o •son

an essential activity in a shelter. Through
training, persons will be provided with factual 3. Training for magem0t and techni-
information about their current status a9d calpoitions What each utrained &Wel-

what Ii likely to occur in the future, In th teree whohasbeen selcted to fihl a
absence of accurate irformation, rumors mont or task team position must know about
abound, doubts may grow, and shelteres re- o
sista•ee to management authority may in- 4. Ongoing education for children. A

crease. limited continuation of schooling for young-

A second purpose of training is to provide ste, primarily those of grade-school age.
each person with the information he needs to 5. Training for poet-occupawy commu-
know to survive, do his job, and get along with nity actiritt/. The post-occupancy period
his fellows while in the shelter. Thirdly, in- may require an increased capability in med.
shelter training should help prepare the popu- ical, welfare, fire, and police. Volunteers
lation for survival in a potentially hostile post from the shelter population should be trained
shelter world. to perform these functions.

Training provides a realistic and useful way 17.3 Supplies and Equipment. Few shelters
to occupy shelterees during the day, and is an will have elaborate supplies and equipment
especially worthwhile way to channel the en- with which to implement a training program.
ergies of school-age children. However, in almost all shelters, some materials

will be available or can be improvised for use
Management Goals in training. These include:

1. Stocked or commonily available ma-17.1 The shefter manager's traimng reponsi- tras

bilities consist of (1) supervising the develop-
ment and implementation of a training pro- a. Manuals, handbooks, and guides coy-
gram appropriate to the needs and capabilities ering various aspects of shelter living, either

of the population, and (2) providing or sup- stocked in-shelter or brought in by previ-
porting shelteree motivation to participate in ously trained personnel.

pori~igb. Textbooks.training activities. .Txbos
c. Children's books for ongoing educa-

Establishing a Training Program tional activities.
d. Blackboards or bulletin boards.

17.2 Shelter Training Subject Matter. Gener- 2. Materials useful for improvisation of
ally, the content of an in-shelter training pro- training supplies.
gram will fall into the following categories: a. Newspapers, magazines, cardboard for

1. Training for in-shelter living. What writing paper.
each occupant should know about the shelter b. Lipsticks, other cosmetic sticks for
and its facilities, emerge: ty procedures, first crayons.
aid, psychological problems, and similar c. Magazine rolled up for a megaphone.
subjects. d. Cardboard for bulletin board.

2. Training for post-occupancyl living. 17.4 Procedures and Guidelines. An ideal
What each shelteree should know about the training area may be difficult to locate. Insofar
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as posible, the training area should be amply S. Invite shelteree participation; permit
illwinated and ventilated, free from distrac- ahelteres to try out procedures.
tions, and have sugfident space so that pariel-i- 4. Vary the training method to maintain
panta can sit comfortably and both see and attentiveness.
bear the instructor.
17.5 The method of training tha !a most ef- 5, Use all available visual aids.

fewtiv* for a particular course depends upon 6. Relate training program to estimated

the content of die course, the sad z cnfigti- duration of shelter stay.

ration of the shelter, the edicational :evel of 7. Kee. training sesaions short; about 30
the ahelferess. the make-up of the training rnindtes is a good guideline.
team, and the educatioeal mateial &and aids
available in-8sheter. Among the training meth- 17.7 Generally, training sessions should begin

ods that will find use in a shelter mre: (1) after the shelter has been organized, a schedule

lecture, (2) demonstration, (3) small-group implemented, and a training team selected and

discmuion, (4) on-the-job training, (5) indi- given an opportunity to prepare its program.

vidual instrction, and (6) self-instruction. Among the first types of training that should

17.6 In order for a training program to be be carried out in-shelter are for previously

msicesaful, procedures must be geared to the untrained management or task temn personnel.

condition of the shelter and its occupants. Also important in the early stages is instruc-
The following guidelines are applicable to a tion pertaining to shelter rules and proce-
wide range of shelter training situations. dures. Training for post-shelter living and on-

1. Make the training content meaningful going education activities for children can
and useful. begin after the shelter has stttled into a rou-

2. Maintain a slow pace; continually stress tine phase.
and review major points.
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OIAMMD 18

PSYCHOLOGICAL SUPPORT

The Nee for Ph giol suppot fami-liar with the guidance available on how
to aid emotionally disturbed people in timesNuclear attack will subject %helterees to

many stresses. In the minds of most shelterees of dstr.
will be thoughts about the feared weapon
effects, loss of loved ones, disruption of normal G Priniple f Pshoio l Supoe
patterns of living, shelter confinement, and an 18.8 The principles that underlie psychological
uncertain future. support in a shelter nay be grouped into the

Under such conditions, it will be only nor- four areas discussed below. Some of these
meal for people to react both emotionally and points have been discussed in another context
physiclJly. Most people should be able to adapt in the first chapter of this document.
to the realities of the situation with relatively 18.4 Effective ManagemewI. Probably the
mild and temporary symptoms of erdaotonal most important source of Psychological sup-
and/or physical upset Some sheltereei, how- port to shelterees will be effective management.
ever, may suffer more prolonged and stirious Effective management is a product of several
reactions to the stresses of nuclear attack. factors. The first is personal leadership. In a

In addition to dealing with the general hai- crisis, peopie will seek and readily fol!ow a
man reaction to disaster, the shelter mianag~r leader who can provide direction, inspire con-
will have to cope with the special needs of chil- fidence, and help to structure a disordered sit-
dren and old people, as well as problems which uation. Effective management is demonstrated
some shelterees may bring with them to the by the successful organization and conduct of
shelter, such as alcoholism, drug addiction, and shelter oper.tions and activities. Patterned
mental ilin , routines such as feeding, sleeping, medical

care, and sanitation will help to define the new
environment as well as establish as much con-Managemntt Omin tinuity as possible with pro-shelter routines.

18.1 The goal of psychological support is to The third ingredient in effective management
buoy up the morale and mental well-being of is communication with the shelterees to help
shelterees, insofar as possible under conditions them define what has happened, is happening,
of a nuclear attack. This may be accomplished and can be expected to happen.
by: (1) helping to alleviate the mental an- 18.5 Interaction with Others. Sympathetic
guish of individuals who are suffering from and friendly interaction with other is one of
reactions to disaster, and (2) preventing pay. the keystones of successful psychological sup-
chological problems from creating a dominant port. The manager may enhance such interae-
mood which could be detrimental to shelteree tions in several ways, particularly by strength.
adjustment. ening shelteree ties to their community groups
18.2 However, there are very real limitations and allowing groups to express problems and
to what can be acccnplished in-shelter with exchange ideas.
limited staff and facilities. Shelter management 18.6 Gm4-Oriented Behavior. When an indi-
should try to help as many shelterees as pos- vidual is under streas, two important soures
sible to adjust to the realities of the disaster of psychological support are: (1) having some-
situation. Although it cannot hope to provide thing useful to do, and (2) knowing how to
a total program to control reactions to disaster, do it. In asigning tasks, the manager should
shelter managers shoild become thoroughly be aware of the likely effects of stress upon
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ahe le peformaune, including his own per- items for the commao use, or for care and
fonufce. People under stress may tend to: safekeeping.

1. Act impulsively and with a feeling of &. Restraint. Tha use of restraint should
iappropriate urgewcy. be avoided, if at all possible, not only be.

.. Concentrate their attention on the ir- c~use it can be interpreted as punishment,

mediate tsak and have a lack of awareness but also because It will frequently antagonize

of larger problems, disturbed persons and make them more vio-
& Lapse into old habits of response and lent and noisy.

forje what they have been trained to do If restraint canwA be avoided, wrapping a

under disaster eodition, person in sheets, blankets, or similar items is

4. Do less well with complex and skilnel probably the most effective and safest method

tasks than with simple tasks. of reattaint. Use of rope, belts, and ties should

If the maage an recognize these Potential be avoided, If possible, because of the likelihood

reactions to job assiginments and make allow- of interfering with circulation. Generally, a

ances accordingly, perfomance will tend to person aroused by the stress and strain of

be m emergency will quiet down in five to ten nin-
utfs if restrained firml,. but patiently.

18.7 Control Measures. Psychological sup- A restrained person should be removed to a
por+ In the shelter should emphasize kindness, separate are&, if possible, where he should be
reassurance, and sympathy. Actions which constantly attended and kept as comfortable
might be interpreted as threatening or pun- as possible. As soon as medical personnel or the

ishing should be taken onlyv if a person's b manager judge acute danger to have passed,
havior becomes dangerous to himself or others, he should be releaoed.
or becomes so disturbing as to affect shelter
operations. These measures should be limited Isyp•lokal Firn Aid
to the following:

1. Use of drAmos. Phenobarbital is sup- 18.8 The Notre of Psychologicai First Aid.
plied in O -stocked shelters. Directions Symptoms of psychological reaction to disaster

for Its use are located in ,he medical kit. If will normnally begin to decrease spontaneously

a qualified medical person is available to within a few hours. Whenever this spontan-

prescribe and administer, its use may be con- eous recovery fail to occur, the individual may

sidered more or less routine rather than ex- require the assistance of "psychologica first

treme. aid" to help speed recovery.

2. Confiseation of votentia]v dangerous 18.9 Psychological first aid is the immediate

jropertY. Shelterees may have or may at- support provided for individuals in emotional

tempt to obtain property that can be danger, trouble. In general, the earlier psychologieal

ous to themselves or others. Disturbed per. first aid is given, the more effective it will be.

sons, particularly those with delusional Through a brief interview, sympathetic en-

symptoms, will, at times, appropriate items covragement, and job orientation, an attempt

that can be used as weapons, Persons who is made to return moderately disabled persons

are alcoholics and drug addicts may go to to relatively normal functioning in a short

great lengthb to obtain alcohol or drugs. time, and to heip more serious cases to be as

Other disturbed persons may appropriate comfortable as possible. Arrangements should

essential shelter supplies as a source of secu- also be made for referral to the most qualified

rity. If such persons refuse to give up poten- member of the medical team for possible dis-

tially dangerous items after management has pensing of stocked phenobarbital.

explained the reoans for relinquishing them, 18.10 Psychological First Aid Pioced•ures. The
it may be necessary to confiscate the prop- basic technique of psychological first aid is a
erty through the efforts of the security team. relatively brief (up to ten minutes) interview
Most items will have been voluntarily sur. with each person having difficulty recuvering
rendered during the entry phase when shel- from disaster reactionb. An interview is usu-
terees would have been asked to contribute ally initiated upon the request of the pc'son
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seeking aid or upon request of a group leader or with the organization and operation of the
or staff member who perceived the problem. shelter. It is beyond the scope of this document

A single session may be suffmient for some to present a systematic discussion of severe
perscna; a series over a period of days may be eriotion&l reactions and their treatment in-
required for others. shelter. The objective of the following brif
18.11 The major purposes of the psychologic and necessarily o frsirplified ducription of
first-aid interview are to: (1) permit expres- major types of kmahudaptde responses is merely
sion of shelteree problems, (2) provide reas- to acquaint the numager with some of the more
suram e to sheltereem, (3) identify potentially serious emotonal conditions that may be found
dangerous persons, and (4) identify useful in any eommunity sheter.
skills among interviewees which they can pur- 18.15 Feor Reactions. In a nuclear disaster,
sue after they have suff-ciently recovered. almost everyone will be afraid to varying de-

18.12 P.ychological first aid interviews gree However, fear reactions may be so se-vere us to seriously incapacitate some people.
should also reveal which individuals are ready Extreme fear will be expressed in many ways:for a useful role in the shelter. Participation Er fearnwillbg epess e a p ar lace;as an unwillingmess to leave a particular place;
in very simple tasks such as clean-up and rou-
tine clerical activities may provide a valuable deed o othersi orly in the formo
first step toward fuller readjustment and par- deans, on other era snyn in

ticipation. For those individuals whose reac-
its most dan~gerous form as panic or uncon-

tions persist, continued assignment to simple trollabe dangemo
tasks suited to their abilities and needs may

occupy them and help to minimize the disturb- 18.16 Physical Reaction.. For a few people,
ances which they can create. disaster stress may result in more severe and

long-lastang physical symptoms than would
18.13 In administering psychological first aid, normally phyical Toms tn wouldnormally be experienced. This includes comn-personnel should be prepared to cope with the pletely debilitating stomach distress, imaginary
following diffculties, symptoms of radiation sickness, functional

1. Their own reaction. Personnel must blindness, or loss of the use of arms and legs.
be able to submerge their own reactions to
disaster, and avoid conveying a sense of su- 18.17. Depressed Reaction.. It would be a>-
periority that they have been succesful at normal for people not to have initial feelingsdoin that teof depression in the event of a nuclear attack.doing this. Most people, however, will be able to function

2. Fatigue. When fatiqued, it is best to after a while, in spite of their depressed re-
take a short break before res ing con- action. Some people may be so overv helmed
elinw. by grief or hopelessness as to be unable to fune-

3. Hostility from 8helterees. Some of tion in any coherent fashion. They may either
the hostility held for the shelter manager withdraw from social contact or may eon-
and other figures in authority may be di- stantly impose an expression of their own
rected against psychological first aid person- problems on others. Loss of will to live and
nel. thoughts of suicide may be common among

4. The non-reaponaivene•s of disturbed persons with depressed reactions.
persons. Even though some persons will not 18.18 Overactive Reactions. Many people will
respond to attempts to talk with them, the react to dimJster stress by being unable to con-
aid persons should continue the interaction centrate sit still, or remain at any one task.unless more harm than good seams to be cntt, tsiLrre intayoets.uresulting mWhen this reaction becomes extreme, persons

may wander aimlessly or may engage in activ-

ity violent enough to endanger themselves or
Types of Malk A " Respo"n"s other people.

18.14 A maladaptive response refers to be- 18.19 Some individuals suffering from over-
havior that seriously interferes with an indi- active reactions may challenge established man-
vidual's adjustment to the disaster situation agement by becoming spokesmen for militant
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action; s t hey may want to do smething from doing so. He may also try to leave the
about shelter problems without necessarily shelter in search of supplies.

knowing what the problems or the appropri- ISM?.a The Use of Druge. Drugs stocked in the
r18tt solution. ame shelter will be required for medical and pay.
18.20 Dui ocative (Out oeeontaof) Reations. chological temer oftemedscal the part ofWaicoeated permsm will appear to be "-ul of drug addicts to appropriate drugs stocked in

Contoete" In mild CAMe as he llees, this an of. th e with the sforcibly resisted. If therepresiom of shockted helplessneas, white in se- is an alcoholic or addict in-shelter who is ex-
van cs.aa they may be totally mute and not perieneing withdrawal symptoms, doses of
react at all to other people or physical needs. phenobarbital, if available in consideration of
1.2,1 DefiwmWom Reartim. The fallout shel- other needs, may be prescribed by the most
ter situation will have an element of unreality qualifie member of the medical team, in ac-
fo everyone To somne ahelberees, this note of cordance with the treatmnent recommended in

unreality may become dominant. Normal cau- the medical-care booklet packed in the medical
tiousnas and doubt about a strange and strem- kits.
ful situation may give way to dep1-rooted sue 18.26 Although seldom fatal, withdrawal
pinion of fellow aheltereec In extreme ca- symptoms are very painful and disturbing to
the individual may develop delusions of shel- those who witness their effects. The person suz-
teresa being in league with the enemy. fering such symptoms should be kept as quiet

and comfortable as possible, and constantly at-
" Pm tended by at least one and preferably two able-

18.22 The shater manager will be faced not bodied persons. The addict beginning to suffer
only with the problems of psychological reac- or fearing withdrawal is likely to leave the
tions to disaster, but also with the unreolved shelter in search of drugs. It may be necessary
problems of individuals which existed prior to to apply restraints to both the drug addict and
the attak and which may be amplified by dis- the alcoholic to prevent them from harming
Aster. Two such problems are alcoholism and themselves and others.
drug a•tdion.

18.23 The Use of AlcohoL Persons who are Childft| an the Age
dependent upon alcohol in their normal lives Two classes of shelterees for whom the abel-
may bring a supply of alcoholic beverages with ter manager may have to consider somewhatthem to 'the shelter. If any significat quanti- spcaie scooia upr r hilde

ties of alcohol are present in the shelter, the and the aged.
manager s fed with the choice of () con-
flseatiag the alcohol and using it as a medical Children
resource, (2) coniscating it and storing it away
until time of exit, or (3) making no effort to 18.27 Children are often more psychologically
confiscate supplies of alcohol, resilient than adults, particularly if they can
18.24 None of these alternatives is likely to be face an emergency in familiar surroundings
ideal. Comnfscation may pose a threat of conflict with family and friends. In general, children
and challenge to authority. Failure to apportion tend to take their behavior cues from adults.
supplies of alcohol when individuals may feel If family or friends exhibit fear or grief, the
a need for them may create tensions between children will tend to show similar reactions.

shelter management and some of the shelter However, children exposed to the effects of a
inhabitants. Uncontrolled consumption of alco- nuclear attack may become severely upset even
holic beverages may result in excese- which if adults remain outwardly calm. Such children
could seriously disrupt the shelter. If a person wi* need special carp and support.
who is an alcoholic is without a source of sup- 18.28 To reduce the emotional stress which
ply in-shelter, he may attempt to drink hair children may experience, it is suggested that:
tonic, medicinal alcohol, or other harmful sub- 1. Children be kept with their parents or
stances, and may have to be forcibly restrained friends.



2. They be given constant reassurance The Aged
about the present and future and, in turn, 18.30 Elderly people are likely to present spe-
be given opportunities to express their feel- cial psychological problems in the shelter. In
ingsa. particular, some aged people (1) may be prone

3. Children who enter the shelter without to cofusion in new surroundings and situa-
amily or c~oe friends should be ie t tions, (2) may be "in the way" of operations

and activities which can be annoying to othera substitute parent (a mature adult who is
shelterees, (8) may find it more d~ to ac-
cept the realities of a nuclear attack than

4. Children be provided with supervised younger people, or (4) may tend to be some-
recreation and educational activities, and what rigid in their views with respect to appro-
that older children be given useful tasks to priate behavior on the part of others.
perform. 18.81 In the event such problems emerge, a

18.29 Considerable blocks of time should be s service team to asist the aged in their
adjustment to the realities of the external situ-

scheduled for this activity. It requires serious ation and the problems of shelter living shouldattention by shelter agment• because the be established. Special group activities, for the

behavior of children can be a potent factor in aged should be a reg'zlar part of the daily
the maintenance of order in-shelter, schedule.
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RELGIOUS, RECREATIONAL, AND SERVICE ACTIVITIES

Ifi okW of an Activity Pmqmm rial provides a valuable cohsion.-producting

.A organizc effort by mt to en. experience.
occupants in spiritual, service, and 19.3 Pocedurve and Guidehnes. Among thegaeselter ~occupantvteswt rst in sprta.srincreaned conditions that must be assessed prior to initia-

reretonale activities willr oresul pat Micrae tion of recreational activities are: available

moral an reatrUCtvioUSI te ado space, shelter configuration, tempenuture, venti.the population. An activity program is ira- spatie, illumicnfiuation, an tempad aer satuse et.
Imaramtfora nmbe of easns.It end to lation, illwninatiorn, and food and water status.

preduc forgatinumber of reasons. It ts to For example, if the shelter temperature is high,
or grief. It also aids In the breakdown of inter- pyia xriesol eaodd
personal barriers Weading to greater cohesion 19.4 Free-time activitics in-shelter should be
and cooperativeness among shelterees. Planned closely tied to the needs and characteristics of

the population. Early in the shelter stay, volu-social and recreational activities provide man-

agesnnt with the means to control unwanted tary activities are likely to include service
has gambling. Quarrelling, and religious activities. Spectator entertainment

i smilling about. Planned activities aso would be inappropriate during the initial hours

help make time pass more quickly. Participa- of occupancy. After the first few days of the
shelter stay, lighter and more relaxing activi-5 tion in service-type activities makes many peo-
ties can be introduced into the schedule.pie feel a sense of having contributed some-

thing worthwhile, thus giving them relief from 19.5 Such factors as age, sex, socio-econocuiu
tension and raising their morale. Finally, re- status, ethnic and religious backgrounds, skills,

ligious activities will be a source of comfort and interests should be considered in establish-
and strength to many shelteree. ing an activity program. A variety of activities

should be offered which shelterees may enter
into on a voluntary basis. Shelterees should be

MJnt~m~eru Goals encouraged but never coerced to participate in
19.1 The goals of an activity program are two- free-time activities.
fold. First, the manager should supervise the
establishment of a program of social, spiritual, Sholftr. Seirvics Acivities
and service activities in-shelter. Secondly, he 19.6 Service activities include: caring for in-
should encourage the shelter population to par- fants, young children in groups, and the ill and
ticipate in this program on a voluntary basis. injured; giving psychological irst aid; and en-

hancing the appearance of the shelter. These
Establisbing an Activity Program should be regarded as important morale-main-

19.2 Equipment and Supplies. Many shelters taining activities, whose benefits have been dis-

will have minimal material for free-time activi- cussed in previous chapters.

ties, including Bibles. paperback books, and 19.7 The care of children is an especially criti.
board games. If not actually stocked, such cal activity that should not be left solely to the
materi*,ls may be brought into the shelter by responsibility of parents or one individual on
the incoming popuiation. The ingenuity of shel- an unorganized basis.
terees in improvising materials such as check. 19.8 it is best to establish a roster of person-
erboards and pieces, cards. etc., will be an im- nel interested in participating in specific serv-
portant factor in the success of a recreational ice activities. As many people as possible should
program. The mere act of creating these mate- be encouraged to participate in these activities.
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gle.. ttvit rationed food and water. When temperatures
are high or food or water scarce, such activi-19.9 At the request of the shelter population, ties should be suspmded.

religious activities should be included in a
shelter program. Depending upon the circum- Ad. and Croft$
stancs, three kinds of religious activities seem
appropriate: (1) non-denomlna•tioal services. 19.16 Arts and crafts can sustain the interest

(2) denominational saervices, and (3) self- of shelterees, especially schoo children, for
initiated prayer and meditation. Participation relatively l tine periods. They require litt
in reigious services should be voluntary. physical exertion, thereby generating little heat

or noise, and products can be shown and ad-
19.10 When formal religious leaders are not
available to conduct denominational services, r P i t be r• ttoal s•-vcesare he ractcal posters that can be placed in the shelter to
non-enomlnational services are the practical remind the population of important shelter
SOlrtim. Such services na)- iforporBate flnl- rules, or to signal the location of special areas
d ational prayers, inspirationIa tAlks, in the shelter. Emphasis must be placed on iru-
periods of silent meditation, and the singing of
hymns. The type of service conducted in the mateiaasiom a ctivitie be: pencilmaterials. Some activities would be: pencil
U.S. military services is an excellent guide. sketching, cutting designs from paper, con-
19.11 Denominational services are more likely structing wire figures, and making mobiles.
to stimulate religious feelings in people who 19.17 h tt performed in

have strong ties to their own religion. If poe- a supervised group in order to insure effective
uible, denominational services should be con-duted denrivatelynal separates roomld or - participation, conservation of materials, lessen-ducted privately, in a separate room or semi-

e eiug a commotion, and clean-up after comple-
tion of the activities.

19.12 Self-initiated prayer and meditation
cannot be planned as can religious services. and .,ue t.tal Actwihrfl
However, "quiet" hours could be used for such
reilgious activity. One way such self-initiated 19.18 The recreation team should capitalize on

the shelterees' readiness to socialize, and utilizeactivity can be stimulated is by providing space

and time for individual prayer and meditation. it to break down social barriers and inhibitios
Social activities considered appropriate to

19.13 These should be regarded as important many shelter situations include:
morale-maintaining activities, whose benefits I. Small group ganes. Suchgae
have been discussed in previous chapters. serve a dual purpose. Individuals can be put

to work developing the required materials.
Pkysiml F s Activfm Once constructed, these improvised games
19.14 No significant physical impairment re- can be enjoyed by a number of players and
suits from two weeks of relative inactivity. onlookers.
However, some exercise may be desirable to 2. Discussions Discussions can focus at-
condition shelterees for the rigors of post- tention on methods for coping with post-
"shelter life, dissipate unused energies, and al- shelter living, or they may be a valuable
leviate insomnia. The two types of exercise source of information feedback to shelter
most suitable for shelter environment are: (1) managers in the detection of heretofore un-
self-initiated mild exercise, and (2) calisthenics voiced complaints.
led by trained group leaders for short periods 3. Group singing. Group singing is an
of time. Isometric exercises appear particularly excellent mechanism for developing a spirit
suited to the shelter situation. of camaraderie and providing an emotional
19.15 There are severe limitations to a physi- outlet
cal fitness program in-shelter due to the fact
that vigorous physical ai•ivity may liberate S E inmsnt
unwanted heat Also, shelterees may need to 19.19 Management should make full use of the
conserve their body energy and fluids because of talents of professional or amateur entertain-
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a• Skt plays, and simlar entertalnnunt 1921 It may be pnsslble to establish some
4rM the dual r"MA of keeping partcipants form of library in tVe shelter which would-~vied while providing eatartalment for contain the books tat may have been stocked
Wm Vro@ of spectatos Spectator enter- in the shelter and those that ahelterees broughttaimnent ane baet hed in the evening when with themn. During the rout•ix ph&A, books will

shelteree may be most fatigued and in need of o an I potent morae item, and manage-
tive eter t t mert should implement sonme procedures for

e- CkAOu AgHvi insuring that books get the widest possible dii-
tributian.

UMJ• Qu*e periods ane essetial. People need
to have relie frm organized activties in a 19.22 It should be reonie that tnuny adults
sh&Uff,•u .......... Quiet pmid &I~o resduce will want to n~p or ahnpiy be by themselves.
te shoiter noele kvel. They ane Particulary The recreation team should respect the wishes
helpful at nap-time periods, acblled for of those who seek this t4pe of withdrawal.
yous chikdremL



CHAMM 21

POST-OCCUPANCY MANAGEMENT RESPONSIILUTIES

T6 Lpotn of Po.Cýwoncy Leodr- pitals, and Transfer of problem ahelterees to

shp appropriate agencies.

it is very dificult to describe, in any detail 20.3 Replenish Shelter Sapplies. Among the
what the tasks of the manager might be after supplies that will be most needed are:
the sh"ter has opened for permanent emner- 1. Water. The greatest emphasis is on
gence. It is somewhat easier to specify manage- replenishing the water supply. If uncontami.
meat responsibilities during the period of ten- nated or unpolluted drinking water is not
porary emergece, for at this stage the shelter available at this time, various packaged
still represents a transient home for most of its drinks and liquid-packed food will satisfy
occupant& individual water needs and should be stocked

Regardless of the vagueness with which one in abundance.
must describe the she"ter manager's post-attack 2. Mediedt supplies. Very many shelters
responsibilities, one thing is ctea-m. Shelter man- will be in need of medical supplies after an
avers constitute a powerful leadership force extended stay in-shelter. Among the supplies
in ti e recovery and reconstruction efforts of having a high priority are bandages, anti.
any community. It the occupants of a shelter septics, and non-prescription medicines (of
eanerge safely, well, and with a motivation to the type in the medical kit). Drugs requiring
rebuild, it will in no small measure be due to special handling should be brought into the
the efforts of the shelter manager. Therefore, shelter only if there are trained medical per-
it is only natural that this leadership source be sonne! available.
utilized within a community until a more regu- 3. Sanitation supplies. Toilet paper,
lar governmental apparatus has been estab- paper towels, sanitary napkins, disinfectants,
lished. hand cleaners, plastic bags of all sizes, gar-

bage cans or other containers which can be
M 0wk.- RosponSublIis In tho Tern= sealed, and any other items deemed iecessary

porry Enw~rg e Phrme should be stocked.
4. Food. Although food is not essential

20.1 At this point, radiation lev'els permit for physical survival over the short run,
egress from the shelter for short periods of foods that can be brought in to vary the sur-
time. Volunteer task teams may leave the shel- vival ration may have a potent, positive

ter in order to accomplish tasks necessary to effect on morale.

support continued shelter habitability. Notifl-
cation from the EOC of the relative safety of ta E ave b ed up e ot e p-ment that have been used up, or are not op-
exit should be obtained before anyone is per-
mitted to leave the shelter. If possible, radio- erating, should be replenished. This includes
logical monitoring instruments should be taken fe-suppression equipment, communications
on missions, equipment, illumination equipment and

20.2 Reduce "Stored-Up" Shelter Problems. power supplies (batteries, wm~dl motors).

It may be possible to take advantage of the 20.4 Contact Local Officia.,. If little or no
temporary emergence phase to reduce some of communication has been possible during the
the stored-up problems, such as the removal of in~whelter phase, an initial objective of the
waste and garbage, burial of the dead, reloca- temporary emergence phase will be to estab-
tion of the sick and injured to available hos- lish contact with the local government officials.



infrmaionconernng he tat ofthe Na- 20.9 Reorgaihat ion and Restocking the SheU-
tion, rdainnddamage in nearby areas, ter. If damrage to dwellings is heavy, or if

proectd tme orsaf geera extand sany other reasons for not returning to homes pre-
frherisrcin should begathered and vail, the shelter may be used to house portions

passd o totheshelterees. In turn, local offi- of the population during the recovery phase.
cial shuldbe nfomedof the status of the This would require reorganization by th~e ,shel-

20.6Pmvade helere8 !oRemin.After an supplies and facilit 'is, int~ading:
Rrteded tayunde counedconditions, there.Wtr dnfod n aiain

may be those who feel 't necessary to leave the Water may stili have to be stocked, bunking
ashelter to wes their home&, attempt to ftd rela facilities and materials would be augmented
tives, a£4d simply escape. The manager should or supplied, substantial and varied foods
attempt to dissuade shelterees from leavirig the would rep~lace the survival ratiloMs and addi-
shelter and make them fully aware that the ex- tionial or more adequate sanitation proce-
ternal levels are still dangerous. Usually, this dures would be introduced.
will be in accoidance with guidance or under 2. Additional space. It should be possible
direction from the Emergency Operating Cenx- to obtain additional sate space, since the fall-

ter. out hazard is no longer prominent. SuchI20.6 Damage Aaaesement. The taskc tem space would permit more comfort and
may also bring information concernuig the ex- privacy among shelterees and would mini-
tent of damage in the immediate area. This mize the risks to health.
information, in conjunction with similtar infor- 3. Reorganization of ishelfer activities and
masion from other shelter areas, can aid the task teams. Various task teamns could be dia-
local government in community damage assess- solved; others may be augmented. If recov-
mont and the planning of recovery efforts, Such ery operationy are in progress around the
dta should include differeaxtials in radiation clock, feeding and sleeping schedules must
lvels FAt various locations, iihould they exist.. be worked out to accommodate the various

20.7 Supply of Man powe.r Data. Finaily, the working shifts. Children's activity schedules,
shelter manager should supply all available including resumption of schooling, may be
manpower data to the local gavernment for usp developed and implemented,
in implernanting the recovery plan. Infornia- 20.10 Communication. Governmental author-
aon on types of skills possessed by ahelterees, ties may detsire to use the established shelter
bth men and women, would greatly assist au- organization as a meansi for rapid and accurate
torities in obtaining the skills necessary fcr dissemination of information, both local and
the various recovery operations. National. Because they have already been ac-

cepted as authorities, shelter staffs will be

Manaemen ReponsbiltiesDurng te avaluable means of communication between
Full Emorgisnce PhZ hsloa governmer.t and the people.

20.11 Depopulation, of Shelter. In the full
20.8 Full e rgnewill ocrwhen rz'diation emergence phase, nmore ard more people will

condtios ar shlteres ay lave leaveý the shelter, especially as the radiation
for the entire day and return to the shelter, a!s level becomes negligible. This will require con-
necessary, for meals and sleeping. In this tinuous activity by the shelter administrators
period, the shelter becomes a base of operations to adjust supply requests, fill openings in the
for the iznplerr.?ntation of recovery and recon- records of those Ltill preseni, &nd complete the
struction plans. Although local authorities will records of thos-: having permanently left the
assume the responsibilities for maintenance of shelter.
law and ordei, mass fee&ng and lodging, and 20.12 Dismissal of Stvff Members. The relo-
general restoration of the community, the cation of the shelter population as reconstruc-
manager and staff may be asked to continue as tion proceeds will probably permnit the shelter
administrators and managers in these efforts, manager to consider dismissing many of the
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shelter staff so that they may assume other 1. Shelteree.. There may still be indi-
responsibilities. viduals who have no place to go when the
20.18 Return to Pre-War Use of Building. It shelter is closed. Local authorities must be
is possible that the building which houses the supplied with their names and other relevant
shelter will be returned to its pre-attack fuc- information so that they may aid in the proc-
tions, even though the shelter area continues ess of relocation and rehabilitation of these

to function. A shelter in a telephane-coeipany 2 Sppeop
building may be such a case. Such a situation 2. Supplies. The problem of remainingshetltr supplies may be considered- The local
requires coordination among building owner, selter plaes may me o vsidere or Thethe shelerrecovery plans may make provision for thedisposition of supplies through local author-
ative of the owner), and the local authorities.
20.14 Closing the Shelter. With the progres- 3. Clean-up. Anr important task is the
sive success of recovery activities, and with the final clean-up of the shelter before it is
diminution of radiation to a safe level, there officially closed. Cleaning crews may be orga-
remains a large area of administrative respon- nized to remove all garbage and other waste,
sibility for the shelter manager before his job and to wash down and disinfect the entire
is finished. When so notified by local officials, shelter area.
the manager must begin the process of closing b. Records. Finally, all shelter records
the shelter. The following items must be dealt should be turned over to the local govern-
with: ment.
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ItA TION XOSM RCORD

RADIATION EXPOSURE RECORD Date(s) of Daily Total Dose
Name JOHN DOE Exposure(s) Dose(s) to Date

Address 227 N. Moorland
Battle Creek, Michigan -

Soc. Sec. No 545-26-5535 ...-

Date(s) of Daily Total Dose -

Exposure(s) Dose(s) to Date

6/6/62 15 15

6/7/62 5 20

6/7/62 25 45

6/8-10/62 5 50

DATE

FRONT SIDE SAMPLE FORM BACK SIDE
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SAMPLE DAILY SCHEDULE FOR SHELTERS

0700 Reveille 1480 Fanerseiwy drills
0730 Raeoeve bhekfat rations 15o00 Water and biscuit break
000 Eat breakfut 1630 Recreational activities
OW3 cl*sa-ip 1400 Recrestional activities
0900 Sick all 1c30 Free time for quiet activities
0980 Training amion or group meeting or continua,- 1700 Receive dinner rations

tn at sio.k call or recreation 1730 Eat dinner
1000 Water and biscuit break 1800 Clean-up
1080 Training session 1830 Daily briefing
1100 Training maion-Ongoing education for ckildren 1900 Training session
1130 Frs, time for quiet activities 1930 Planned recreational activities
1200 Receive lunch rations 2000 Planned recreational activities
1230 Eat lunch 2030 Free time for quiet activities
1300 Clean-up 2100 Free time for quiet activit'*s
1830 InfrmutIon and traing semion 2130 Water and biscuit break

Nap for children 2200 Free time for quiet activities
1400 Inform to and training sesion 2230 Prepare for skep

Ongoing educatio 2800 Lights out
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SMM DAILY SCHEDULE FMo rWoSHIFT sHaTms

SHIP? A rrMe SHIRP 9
0700 Rteereatiobedn beakfat rat•m 0O780 RecreationWa hreakfsst am0 Pre@ time for quiet activities

ON" O Prepara f"or sleepn w00 Sleep(laMp mMwnj/elk MclOn
Wtew btnk; opt. biscuit break 1000
trahMt BAis 1030
trainin oft"a 1100
Qui s lec' qu. A ei 1130
a•,mib duner muss IMs

R m 1700

ta break1730 Receive brkfast .ation4Pra.ts ' Eat br6kft0

ZR WAII 1830 Cleanupx~rai 1900 sick cauM e A 9M Shelter brifng

2OWs heist,1 sesifRearaw drils M130 Emerginc drills
Water break; opt. hist break 210 Water break; opt. bscuit breakIPM w" for quiet civibs 2130 Free time for quiet activitiesFreM f- quiet activities 2200 Receive dinnch rationse for deep 2 ~Eat dinnrh

• 2300 Ckl&-up
0 Trainin• session

04300 Training ession

0030 Water break; opt. higeutt b--eak
0100 Quiet rceto

0100 Quie tecrqataon
823M Free time for quiet activitiesMO3 Receive diwwr rations
0300 Eat dinner0330 Clean-up
0"0 Training msaion
0430 Training sesson
0500t Free time for quiet activities
M"3 Free time for qkiiet activities
0"0 Group meeting
0630 Water break; opt, biscuit break

"11.6



Ape x 8

SHELTER SUPPUES

DESIRABLE.SUPPLEMENTARY
PROV I(TONED BY THE FEDERAL GOVLR.NMENT IsTEMS

I. Food and Wmter-Survival biscuits, crackers. wafers and carbo- Ingredients for baby formula^ special
hydrate supplement (10,000 calories per shelter space); water food for dietary problems, variety of easy
drum# (to be filled by local authorities). tp store and prepare foods.

Food heating equlpmient, disposable paper
plates, utensils and Copa.
Canned liquids, rich as fruit juices and
soups,
Extra water for cooking, washing, and
decontamination.

2. Medical and Sanitation (instructions on medical care in shelter Speci•a medicines
are eontained in each kit).

SMsdietioy Un-t Kit A Kit C
(65 (826

per- per-
SOns) sons)

Aoetylsaliclic acid tablets, USP, 5 gr., bottle 1 -------

500'. (aspirin)
USP. 5 gr, 10002, (aspirin) bottle ------ 3

Cascar Sagrada ext, tablets (laxative), bottle 1 6
N.F.. 4 gr., 100e

Eugenol, USP, 1 oz. (toothache remedy) bottle 1 1
Eye, nom (and ear) drops. %4 os. bottle 3 18
Isopropyl alcohol, N.F.. 1 qt (dilute for can 1 6

rubbing alcohol)
Kaolin I and pectin mixture, I pt. (diar- bottle 1 6

rhea medicine)
Kaoln* powder, 40 grams, (alternative bottle 3 16

items)
Pencillin G, tablets, USP, 250,300 units bottle 2 12

1004
Petroleumn, whlte, USP, 1 lb. (petroleum can 1 S

Jelly)
Phenobarhital tablets;

USP,•% gr, 600s bottle 1-
USP, % gr., 1000s bottle 3

Soap, surgical, 1% c., with 2% hexa- cake a 36
chlorophene

Sodium bicarbonate USP, 1 lb. (baking can 1 2
soda) USP

Sodium chloride, USP, I lb. (table salt) can 1 2
Sulfadsiaine tablets:

T•A r., 500s bottle 1
7% gr., 1000s bottle ---.. 3

Tablet, water purification, iodine, MM bottle 2 12

A. of J..n.-y 11049 (F-4wora CMii Do¢f*r" G.•. Part D. Chapt•r 2L Appe,4di, i).
rltb., ltb Uiqid or pow4or cap"tl. of blng reraotutld by the mAetitn of wat•r may be furtished-
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SHELTER SUPPUES--Continued
DSISR.,.BLE.-SUPPLEMENTARY

PROVISIONLD BY THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENTI ITEMS
2. Xediemtion and Sanitation--Continued

L Dftgim2a Uit Kit A Kit C
Autdage. garj*, rollr, 2' x 6 yd., 12s pkg. I a
Sumikgo, mushn. iria~galar, 37A3x62'x" each 1 6

Cotton, putifed, 1 lb. pkg. 3

Pas Vaum, surgical, 4x4, 200 pkg. 1 6
c. 00W Unit Kit A KitC
Applicator, wood, cotton tipped end, ,4 pkg. 1 6

x 6". 1OOs
Depressor, v'igae, wood, lOs box 1 3
Formps, splinter, tweezer, A%'" each 1 1
Pir, safety, 1 % . 12s pkg. 3 12
Se!wrs, pocket, straignjt, 4', double blunt each 1 3
S&ryn4e, fountain, plastic and attachment each 1 1
Thermometer, human, clinical, oral, stubby each 1 4

bulb, with cue

d. Saxitation
Two ases are furnahed-KAt III with supplies for 25 spaces,
and Kit IV for "0 spaces.

Kit T'pe

SK III SK IV
Paper, toilet tissue 5 rolls 10 rolls Shallow pans and germicidal solution for

hand washing.
Seat, commode, plastic each each

Opener, can, hand-optrated 1 each I each
Pads, sanitary, heavy 1 dozen 2 dozen Infant supplies.
Pads, sanitary regular 2 dozen 3 dozen
Hand Cleaner, waterless, Pt. (Note 1) 1 can 1 can Paper towels, disposable washcloth pack-

ets, deodorants, mouthwash, faci ,si ues.
Gloves, po~lyethylene 1 pair 1 psir
Spout, dispenuinT, water 1 each 1 each
Tie-wires, bag closures 1 each 1 each Trash cans, brooms, mops, dust pns, ash
Cups and Lida (Note 2) 35 each 70 each trays, plastic and paper bags, cog and
Commode chemical, liquid, '*ttle 1 pt ea. 1 qt. fa wheel type can opener.

(Note 3)
Commode chemi-al, granular, packet 6 each 12 each Dry-bulb thermometers, humidity indica-

(Note 3) torn.
Bae-linera, polyethler.e, commode 1 cach 1 each
Instruction Sheet 1 each 1 each
Fiberboard Boxes 2 each 2 each
Fiber Drum (Note 4) 1 e.ch I each

Note I-This item not included in later provisions.

Note 2-lnitial stocks contained 40 and 80 -ups. More durable

cuips (5i5 and 70) are contained in later provisions,
Nuts S-One or the other is included. Later stocks contain the

pieketa.
Note 4-The fiber drum is used as the initial chemical toilet. Metal

water drums are intended for this purpose after the water is con-
sumned.

Clothes brushes, shower facilities, rain-

3. Radiological Defense---Shelter R-adiation Kits, one per 50-'.000 coata, tarpaulins (pls~tic, cloth or canvas).

shelter space% (a "Hondbook for Radiological Moni, :" is con- Pails of sand and/or water, stirrup-type
tained in each kit describing the ir.struments and their ube.) water pumps, dry chemical fire extinguish-

1t Lf .anuwry M95 lFederal Civil D-afen.. Guide Pant V, Chaptar 2. APsid:.A i1
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Sheltor Supplie.-Conftnumd

DESIRABLESUPPLEMENTARY
PROVISIONED BY THE FEDERAL GOVERNMEIN ITEMS

4. Safety (ire protection, law and order, rescue)-none. era, tOf xs (hammers, pliers, wrecding bars,
S nrewdrivers, wrenches, saws, rpe, ahoy-

5. Com~~muucations--none. els, jacka, flashdights, and batteries).

Battery powered or transistor radio, tele-
phone and two-way radio. battery powere
mnegaphones.

6. Sleeping equipment-none. Blankets, sleeping bags, mats, air zwat-
tresses, cardboard sheet-- . bnks.

7. Administrative supplies-none. Log sheets, pads, pe, ._, lets, bulletin
boards, tacks, tape, 'boo s, striug or
twine, shelter registratio. forms.

8. Information and training-none. Training materials, books and equipment
to meet recreational and spiritual needs.

'As Of JaIIUL7 1MS 'P-deW Civil Deiafe Guide Pat V. Ch.apter 2, ArpeniCdx 1)
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AppmAdtx C

REVIEW QUESrIONS

Chapter 1. Overview of Shelter Monae factor of over 5W0). However, most of the
ment other shelter spwees fall into the 40-100 P.F.

1. What effects, if any, would the size of a categories. The shelterees have not yet been
1What teffdto, hfave, won d the roseiofhe man made aware of the differences in protectionS1 lter tend to have on the role of the man-

at present; only you and the radiologicalager Hteam know of this situation. The external
ferent in a 2,000 person shelter as opposed fallout levels give indications of becoming
eeto a n a perso0 shelterrato a 200 person shelter? quite high. What, if anything, would you do

2. The trained shelter manager has been with the high-protection area?
unavoidably delayed in reaching the shelter
to which he has been assigned. When he 3. There are no trained RADEF personnel in
arrwhive he discovers thatsevgerl peole your shelter and you must give the initialarrives, he discovers that several people

radiological briefing to a relatively un-sophisticated shelter population. What are
They seem to be well accepted by the shel- the major points about radiation and pro-
ter population, but they are not doing anadequate Job in organizing the shelter. How tective actions that you would want to be

sure are understood by everyone in the
should the trained manager handle this shelter?
situation?3. What are the ideal characteristics of a shel- 4. In the middle of the first night, 20 or so
ter manager in terms of background, skills people present themselves at a shelter
terdmanageriencters, ofd b grsonludkills entrance seeking admittance. The radiologi-
and experiences, and personal quaiities? cal team leader reports to you that these

4. One of the crucial management respensibili- people have been exposed to a dosage of
ties in the initial period of a shelter stay is over 500 roentgens within a relatively brief
assumption of command of the shelter. How period. What are your decisions rnd
might the manager assume command of a actions ?
high-rise shelter or one with many physi- 5. An emergency situation has arisen that re-
cally separated spaces? quires a team of people to'leave the shelter

5. Of what practical significance to shelter temporarily, when the external radiation
management is the concept of "shelter level stands at approximately 20 roentgens
phases?" per hour. On what basis would you select

members of the emergency team, and whom
Chapter 2. Radiological Protection would you be most likely to use? What spe-
1. Describe the major protective actions cial instructions might you provide the

against radiation that can be put into emergency team before it begins its mis-
effect inside the shelter prior to the arrival sion ?
of fallout. When should these actions be
implemented? What, if any, are the steps Chapter 3. Other Weapon Effects
that can be taken outside the shelter to in- 1. What, if any, are the procedures that can
crease radiation protection; for what types be implemented in a fallout shelter that may
of shelters might such actions be useful ? slightly increase that shelter's protection

2. The shelter which you are managing has against blast effects? Under what conditions
one small area that offers very high pro- should such procedures be attempted, if at
tection against radiation (with a protection all?
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Chater 4. Pr*4Ocpancy Management 3. What are the major factors that determine
Iteponsbli|ffhi how many and what types of task teams

1. Ashould be established in any public shelter?1. Aumingthat £ shelter had a budget of
several hundred dollars to supplement the Which teams, if any, are essential in all

shelters ?
survival stocks provided by OCD, what
additional items should be considered for 4. What is the proper role of the advisory com-
augmenting the capability provided by the mittee in shelter affairs? Can an advisory
Federally stocked supplies? committee function in a multi-story, high-

rise shelter? ttow should this committee be
2. In a large, high-rise office building, what selected?

procedures might the assigned shelter man-

ager adopt to select and recruit a shelter 5. Discuss the pros and cons of a shelter orga-
nizational structure that combines the task

ent staff (shelter deputiesgroups. This meansmunity group leaders, and team heads) ?te sanconuiygup.Ts es.Dvyty agreeoup ldersandrteem w hea follthat all people who are assigned to the same
3. Do you agree or disagree with the follow- task team are thereby members of the same

ing statement? Give reasons for your living units.
answer. "The job of the shelter manager
really begins at the time warning signals Chapter 6. Organizing Shelter Resources
are heard. During peacetime, the task of
establishing and maintaining operational 1. Under what set of shelter conditions is the
readiness of a shelter is basically the re- establishment of a separate supply team
sponsibility of the building owner or the necessary, and under what conditions are
normal management organization, or per- other arrangements adequate to control
haps someone assigned to the job of shelter shelter supplies? What organizational ar-
planner. The shelter manager should not rangements can be substituted for a supply
have to concern himself with changing bat- team?
teries or rotating food supplies." 2. Isn't the keeping of shelter records merely

4. In a large, high-rise shelter in an office a reflection of our normal over-organization
building occupied by many firms and con- and over-involvement with paperwork? Of
sisting of many shelter areas, what should what possible use could a shelter log and
be done in the event one or more companies similar records be in a real emergency?
refuse to participate in the shelter pro- 3. Why does management guidance emphasize
gram? For instance, should the employees the equal apportionment of survival sup-
of the nonparticipating firms be considered plies to all shelterees? Shouldn't shelter
as shelter occupants in the event of an at- rationing take into account the fact that the
tack? What tactics might be employed to get survival needs of different p:ople may vary
nonparticipating firms to contribute to the considerably? Shouldn't shelter rationing be
shelter program of their building? based on need and desire rather than on

automatically equal apportionment?
Chaaper 5. Organizing the Shelter 4. It will take quite a long time until registra-

SPopulation tion forms can be filled out and the results1PoAe an tof aknown to the manager, especially in a large

1, As the manager of a small shelter, how shelter. What information about shelterees
would you organize the population into comn- would the manager want to discover as soon
munity (living) groups? How many groups as possible, and how might this be done
would you establish, with how many shel- without engaging in the time-consuming ac-
terees in each? In what order would you tivity of filling out registration forms?
set up groups? How would ynu assign the 5. There are several basic approaches to the
population to living groups, and how would general problem of rationing supplies in a
you select community group leaders? shelter. One approach is to start out initially

2. Discuss question number 1, as the manager with the lowest possible ration and increase
of a large shelter. it in the future as conditions permit. A sec-
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ond approach is to initially distribute rela- tersos. Discuss the appropriateness of this
tively large supply portions, and cut down procedure.
later as needed. Finally, one can try to 5. It is now four days after time of shelter
maintain as even a ration as possible for entry. A small group of about a dozen male
the duration of the shelter stay. Discuss the adults, who have resisted ya. and your staffmerits and disadvantages of these ap- throughout the shelter stay, have now com-
proaches, pletely defied your authority. They are

What general decisions would you be faced molesting women, taking rationr at will, and
with as the manager of a high-rise shelter in generally terrorizing the surrouniding group.
which most of the survival rations are lo- They say they will burn the shelter down
cated in the basement? What supply proce. if they are expelled. At least one of them
dures would you adopt to implement your may be armed with a knife. What are your
general decisions? decisions and actions? What factors must

you take into account in arriving at a de-
Chapter 7. Organizing Activities and cision?

Pattems of Living
1. What is the value of a shelter schedule? Chapter 8. Atmomphere and Tempnravre

In developing a shelter schedule, what ac- Control
tivities and operations should be planned for 1. Discuss the procedures that you would
the first six hours? For the first 24 hours? implement in a naturally ventilated shelter,

2. Which, if any, shelter rules should be left if the temperature has risen to a very
to the discretion of the shelter population? uncomfortable level. What are the alterna-
What factors does the manager have to take tives in the event that none of the sug-
into account in determining which rules gested procedures serve to keep the tem-
shelterees can make for themselves? How perature rise down?
might the passage of time in shelter affect 2. It has often been demonstrated that, in a
shelteree attitudes toward shelter rules? shelter, some people feel warm and others

3. Discuss the advantages and disadvantages cold within what is supposed to be the tern-
of each of the following approaches to the perature zone of optimum comfort. Howdevelopment of shelter rules. would you handle the problem of widely

a. Establish an elaborate set of shelter divergent shelteree reactions to a given tern-

rules covering all contingencies, includ- perature level?

ing corrective actions to be invoked in 3. What special temperature and atmosphere
case of violation. See that shelterees are control procedures would you set into op-
informed about rules. eration in a shelter that is dependent upon

b. Establish a very general set of cate- fuel-burning machinery?
4. What special cautions, if any, should be ex-zories of rules. See that shelterees are ecsdi ehnclyvniae hle

briefed on the categories. Except for the ercised in a mechanically ventilated shelter
most essential regulations, do not make equipped with filters?
up a detailed set of rules in advance of
any social-control situation. Determine Chapter P. Water
the appropriate corrective action at the 1. What steps can be tal:.,n after shelter entry
time of any incident, to augment the water supplies in the OCD

4. In peacetime, the innocence or guilt of per- drums? When and how should these steps
sons who have been accused of breaking the be undertaken ?
law is very often determined by a jury of 2. What are the factors to consider in selecting
their peers. Therefore, in a shelter, the de- a method for distribution of water in a shel-
termination of innocence or guilt and the ter? Discuss some of the advantages and
selection of the appropriate corrective ac- disadvantages of several different ap-
tion should also be left to a jury of she]- proaches to water distribution.
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& Do you agree or disagree with the follow- which the supplement can be used as part
ing statements, and for what reasons? of the shelter ration. What are some of the
There is no way to maintain sanitary stand- varied methods for distributing the carbo-
ards in a shelter. Therefore, efficiency and hydrate supplement, and what are the ad-
conservation should be the goals in dis- vantages and disadvantages of each
tributiag water and other supplies, instead method?
of going through the motions of maintain- 3. What effect does the size and configuration
ing sanitary standards. This means that, if of the shelter have upon the total food op-
necessary, someone should suck on the water eration? Discuss how food storage and con-
hose to start the suction, or distribute trol, rationing, preparation, distribution,
water by dipping his cup into the drum and and consumption might be different in the
filling other cups from his. These methods large, high-rise shelter as compared to the
are all right as long as the person perform- small, single space shelter.
ing them does not have any communicable 4. What factors should be taken into account
diseas. in setting up a feeding schedule? How

4. What are the factors you would take into would size of shelte- affect the schedule?
consideration before you would permit the
use of potable water for any purpose other Choaper 12. Sliopthan drinking?

5. How does the human need for water fit 1. What decision alternatives are available to
into the total picture of shelter activities the shelter manager 'n the event that there

and operations? What would be the gen- are only enough bunks for half the shelter
eral effect upon shelter operations of a population to sleep on at one time, assuming
shortage of water? In turn, how do other there is enough floor space for the rest of
operations, activities, and situations affect the population to sleep on ? Under what con-
the amount of water required for survival? ditions might each alternative be the best

possible choice?
Chapor 10. Way 2. Realistically speaking, can anything be done

about persons who unwittingly, but regu-

ventntharthe basirules related to fire pre- larly, keep others awake at night with cries,
vention that all shelterees should be made moans, or snores? How important is it to
to understand? ~try to maintain quiet during "lights out?"

2. How would you organize the activity of 3. In a shelter inhabited by people of widely
"fire watch" in a shelter? Who, what, when, varying ages aaid states -f health, it may bewhere, how m any people, for how long a v r if.-l -t -v , e~ y n o a r e tveydiffi.•ult tc •.Ov •ryone to agree to
time should be involved in the fire watch? ac m o i ef: :hs u ' o i h

3. Discuss the factors that you must take into the manager df; ith a situation such am s
consideration in assessing any structural this?

damage that your shelter might have re- 4. If members of the night watch are selected
ceived, frutn among the shelter population, they

may often not be willing to report incidents
Chapter I L.. Food involving fellow shelterees to the manager.

How can the night watch be made into a
1. Normal, healthy persons can survive two

week wihou anyfoo. Wy thn hs ~ truly functioning arm of shelter manage-weeks without any food. Why then has so

much money been invested in survival food ment?
supplies for community shelters, and why 5. It has been demonstrated that many shel-
should there be any concern about the terees are more comfortable sleeping head-
palatability of the survival rations? to-head, although a head-to-toe arrange-

2. The carbohydrate supplement is being ment is frequently recommended as a sleep-
stocked in shelters to add variety to the sur- ing position for hoalth reasons. Should each
vival diet. Discuss the different ways in individual be allow'ed to make his own de-
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elsion? If so, are there any other aspects of and suffering from ailments varying widely
the sleeping problem that should be left to in their severity?
the will of the people? If this is not * deci- 8. What combinations of shelter conditions
aian for individuals to make, how should it would call for the establishment of a sick
be handled? bay?

4. The dual-purpose use of supplies or equip-
Chapter 13. Sunlo•Ie merit is a key principle of shelter manage-

1. Why Is the maintenance of hiwh sanitary meitWh.titeihelytobe ommonly
standards given such emphasis in shelter available can be made into improvised medi-
management guidance, even though reviis- cal supplie and equipment?
tica•ly such high standards may be very oif- 5 What are, the required actions on the part
tacult to achieve in a group shelter? of the shelter manager in the event a death

2. It is possible that people might resent being occurs in the shelter?
assigned to a sauitation team, especially the 6. How should the marux staff a medical
toilet team They may even refuse to accept team in the absence of a licensed physician?
an assignment to this team. How can the If two or more physicians are present?
manager overcome this problem and recruit
a sanitation team that will perform its tanks Chapter 15. HlumlnAtion and Powe
efficiently, without becoming a potential 1. What special cautions must be exercised in
source of disturbance? using fuel-burning equipment in a shelter?

S. What are the most reasonable ways to deal 2. Assuming that there are only three or four
with the diaper problem in a shelter with a smail areas of the shelter that have adeqate
large r• nber of infants and toddlers? What lighting, what shelter activities or opera-
are the advantages and disadvantages of tions should be conducted in these areas?
each method?. Assuming a single flashlight as the only

4. Discuss the factors that must be taken into source lf ight available, what procedures
account in establishing a toilet area using might the manager adopt to maximize the
OCD sanitation kits. useful life of the flahlight?

5. What are some of the potential problems 4. Can a small shelter be operated in almost
associated with getting shelterees used to total darkness (no lighting devices avail-
strange, new toilet practices, in view of the able) ? Give reasons for your answer.
strength of normal habits?

& What are some potential sanitation prob- ChapI•r 16. Conmunitim n
lern to anticipate in a shelter with an aug . L Why is it so important to provide the shelter

population with information on a regular

basis, even though there may be little news
Chaier 14. MedIkol Can, to report?
1. The medical kits stocked by OCD provide a 2. In the absence of a telephone or public ad-

capability to perform first aid and to treat dress system, it may be very difficult for a
minor Illnesses. Many shelters will contain shelter manager to communicate with the
people who entered the shelter with serious population in a large, high-rise shelter.
medical conditions unrelated to the effects Under these circumstances, what are some
of nuclear attack. What, if anything, can possible procedures that can be adopted to
the shelter manager do to increase the sur- separated ares of the shelter?
vival chances of shelterees entering with 8. Under what conditions can a group session
serious medical problems? in which the ahelterees collectively air their

2. Assuming a shortage of medical supplies, feelings be a v4luable contribution to shel-
whac criteria should the manager use in ter adjustment? Under what conditions does
allocating the available supplies in a shelter it have the pwential for becoming a disturb-
with many patients of both sexes, all ages, ing influence in the shelter?
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4. Why must eammunleation between a abel- postshelter recovery period to get people ad.
ter and the emergency seat of local govern- justed to living in a strange, new environ-
meat be strictly regulated? ment To try to sustain emotional adjust-

6. What procedures should be established for ment among the occupants of a shelter is an
mniitoring incoming broadcasts of the unreasonable goal, given human nature and
Fmenrgency Broadcast System and other the characteristics of shelter confinement,"
communieation channels? Should incoming 4. After several days in the shelter, the deputy
messages automatically be broadcast nmanger whom you appointed on the basis
throughout the entire shelter? Why (why of his vast knowledge and experience startsnot) ? to become very argumentative in his con-

tac with yo. He tells others in the shelter
Chaptew 17. Training tat you are not doing your job properly. Hie
1. Should a training program be considered begins to spend more and more of his time

as a required activity in a shelter, or should with a small group of people who appar-it be regarded as more or less an optional ently have been drawn together by their
It b regrdedas mre o les an ptioalsatisfaction wit~h the way things are

feature of a shelter stay? Give reasons for dingai n withete way th i ththeanwrgin nthe shelter. How do you deal with
youranser.this situation ?

2. How should the shelter manager deal with
the problem of people who refuse to partici-
pate in training ses•sions? What should be Chuper 19. Religious, Ro, nwtional, and

SrieActivitiesdone if a large number of shelterees, per- SrieAtvte

haps even a majority, resist participating in 1. Do you agree or disagree with the follow.
training? ing statement? Give reasons for your

8. In the matter of developing a training pro- answer. "Under conditions of actual attack,
gram, what should be the responsibility of there will be no time for planned sociai and
the training team, and what the responsi- recreational activities in a shelter, no mat-
bilities of other teams (such as radiological ter how long the period of confinement lasts.
and medical) whose members have the tech- For one thing, people will be in no mood to
i -alnforation to convey? play games. In addition, there are many

4. What kind of training for postshelter living shelter activities much more important to
can realistically be conducted during a shel- survival than recreation that wil! keep peo.
ter stay, in light of the uncertainties con- ple occupied the length of the shelter stay."
cerning the nature of the postattack world? 2. A large urban shelter will very likely have

5. What kinds of needs and problems are members of many religious faiths and de-
likely to be faced in carrying out training nominations. How should the shelter man-
activities for children? ager establish a program of religious activi-

ties, upon request of the shelterees, that will
Chbaper 18. Psycological Sppor accommodate the wishes of the diverse

faiths and denominations, without alienat-1. What actions, if any, should be taken by ing any group of shelterees, and without
shelter management, in the event that drug interfering with shelter operations?
addicts are present in the shelter; in the
event that alcoholics are present? 3. Describe some techniques for improvising

2. What set of shelter conditions would call for equipment for common games with mate-
the establishment of a psychological first rials that are likely to be available in many
aid team? public shelters.

3. Do you agree or disagree with the following 4. What, if anything, should the manager do
statement, and for what reason? "The pur- about people who refuse to participate in
pose of a fallout shelter is to keep people any planned social and recreational activ'-
alive physically. As far as mental well-being ties and prefer to reraia isolated and with-
is concerned, there will be ample time in the drawn,
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Chaptr 20. Pm009 MOM"gMt that has been subjected only to fallout and
Urn. not to any blast or fire damage .Would these

problems be the same for a rural area under
1. In the absene of an external conlnunica- the same conditions? If not, how would they

tion capability, how, if at all, can the man- be different?
ager determine that it is safe and feasible a. w t ar some nonepons of the role of
for the confined population to leave shelter the shelter manager in the immediate post-
pemanenfty? shelter environment? Is it likely, or desir-

2. Discuss what some of the major problems abe, that he become a private citizen as
of the immediate postshelter situation are soon as local government begins to resume
likely to be in an urban area of the country active control of the community?
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